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EDITORIAL
One More Yatra…

Rahul Gandhi’s Bharat Jodo yatra has quite become
a sensation and a turning point for the Congress. It has
been one of those yatras which seemed impossible for
Rahul Gandhi and the Congress. One wonders who is
funding the expense of the yatra and the rhetoric around
it. eƤnitely, he did not get a lot of good press as a lot
of media is still controlled by the ruling party. Despite
that, there has been some visible footage in social media
generated due to the content of this yatra.
Will this yatra go a long way in contesting for the 2024
elections? Is it really for the 2024 elections or is it for
Rahul Gandhi to save himself as the party president and
that he does matter in the Congress? The latter seems to
be more of an explanation. Usually, it has been seen in
India, and lately that the last six months are more crucial
for any electoral shift eơect rather than many months of
a strategic move. Like the Pulwama blast and short war
angle during the last election which got
the BJP through.
Congress still remains a dying horse
since most of the stalwarts of the
Congress have left it and this Yatra
seems to be a very young idea, joined by
young people who do not have much say
in the political arena or in the parliament.
To say that the youngsters will be able to
carry on against the experienced ShahModi combine will be a stretch.
Judging by the Gujarat elections, its
outcome and also the MCD elections
in Delhi, Congress will need the old
stalwarts back into the portfolio to
understand how the voters react. One
person’s eơort or vision cannot win elections. And Yatra
kind of gigs has been carried out by L.K. Advani earlier,
which did translate to some dramatic outcomes but they
were at a larger scale and aơected polarisation.
Rahul Gandhi’s yatra did not have a caste angle,
and may not have polarised votes. Usually, the yatra is
needed for getting polarisation in the vote bank so as to
get the winning of an election. His idea that phase 2 of
the yatra should continue after the arrival in Delhi may
not have more takers than the Ƥrst one. Also, it is not
clear what has been achieved by the yatra since Congress
did not do very well during the three elections that were
going on during that time, except for that of Himachal
Pradesh.
Meanwhile, the government is not too keen on leaving
the businessmen who took loans during the Congress
Raj, catching them left right and centre. This is kind of
good for the economy also but at the same time, they

need to check their banks on how much loan the top four
big business houses have on their current balance sheets.

Resolutions…

There are a plethora of resolutions people take at
the turn of the year. But as the new year is starting to
look like another Covid year, resolutions need careful
planning. The major hit will again be the middle working
class who have fewer savings and incomes, which are
dependent upon the companies they work for to perform
well in India. The SMEs and MSMEs have taken all the
heat of Covid since 2019. Hence the best resolution still
is to remain safe and healthy, spend less, consolidate
wealth, and look for opportunities which will grow both
wealth and income, reasonably. Now is still not the time
to be bullish about an open economy. War in Ukraine and
Covid in China are concerning.
For kids in higher studies, focus on careers which are
more promising in a Covid era and where
there is a possibility for switching in the
Ƥeld of work, rather than being stuck
with one career. Now is the time for kids
and parents to realise that there is little
point in sending their wards abroad for
education- much of the economy has
gone online and so has education. The
old education set-up of the West may not
be apt for the new online economy and
style of living, though these concepts
have been built only by the West itself. A
lot of education needed now is beyond
the textbook, which students and kids
access all the time over various online
formats. At times in a classroom packed
with intelligent students, they seem more knowledgeable
than the instructor, without meaning any disrespect for
the teacher.
One good resolution for young people on the edge of
their careers is a resolve to become multi-talented and
multidisciplinary in their actions. Another good resolution
could be to join some sort of political party in order to
provide them with Intelligence, morals and goals other
than cornering money.
Hence you may choose to make resolutions for
the year 2023 but be vary and thoughtful lest the
circumstances keep changing throughout the year, as
the Covid-war economies evolve and analyse the way
they will hit the functioning world. We have all become
international citizens and what happens in one region
does aơect the urban spaces somehow or the other.
Wishing all our readers a Happy New Year 2023!
editor@womansera.com We
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CINEPLEX
Janhvi Kapoor Posed
Hand-In-Hand With Rumored
BF Orhan Awatramani
umour mills are abuzz
with the starlet Janhvi
Kapoor and her
buddy Orhan Awatramani.
Recently, the duo arrived
hand-in-hand at an event
which further fuelled their
link-up speculations. Amongst
the various stars, Kapoor
reached the red carpet of
Femina Beauty Awards. But
what grabbed everyone’s
attention was her chemistry
with Awatramani who joined
the diva. The duo posed for
the cameras mushily while
holding each other’s hands.

R

Politician Called For A Ban
On Pathaan Due To Deepika
Padukone’s Objectionable
Outfits In Besharam Rang
he upcoming Ƥlm Pathaan
is causing a storm on the
internet for various reasons.
Firstly, it is marking a comeback
of superstar Shah Rukh Khan
and its latest song ‘Besharam
Rang’ is grabbing eyeballs and
is trending all over. But it seems
like Padukone’s bold avatar is not
going down well with Madhya
Pradesh Home Minister Narottam
Mishra. Additionally, the colour
of her outƤts is saơron which is
hurting the sentiments of many
Hindu bigots. Many BJP workers
and RSS supporters are expressing
their displeasure over the saơron
bikini. The makers were also
recently accused of plagiarism from
French song Makeba by Jain.

T

From Bollywood...
ollywood beauty
Malaika Arora is
creating a lot of noise
h
with her show ‘Moving In With
Malaika’. In a recent episode,
she hosted Nora Fatehi and
viewers got to witness a
dance face-oơ between Aroraa
and Fatehi. The two dancing
eir
divas burnt the ƪoor with their
bold and sensual moves on
Malaika’s iconic song ‘Chaiya
Chaiya’. The sultry sirens got
ce
loud cheers from the audience
for their sexy chemistry in
the dance act. But when
their video surfaced on sociall
media, many netizens trolled
them brutally and started
accusing the stars of spoiling
the Indian culture.

B

‘Like Bar Dancers’: Netizens
Disgusted Over Malaika Arora,
Nora Fatehi’s Face-Off On
Chaiyya Chaiyya

‘Truly a Legend’: Fans
Reacted As Nawazuddin
Siddiqui Shared Transgender
Look From Haddi.
ctor Nawazuddin Siddiqui
took to Instagram to
share his new look from
his upcoming Ƥlm Haddi. He will
play the role of a transgender in
the Ƥlm. Many fans called him
a ‘legend,’ and ‘fabulous’ in the
comment section. Fans praised
his look. They commented, “How
much versatile one can be?” “Oh
my god, you are truly a legend,
one of the greatest talents in the
history of Bollywood. Greetings
from Egypt.”, “This looks
fabulous (smiley face with star
eyes emoji). No words legend @
nawazuddin_siddiqui,” “Mujhe
laga Archana Puran Singh hai.”,
“Ye banda Oscar deserve karta
hai.” Etc

A

etizens trolled
Varun Dhawan for
mispronouncing
‘Kannada’. They commented,
“Varun really comes across as
one of those people that only
care about themselves, his
career, and his Ƥlm being a hit.
Bas. Doesn’t care about cinema
in general, is not a cine- buơ,
doesn’t respect other people’s
work, and is just generally
ignorant of anything that does
not pertain to him; He is such an
insult to Bollywood.”

N

‘He Is Insulting South’:
Netizens Trolled Varun
Dhawan For Mispronouncing
‘Kannada’!

Did Siddharth Malhotra Just
Confirmed His Wedding With
Kiara Advani?

ollywood actor,
Siddharth Malhotra
reacted to his wedding
ceremony rumours along with
his girlfriend, Kiara Advani, and
left his fans surprised along with
his answer. Siddharth Malhotra
and Kiara Advani are most loved
couples in Tinseltown. Recently,
Siddharth Malhotra and his cosuperstar, Rashmika Mandana,
spoke on Radio Fever FM’s show
to promote their movie, Majnu.
In the course of the display, the
radio jockey, asked Siddharth
if he would get to clarify one
hearsay about himself, what it
would be? The actor smiled and
mentioned: “That I am getting
married this year.”

B

Screenwriter Saeed Akhtar
Mirza Called ‘The Kashmir
Files’ Garbage, “Point Is Not
To Take Sides…”

he Kashmir Files became
one of the highest
grossing Ƥlms of 2022. But
with success comes criticism.
The movie has got entangled
in several controversies since
its release and till date, it is
targeted for touching debatable
issue of exodus of Kashmiri
Pandits during militancy in 1990.
Recently, screenwriter and
director Saeed Akhtar Mirza
called the Ƥlm ‘garbage’, besides
stating that it is necessary to be
human enough to understand
the issues and not just make it a
point of taking sides.

T

After Deepika Padukone, Sunny
Leone Received Backlash For
Flaunting Her Body In Saffron
Bikini Near Beach!
he controversy
surrounding Bollywood
diva Deepika Padukone’s
saơron-coloured bikini in
recently released song
‘Besharam Rang’ from upcoming
Ƥlm ‘Pathaan’ did not even die
down that the Adult star Sunny
Leone shared sensuous video
of herself doing a photoshoot
in the same coloured twopiece near a beach. The video
created a ruckus on internet.
While some started trolling the
actress for her choice of clothes
and questioned people who
are objecting Pathaan’s track
to start a boycott campaign
against Sunny too.

T

atrina Kaif walked the
red carpet at the beauty
awards in Mumbai,
looking stunning in a sparkling
gown. The Nykaa Femina Beauty
Awards 2022 were attended
by Kriti Sanon, Rashmika
Mandanna, Janhvi Kapoor,
and many other Bollywood
celebrities. Katrina looked
like the belle of the ball with
husband Vicky Kaushal by her
side. And, while she had the
belle portion covered, she also
had the ball part covered. Her
attire for the bright night was
equally dazzling.

K

Katrina Kaif Shone Brightly In
A Glamorous Silver Gown At
The Beauty Awards!

Sargam Kaushal Brought
“Mrs.
Crown” To India
Mrs. World Crown
After 21 Years

fter 21 years of a long
wait, Mrs. World has
been awarded to India.
Sargam Kaushal has been
crowned Mrs. World 2022. The
Mrs. World 2022 competition
was held in the United States.
Bollywood’s biggest stars
competed in the beauty
pageant. Sargam Kaushal was
seen getting emotional on
stage when the title of Mrs.
World was named after India.
After her marriage, Sargam
won Mrs. India and At the
same time, by becoming Mrs.
World, she demonstrated that if
your dreams are big enough, it
doesn’t matter if you’re married
or not.
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Respect her choices. By Anshika Sharma

he homemaker has the
ultimate career. All other
careers exist for one purpose
only and that is to support the
ultimate career.
Due to changing economic
dynamics, the number of working
women is on the rise. In almost
all Ƥelds, young girls are making
waves, working hard to support their
families, but in the process, are their
homes and families being neglected?

T

A HOMEMAKER WAKES
UP EARLY IN THE
MORNING TO ENSURE
THE COMFORT OF ALL
THE INMATES. SHE
THEN DOES ALL THE
CHORES SILENTLY AND
DOESN’T DEMAND ANY
CREDITS. WE SHOULD
NOW REMOVE THE
STIGMA ATTACHED
TO THE IDEA OF A
HOMEMAKER AND HAIL
WOMEN WHO CHOOSE
TO BECOME ONE.
Being a homemaker is the
toughest job anyone can opt for. A
woman trying to make all possible
attempts to keep her family happy
and safe is never appreciated to the
fullest.
Working through all the seven
days a week with no holiday and no
salary is not easy. After all the hard
work and back breaking eơorts, what
she gets to hear is, “Oh, you are just
a homemaker, you sit at home the
whole day with no work to do”.
This is the 21st century and the
conversation on measuring and
paying for housework is coming alive
forcefully.
According to a UN report, women
perform approximately 75 per cent
of the world’s unpaid services which
measures up to 13 per cent of the
gross global GDP.
In the 2011 Census, 159.9 million
(15.99 crore) women declared
“household work” to be their
main occupation. The value of this
unpaid labour is about 16 lakh crore
per annum as stated by feminist
economists.
The UN survey said women
do everything from cooking and
cleaning to fetching water and
Ƥrewood, and taking care of children
and the elderly. They single-handedly
manage over two-and-a-half times
more household work than men, as a
result of which they have less time to
engage in paid labour.

Homemaking is a full time
job and not everyone is qualiƤed
enough to perform it. Why do we
demean homemakers as though
their contributions mean nothing?
Is this why women who aspire to be
homemakers hesitate from opening
up? Financial independence is
important but isn’t it more important
to respect a person’s choice?
Don’t pressurise someone to have
a nine-Ƥve desk job if their only aim
is to make their home a better place
to stay.
These women have the ambition
of nurturing their families before
they go on to serving the society;
they are committed to fulƤll their
responsibilities just as they like to
enjoy their rights, they have the
desire to direct their education and
knowledge to enlighten their lives
and of those around them without
calculating the money they make or
the hours they work.
Hearing someone say they
desire to be a homemaker must not
make you feel uncomfortable. You
can’t judge them saying they are
‘unambitious’. Managing a house is
not so easy a task as you might think.
A homemaker wakes up early in
the morning to ensure the comfort of
all the inmates. She then does all the
chores silently and doesn’t demand
any credits.
We should now remove the
stigma attached to the idea of

becoming a homemaker and hail
women who choose to become one.
It’s true that being a homemaker is
not always a choice women make.
Sometimes, it’s the circumstances
that lead them to do so. In such
situations, what we should do is
show our support for the women
who were strong enough to decide
for themselves.

Ask Homemakers

Kamlesh Sharma says that the job
of a homemaker is a tough one but,
at the end of the day, no one thanks
them for what they do the whole
day.
“This is the one job that does not
allow you even a single day’s rest and
yet does not come with any perks. If
we take away the lure of doing things
for your family from this ‘profession’,
there is nothing much left except
for a series of thankless jobs with
frequent bouts of ‘what do you even
do all day’.”
Rita believes being a homemaker
is a hectic task but she gets time to
spend with her family which is bliss.
“Being a homemaker isn’t an
easy job as it looks. I don’t get much
time for myself and have to wake
up early in the morning and listen to
everyone’s demands. But sometimes,
I can take a break from the everyday
chores and spend enough time with
my family.”
14

“EQUAL RESPECT
STARTS, LIKE MOST
OTHER VALUES, AT
HOME. SINCE THE
BEGINNING OF TIME,
MEN HAVE BEEN
THE PROVIDERS
AND WOMEN,
THE CARETAKERS.
COMPARING THE
TWO “JOBS” IS LIKE
COMPARING APPLES
AND ORANGES.”
Respect Is Your Right

Ranjana Kumari, a crusader for
women’s rights recently tweeted,
“Women please don’t say I don’t do
anything. Because you make every
one believe you are not working. The
fact is that women do two-third of
the work than men do. See the data
to believe it.”
Actress and author Shilpa Shetty
Kundra, who has recently launched
her second book titled The Diary of
a Domestic Diva, has been quoted
saying, “I totally respect the fact that
if you are a homemaker, it’s more
work than a full-time job. There (on
the job) you have breaks and you can
switch-oơ. Here, you are underpaid
and overworked.”
Woman’s Era O January 2023

Former Miss World Diana Hayden
says that the problem arises because
work is wrongly thought of as
something that is associated with
payment.
“Equal respect starts, like most
other values, at home. Since the
beginning of time, men have been
the providers and women, the
caretakers. Comparing the two
“jobs” is like comparing apples
and oranges. I feel all individuals
doing unpaid work must be
appreciated and respected for their
contribution.”
“And if they aren’t getting the
respect they deserve, they should
demand it. We all know that people
will treat you the way you allow
them to treat you. As for the rest of
society, the debate will continue. I
suggest we take it with a pinch of
salt,” Diana adds.
Women who choose to
be housewives have greater
responsibilities. They have to
constantly be involved in minuscule
operations involved in the running
of a household. Employees switch
oơ from work after a point, but
housewives don’t. Also, when you
are constantly available, there
are high expectations from family
members. Housewives become the
bonding factors of their families,”
says Vinitha Passary, a designer
It doesn’t matter whether
you are a celebrity or an ordinary
middle-class woman, irrespective of
your qualiƤcations and capabilities,
after marriage, you’re expected
to take care of the vast majority
of the unpaid work to be done in a
household.

Respect Yourself As A
Homemaker

If you are a stay-at-home mom
and homemaker you’ve no doubt
heard, too many times, the question,
“Do you work or just stay home?”
People seem to think that, unless
you get a paycheck, you don’t work.
There’s no job that takes more
time with fewer material rewards
and no other job that can be as
rewarding emotionally and spiritually
than being a homemaker. You’re

probably managing the Ƥnances or
at least making the decisions about
purchasing cleaning materials,
cooking supplies, food, and health
and hygiene items. You are primarily
responsible for raising the children.
It’s your observation, creativity, and
problem-solving that keeps your
home running smoothly.
You are the systems manager,
facilities manager, Ƥnancial manager,
and scheduling manager. I could
go on but you get the idea. You are
the one who provides, even if not
monetarily, the basic needs of your
family. You ensure the nutrition of
your family, keep them and their
clothing clean, and provide comfort.
You even manage most of the leisure
time activities. You plan vacations
from destination to what each
person must pack.
And you do all this while keeping
an eye on the Ƥnances. Not only do
you manage the family’s life but you
manage yourself.

A Sweet Treat

On a lazy Sunday evening, I was
in my bed scrolling through my
phone when I saw a guy’s picture
in which he was baking a cake. By
far sweets are my favourite, I love
cakes, cookies and chocolates.
A cute guy baking a cake was so
attractive that I instantly followed
him and sent him a text saying
hello! The next day I received his
text saying, “Hi, I am Rohan, how
are you?” I was so happy that I
immediately replied. After talking
to him for a few days and stalking
him on every social media account,
I found out that he is 2͜ years old,
just like me, and he is currently
16

It’s your ability to control your
own feelings, physical and mental
health, and emotions that allow
your family and home to function
smoothly.
No matter what the issue, you
will Ƥnd a way. You don’t give up
because things are rough or you’re
tired. Most homemakers don’t stop
even when they’re sick. You decide
the goals for your family life and
you tirelessly pursue them. You are
interested in the activities of being
a good homemaker and work with
enthusiasm to become more skillful.
This doesn’t mean you love
scrubbing toilets but you do
everything for your family and
home with gusto and pride. Your
enthusiasm is contagious. The life
of a homemaker means you are
able to adjust to ever-changing
situations. It may be as small as a
change of schedules during the
week or as major as adapting to a
completely new lifestyle but you are

able to acclimatise. You deal with
altered Ƥnancial situations, medical
emergencies, and even deaths and
keep your family moving forward.
In times of great stress, you
are the one who is calm. In an
emergency or a death you are the
one who can handle the necessary
details. Your self-control is an
example to your family.
You don’t allow your temper to
get the best of you. You show selfcontrol when you go to bed early
because of a busy day ahead or when
you take time to exercise to maintain
your physical health.
Even if some people don’t realise
your value to your family, friends,
and society, remember you are a
remarkable woman. Never forget to
respect yourself as a homemaker!
Having a conventional job is not
something everyone dreams of.
It is as respectable to be a
homemaker as it is to work in an
oƥce.
We

working in a bank in Canada. I was a
little sad as I already liked him, but
he was in Canada, and I am here
in India. Despite the diơerence in
our timings, we started talking on
a regular basis. From talking about
everything to nothing, telling each
other every single detail of the day,
we remained on the calls all the time.
One day, he told me that he was
coming to India to meet his parents
and would love to meet me. Finally,
for the day to meet him. On that day,
I went to the airport to pick him up,
and it was such an amazing moment
to see him, this time not through
the screen. He spent a few days
with his parents and then a whole
week with me. Before going back to
Canada, one day, he asked me out
on a date. When we reached there,
it was a beautiful place with ƪowers
and balloons on the table, also a
chocolate cake that he had baked
himself. And then comes the most
memorable moment, when he got
down on his knees and proposed to
me to be his wife.
Of course, I said ‘yes’, but
somewhere, I was worried that what

would happen after this, I could
not move to Canada. I have a job
here, and the same with him. After
thinking about all this alone, I tried
to clear it out with Rohan because
I didn’t want him to misunderstand
me or start our relationship with
confusion.
I talked to him and told him that
it would not be possible for me to
move in with him in Canada, and
he said, “I don’t want you to move
here. I know it was very diƥcult to
leave a well-settled job and move
to a new place, but for you, I want
to do that. I am moving back to
India next month, and we can open
our own bakery together. I really
want to open a bakery.” I was so
surprised at hearing his words
that I just started crying. After
that incident, he moved to Delhi
with his parents and opened his
own bakery. Then after a year, we
also got married and started our
beautiful journey exactly how we
planned it to be. Now every day, he
MAKES lots of cakes, and I EAT lots
of cakes.
ΫSunidhi Mittal
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An Ode to the
Humble

Charpai
The chronicles of a
four-legged Companion.
By Ritu Kamra Kumar
hile travelling from
Yamunanagar in Haryana
to Jaipur, we came across
many highway dhabas and the sapia
tinted frames of collective childhood
comjured up before my eyes in the
form of colourful charpais that were
laid in the dhaba courtyards.
Nostalgia struck hard as in our
childhood we had these charpais
lying in our courtyard and on roofs.
In summers, lazy evenings and nights
were spent relaxing and narrating
bedtime stories. We jumped from
one charpai to the other much to the
annoyance of our elders. In winters,
vegetables were spread on charpais
on a muslin cloth to get dried for
pickles and potato chips to be made.
The beauty of charpai is that it
can Ƥt in any space. Most furniture is
designed for speciƤc use but charpai
is a multi-utility item. You can sit on
it, lie down or hide under it – as we
did in childhood while playing hide
and seek.
When the Moroccan traveller
Ibn Battuta came to India, he wrote
about charpai – “The beds in India
are very light. A single man can carry
them.” I recall a humorous incident
that how in 2016, when a politician
held a Khaat Shaba in Uttar Pradesh,
the participants in the rally decanted
with nearly 1500 khaats on their
heads.
It is indeed a meeting place for
the people at social gatherings. In
villages, it is a status symbol as elders
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WHEN THE MOROCCAN
TRAVELLER IBN
BATTUTA CAME TO
INDIA, HE WROTE
ABOUT CHARPAI ȃ “THE
BEDS IN INDIA ARE
VERY LIGHT. A SINGLE
MAN CAN CARRY
THEM.”
sit on charpai and youngsters sit on
chowkis or ƪoor surrounding them.
While travelling through the
countryside, we often come across
bullock carts with charpais mounted
on them. They also used to be part
of dowry, handsomely woven with
colourful patterns, some woven even
in palanquin style.
The beloved article has served
our family well. I have a repertoire
of memories. I smile and blink away
the moisture as I remember how my
mother-in-law loved her manji (cot).
It was laid in the verandah during
the day and in between its Ƥbre
and jute ropes, she struck her glass
of water, oil bottle and comb, her
priceless possessions. She often
told us how she used to make her
children sleep in the cradles made
of soft clothes tied and hung in
between the ropes of charpai as
we cradled our children in designer
prams. At nights, in spite of wooden
beds, she preferred her humble
charpai to sleep till her last breath
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and said that she got sound sleep
only on her charpai. So charpai has
always occupied an amorphous place
in Indian households
Charpai, as also called Khaat/
Manji, derives its name from the
local dialect char meaning four and
pai legs. If we dig into historical
warps and wefts of charpai, we come
to learn the word is derived from
Persian which literally translates into
four legs.
Though charpai is an overlooked
object and Hindi cinema has used it
to peddle smut, yet its popularity and
utility remains unmatched. Art has
elevated it. Amrita Shergill’s painting
- Woman Resting on Charpai (1940) is
an emblem of the same.
Famous Urdu writer Saadat
Hassan Manto in his tribute to fellow
writer friend Ismat Chugtai refers to
Ismat occupying space on charpai to
write an answer to Virginia Woolf’s
dictum that a woman writer must
have a room of her own.
It elevates the humble charpai
to the pedestal of honour, well
deserved.
Charpais, indigenous to the Indian
subcontinent are fast disappearing.
As we adapt to western sleeping
habits, our culture is getting lost to
convenience. However, from moon
gazing in summer nights to sun
soaking on winter days, it truly has
always been an all-weather friend.
May our shoulders always lean on
this four-legged companion.
We
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A Memory For

GENERATIONS
An incident can be a legend. By Prabha Kumar

s always, Prabha came in
yelling at 1:30 pm saying,
“Amma” and in her usual
style, playing volley ball with her
shoes... She heard Amma’s voice
–“See that your shoes are put back in
the shoe rack, you are not playing a
game of ball.”
After a quick wash, I sat for lunch.
Amma was serving the food and
asking me about my homework.
Excited, Prabha, said to Amma,
“Today, I learned to bake a cake,
Amma, can I try making one?”
It was a big No!!

A

Prabha knew that once her
request is turned down, there is no
way of pursuing the exercise again
on the same day.
The next day, her classmate Usha
said that she tried making the cake
and that it came out good. Whether
she really baked the cake or not,
Prabha always believed whatever is
said upfront. Among her classmates,
someone or the other said that they
baked the cake at home!!
I too felt the need to experiment,
but the question was how to
convince Amma.

Prabha kept on nagging her day in
and day out…
“Amma please…”
…Ƥnally she said, “Yes”- but with
two conditions:
O The kitchen must be spick and
span
O I would get time to bake the cake
only during Amma’s afternoon
siesta of two hours.
The day Ƥnally came to bake the
cake.
“Amma, I need an egg…”
It was a straight “No, we are
vegetarians.”

“Amma, without egg, the cake
can’t be baked!!!”
After one more round of
convincing, I bought two eggs and all
the ingredients to bake the cake.
An oven was not at all a part
of middle-class kitchens like the
kitchens of our day.
It was a traditional oven – mud
was used to generate heat at low
temperatures.
I dashed down, got a sack full of
mud…and kept the pot (kadai) – and
started the cake baking process.
I had no idea as to how to break
an egg, and Ƥnally broke one,
splashing it all around but quickly
cleaned up the mess.
In the midst of all this, I could
hear Amma’s voice – “Don’t mess my
kitchen.”
“...No Amma, it is clean, all is
going to be Ƥne.”
Time was running and I could
smell the essence of vanilla.
Again a strong voice was heard,
“Are you done?”
Worried and anxious, I increased
the heat – and that was it...
Amma smelt the burnt odour and
dashed into the kitchen – the vessel
had blackened and the ingredients
spilled… her neat kitchen was a
holy mess. A tight slap from Amma,
tears streaming down my cheeks, I
heard Amma say, “Throw all the stuơ
into the dustbin, clean and mop the
ƪoor…”
Along with my sister and brother,
we started cleaning up the mess.
The cake had burnt and charred
the vessel – we could not take it out
– one more round of hurtful words
from Amma… We were not spared.
My brother and his friends went
and dumped the residue in the
dustbin. My thoughts went to my
father, “We are Ƥnished tonight.”
Every evening from 6:30 till 7:00
pm, we would gather on the terrace
to play hide and seek.
As always, I ran upstairs in my
petticoat and saw my brother along
with his friends standing in a corner
and watching something.
I put my hand on his shoulders
and asked “Kya dekh rahe ho?”
(What are you seeing?)

THE HANDS OF
THE CLOCK HAVE
TICKED BUT MY CAKE
STORY HAS BECOME
A LEGEND. EVERY
NEW ADDITION TO
THE FAMILY, HAS TO
HEAR THE STORY OF
THE CAKE FROM MY
BROTHER RAJESH
AND ALL WOULD BE IN
SPLITS OF LAUGHTER...
He said that since the last two
hours, they had not moved from
there – even a dog was not ready to
eat my cake!!! I got mad and started
chasing them. The hands of the clock
have ticked but my cake story has
become a legend. Every new addition
to the family, whether it was a child
or a son-in-law or daughter-in-law
or an addition to our family, he or
she has to hear the story of the
cake from my brother Rajesh and all
would be in splits of laughter...
During those moments, I could
see nothing but the smile and twinkle
in the eyes of my brother and sister.
They go back into our childhood
and lead us down memory lane. Our
kids also can imagine our childhood
and how their parents were naughty
and mischievous.
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My dear friends, it is not your
bank balance or your degrees or trips
or properties you have earned that
will bring the invaluable smiles on the
faces of your loved ones.
It is the simple act of sharing such
beautiful and innocent memories
that will be etched in their minds.
Allow your kids to experiment, run
around, and lean on their friends’
shoulders – let them have pleasant
memories which are beyond the
mobile, laptop, running to this
class or that tuition making life
monotonous.
Get back like the old times, so that
the family can sit together, chat and
laugh. Keep all the cell phones and
gadgets switched oơ during such
family gatherings.
Youngsters might prefer to stay
away – just motivate them and
encourage them to join. Parents only
can do this.
O They should neither preach,
praise, compare or criticise.
O Have home cooked food where
each one serves other displaying a
spirit of comradeship.
O Let the talk buzz around
movies, music, jokes or sharing
experiences.
O Bring out the positive in the other.
O Let them be self-conƤdent
Teach them to love life, love
themselves and hear them utter…
Love You Zindagi!!
We
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Dr Upasana Arora
Highly Zestful And Positively Spirited
ashoda Super Speciality
Hospitals, Ghaziabad (Uttar
Pradesh) is that single
name which immediately stands
out in the healthcare domain for its
distinct identity and magnetically
attracts recognition from all possible
corners. Yashoda Hospitals has been
recognized as the Cradle of Medical
Excellence, Cure and Compassion
by many in the healthcare industry.
Since its establishment, Yashoda
Hospitals has put down several
milestones under its name in the
Ƥeld of medical/surgicall excellence
ell as boosting
and is captivating as well
medical tourism in the region.

Y

Leading From Front

It is a popular saying
g and a
well-renowned fact thatt records
aries who
are set by those visionaries
have the potential to demolish
emolish
the redundancies and break the
shackles that bind them.
m. Dr Upasana
Arora (Managing Director,
tor, Yashoda
Hospitals) is one such individual
ndividual
of a dynamically motivated
ated lady
rved
who has rightfully deserved
aurels
to earn identity, fame, laurels
and awards under her name in
the healthcare sector. Having
suơered an early loss off her
e of
father at the tender age
od and
only ten years, she stood
emerged stronger than before
very
upon tackling each & every
na Arora
impediment. Dr Upasana
ugh the
pulled herself out through
ersonal
early stumbles in her personal
life and rounded oơ herr
nal
graduation in Educational
ed with
Training; later she started
the Master’s course in Political
demic
Science. During her academic

life, while she was preparing for her
UPSC examination, the unfortunate
& untimely demise of her mother
led her into abandoning the plan to
gain an identity of a functioning civil
servant of the future.
To pursue managerial domain
courses, Dr Upasana Arora visited the
United Kingdom (UK) for the Lean
Management Course from Cardiơ
Dr Upasana Arora
Director, Yashoda Super Specialty
Hospitals,
o p a , Delhi–NCR
e
C

University. Later on, she completed
the National Accreditation Board
for Hospitals & Healthcare Providers
(NABH) – Assessor Course;
resultantly, both Yashoda Hospitals,
as well as she, have experienced
a lot of signiƤcant growth post
this accreditation. She took the CII
course and went to Harvard Medical
School to learn more about quality
& patient safety. She also attended
MDP programs at IIM, Ahmedabad to
incorporate more about the values of
healthcare and leadership. She is also
honoured to be the Ƥrst (and so far
the only) person in India to receive
the prestigious ISQua Fellowship.
In a nutshell, it hasn’t been all
smooth sailing for her, especially
being a standout, empowered,
independent and established woman
in a highly male-dominated work
domain. Dr Upasana believes in
progressing at a steady pace (but
with the necessary pre-requisite of
required dynamism) while ensuring
the best possible standards of
healthcare services/packages at
aơordable price tags within the
reach of all. The constant thought
process that inspires her and poses
challenges before her, is breaking
the glass ceiling; one which still
exists in the male-dominant industrial
workspace.

An Inspiration For All

Since Dr Upasana did not have
any medical academic background,
people had tons of doubts during
her initial times of joining hands with
the Yashoda Hospitals. However,
she decided to prove herself before
others through her leadership and
managerial skills to improve the

hospitals’ chain of command and
procedural framework. Even after
tackling a lot of challenges head-on
throughout her career, she has been
triumphant in integrating automation
in all the working systems of the
entire hospital facility and has also
introduced all the modern cuttingedge technologies. Through all the
aforementioned reputable forums,
Dr Upasana has been thoroughly
vocal about broadcasting her
thoughts on awareness related to
healthcare & patient safety along
with women empowerment. She has
also been playing as an inspirational
role model and a motivational
public orator to guide the girls and
women from the female fraternity
into pursuing their own dreams
and standing out in society with an
individually earned identity.
Dr Upasana Arora has always
set social and employee welfare
before any form of commercial
gain. Yashoda Super Speciality
Hospitals, Ghaziabad has been
taken to grow multi-fold in terms of
gaining public trust, amplifying the
range of diverse medical services,
recruiting highly trained & skilled
professionals from the healthcare
sector and professionally observing
the management in a whole new
perspective as a direct consequence
of her out-of-the-box leadership and
managerial decision-making skills.
She has led the Yashoda Hospitals,
since the year 2000, to a prestigious
and well-renowned healthcare brand
of the present times.

Medi-City: Epitome Of
Ultra-Modern Vision

Under the able and accomplished
leadership of Dr Upasana Arora, a
sublime piece of the medical facility
will soon unveil the embodiment
of an ultra-modern dimension.
It will proơer global healthcare
standards with its upcoming 1,200
bedded Medi-City in Indirapuram,
Ghaziabad (Uttar Pradesh); the
Ƥrst phase constitutes 600 beds
and the remaining 600 beds have
been planned to be set up in the

Dr Upasana proved herself through her leadership and managerial skills.

consecutive second phase. With
a crystal clear vision to Ƥll the
void in providing exclusive as
well as extensive specialities such
as oncology, heart transplant,
neurosurgery, lung transplant & liver

Roles Of Responsibilities
Managing Director: Yashoda
Super Specialty Hospitals,
Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh
Fellow of ISQua: The very
Ƥrst Indian citizen to receive this
prestigious honour.
Regional President: The North
India Council (Indo-American
Chamber of Commerce)
Co-Chairperson: ASSOCHAM
Healthcare Council
Chairperson: ASSOCHAM
Empowerment Council
Co–Chair: Medical Tourism
Committee of FICCI
Ambassador: NABH (National
Accreditation Board for Hospitals
and Healthcare Providers)
Panel Member: Medical
Tourism, Emirates International
Accreditation Centre (EIAC)
Co-Chairperson: Healthcare
Committee (North Region), Indian
Chamber of Commerce
Co-Chairperson: CII (Northern
Regional Committee on
Healthcare)
Chairperson: Special Olympics,
Delhi Chapter
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transplant, this Medi-City will prove
to be the one-stop solution, available
under one canopy, for all sorts of
healthcare anomalies.
Established along the lines of a
well-institutionalised and popularly
recognized chain of already existing
three hospitals, at present, Dr
Upasana Arora’s major attention
is towards the development of
Yashoda Medi-City. This Medi-City
is a private-sector project that will
comprise a healthcare tower.
Dr Upasana has persistently
strived to ensure access to aơordable
healthcare for all; irrespective of
their socio-economic condition.
Among her philanthropic activities,
Dr Upasana has led Yashoda
Hospitals to become the only medical
institute to adopt 5,100 TB patients
and delivered nutritional diet once
in a month in order to eradicate
malnutrition among them. She also
serves a vital contribution to the
success of the Poshan Abhiyaan
(Nutrition Campaign) to uproot
anaemia among people.
According to Dr Upasana Arora, a
lady is acknowledged as a woman of
brilliance who has worked to the top
rank by dint of her hard work, astute
business sense and compassion,
“Times are deƤnitely changing
and now 50 per cent of women
have come out of the regressive
societal cocoon to set-up their own
enterprises or workplaces in oƥces.”
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Dr Meenu Walia:

Carving Out a Niche in
Cancer Treatment
hile we often hear
inspiring stories of cancer
champions, we often
neglect to hear from the one, who
with their sheer grit and tremendous
self-control on emotions not only
breaks the news of the disease
but also show a ray of hope to
the patients to combat the deadly
disease - the oncologist!
Dr (Prof) Meenu Walia is one such
braveheart who has been dedicatedly
working towards the welfare of
cancer patients. With about three
decades of experience in the Ƥeld
of medicine, she is an Oncologist
of immense repute and currently
spearheads the Department of
Medical Oncology and Hematology
at Max Super Speciality Hospitals,
Patparganj, Vaishali and Noida. It
is a matter of pride that she is the
Ƥrst DNB Medical Oncologist in India
and is recognized as a pioneer in her
Ƥeld of speciality. Revered for her
medical skills and compassion for her
patients, her goodwill and excellence
are attracting patients from all parts
of the country and abroad. Apart
from being a successful physician par
excellence, she is also a teacher &
mentor for many young oncologists,
an ardent researcher, an author as
well as an inspiring TEDx speaker.
What follows are excerpts of a
candid tête-à-tête…

W

Dr (Prof) Meenu Walia
Senior Director and HOD
Medical Oncology and Hematology,
Max Super Specialty Hospitals
Patparganj, Vaishali and Noida.
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What made you choose Oncology
as a speciality?
As a child, I dreamed of becoming
a doctor. I strongly felt that medicine
is not a profession, but a sacred
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calling. I completed my MBBS and
then went on to complete MD
Medicine. I was already working as a
physician at RML when I got married.
Fate had larger plans in store for
me. My mother-in-law was a cancer
patient and later my mother too
became a victim of this scourge. I
was a witness from close quarters of
the mental, emotional and physical
trauma undergone by the patient as
well as close family members apart
from the drain on Ƥnances. Our
sorrows were up to the brim when
my husband and I as a family took a
decisive decision and persisted that I
study and specialize in Oncology. The
rest as you say is history.
Being a world-renowned cancer
eciali and a ioneer in or Ƥeldǡ
the journey wouldn’t have been
easy. How do you think this became
possible?
Just like any other story, mine too,
is a result of years of toil, hard work
and passion. I am fortunate to have
a husband, who shared the journey
of my passion and every dream. Also,
I have a doting father, who proudly
says, ‘my daughter is the BEST’. They
are my strength and their incredible
spirit that keeps me going each day.
Also, there are no shortcuts to
success. Perseverance, hard work,
passion and dedication are all you
need. It has been almost three
decades now, but still each day I
come to work thinking of it as my
Ƥrst day with the same amount of
enthusiasm. I have been working
consistently for 14-16 hours for years

as there is no shortcut to success.
In the long run, consistently good
performance is what stands by and
deƤnes one’s success.
How do you deƤne success?
For me, each day holds a lot of
meaning and challenge as I deal with
cancer, the most dreaded scourge
in the medical profession. My best
days are when I tell my patient that
they are cured and can lead a life
like anyone else. Even after patients
go back cured, they still remember
you and continue to express their
gratitude and share their moments of
joy. This is ‘success’ to me and makes
my life meaningful. There are cancer
patients who after completing their
treatment come and say, “Now I
want to do something for society,”
this is ‘Success’.
Oncology is a very sensitive and
highly demanding Ƥeld. o you think
emales can handle it well?
I feel women do better as
oncologists than their male
counterparts as they are more
compassionate. In fact, there is a
study as well that says that female
doctors tend to spend more time
with patients and communicate
better. Treating a cancer patient is
not just treating a disease. Rather,
it is treating a fellow human being
with the disease, treating an entire
family going through a very diƥcult
phase of life. Women having a high
emotional quotient do better than
a male and even the patients are
more comfortable with a female as
they relate to them with motherly or
sisterly aơection. Hence, probably
better suited to treat cancer patients
and families with cancer patients in
an integrated holistic manner.
What’s your take on the current
scenario o cancer incidences in our
country?
Currently, as the stats suggest, 1 in
9 Indians have the risk of developing
cancer in their lifetime. Cancer cases
are rising rapidly and the major
contributor to this is our unhealthy

Dr Meenu Walia being felicitated by Ram Nath Kovind, the former President of India.

lifestyle practices such as smoking,
obesity, lack of exercise and poor
diet. Indian women are especially
more at risk for cancer as for them,
everything is a priority except their
own health and well-being. In fact, of
all the cancer cases diagnosed in our
country, breast and cervical cancers
top the charts.
How ar have we come in terms o
cancer treatment?
I can conƤdently say that today,
cancer is not always a death
sentence. There is a plethora of
newer advancements that have
made people win this battle. We
have evolved and come a long
way ahead in terms of diagnostics
and management of cancer.
We have precision medicine
treatments like targeted therapies
and immunotherapy that target
only speciƤc cancer cells giving us
wonderful outcomes in patients
even in advanced stages with
greater survival and lesser toxicities
compared to the conventional
treatments.
ell us a bit about your social
initiatives or cancer awareness.
I strongly believe that with the
way cancer cases are growing in our
country, awareness is the best way to
cut that down. I actively participate
in and organize sessions and camps
for disseminating cancer awareness
among society by associating with
Woman’s Era O January 2023

Dr Walia being awarded “Inspiring
Healthcare Leaders - Dronacharya
Award”, by the Hon’ble Minister of
State for Health & Family Welfare, Govt.
of India, Shri Ashwani Kumar Choubey.

various NGOs and cancer patient
support groups. We have a very
strong cancer support group for
patients where we regularly conduct
online sessions that act as a medium
to satiate all your queries revolving
around the exhausting Big C. Also,
my lectures are on Youtube channels,
and I have written a book titled,
Tips for Happiness in the Shadow of
Cancer, which has been translated
into two-three languages.
an cancer be prevented? lease
share your tips.
It is important to understand that
cancer is a lifestyle disease. So, if
we follow the right lifestyle choices
we can deƤnitely reduce our risk of
cancer.
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Dr Neelam Mohan

Pioneering Through Excellence
r Neelam Mohan is
one of the few doctors
who have beautifully
balanced the various pillars
of medicine as an astute
clinician, teacher, publisher,
administrator and social
worker. She is a pioneer in the
Ƥeld of paediatric hepatology
and liver transplantation and
is credited with the evolution
and establishment of the
paediatric liver transplant
programme in the country.
She has been honoured with
the prestigious Dr B.C. Roy
National Award by Pranab
Mukherjee the then Hon’ble
President of India in 2016
and Distinguished Teacher
Award by National Boards of
Examinations in 2020.
Presently, she is the
Director and Chief of
the Department of Paediatric
Gastroenterology, Hepatology and
Liver Transplantation at Medanta the
Medicity, Gurgaon. Here’s an excerpt
of a candid chat with Dr Neelam
Mohan:

the-art endoscopic services
and specialised equipment
for motility, manometry and
endoscopic ultrasound etc.
were acquired. We were
able to take the paediatric
liver transplant programme
to great heights and gained
national and international
fame thus promoting
international tourism. We did
Robotic donor surgeries for
the Ƥrst time in India and our
team has several national and
international credits.

D

How was your initial journey and
how did you end up creating a unique
department that had never existed
earlier?
When I graduated in medicine in
the late ’90s, I had a clear vision to
contribute something novel to my
country. As I wanted to work in the
Ƥeld of children, after graduating I
opted for Paediatrics. The thing that
fascinated me about children is their
smiles and their gesture of selƪess
gratitude. I realised that there was
very little awareness about paediatric
liver diseases and hardly any concept
24

Dr Neelam Mohan
Director and Chief of the
Department of Paediatric
Gastroenterology, Hepatology and
Liver Transplantation at Medanta the
Medicity, Gurgaon.

of a liver transplant in our country.
So, I went to the UK to train myself
in the Ƥeld of paediatric liver diseases
and liver transplantation. I initially
joined as a consultant at Sir Ganga
Ram Hospital and pioneered the
development of liver transplant
programmes in India.
In 2010, I joined Medanta
the Medicity Hospital, Gurgaon,
where we created India’s
Ƥrst department of Pediatric
Gastroenterology Hepatology and
Liver Transplantation, which oơered
comprehensive care for children and
adolescence for all gut, pancreas
and liver-related issues. State-ofWoman’s Era O January 2023

As you mentioned about
Robotic surgeries, what
is your take on ArtiƤcial
Intelligence?
AI has come up a long way
and created a big boom in
the Ƥeld of medical sciences.
AI would help in the quick
delivery of healthcare services and
cut down the load on humans;
especially in a country like ours,
where the doctor-patient ratio is
much less than required. Of course, it
cannot replace human beings but will
help in boosting up and improving
the eƥciency of healthcare and its
delivery.
Apart from your professional life,
we would love to take a sneak peek
into your personal sphere.
I’ve been fortunate to have the
support of my family and life is so
dull without friends. I got friends
who were always there for me, with
whom I have enjoyed travelling,
movies, and reading books. I love
reading non-Ƥction, Rhonda Byrne
is my all-time favourite author. Her
books The Secret, The Power, The

Magic teach the real essence of life.
It’s all about being positive, grateful
and expressing gratitude. This is
something I believe strongly in both
my personal and professional life.

from SAARC countries. Facilities to
develop innovative research are the
need of the day in India. We need to
evaluate and fulƤl our requirements
rather than blindly follow the West.

What were the challenges that
you faced initially, and how did you
overcome them?
The challenges were manyfold
as I wanted to set up something
which never existed. Coping with the
lack of conƤdence of doctors and
patients in the transplant procedure
was not easy. Transplants were a
costly aơair in those days, there was
no support from the government
or NGOs. Fortunately, things have
changed for the better in the last few
years. I’m really thankful to have the
support of the media because they
covered my successive stories about
liver transplants beautifully, which
boosted the conƤdence of patients
in the procedure. Being a woman,
initially, I faced discrimination and
many cold shoulders but I didn’t lose
my focus. I supported a lot of women
during my journey.

What would you advise the youth
who aim to excel in their career?
Work with dedication, and passion
and be honest when it comes to your
service and care. Be a good human
being before a good professional.
And don’t forget to adorn the
ornaments of gratitude and
forgiveness. Enjoy and be positive
and happy in the journey you’re a
part of.

We would love to know about
your social initiatives besides your
commendable contribution as a
doctor.
I believe that we should not shut
oơ our responsibilities towards
society. We formed an NGO called
CHILD society which was supporting
children who needed healthcare
facilities and empowering society
through the impartment of
knowledge on healthy living. I’ve
done more than 900 CME activities
for doctors to spread awareness
about paediatric gastroenterology,
liver diseases and liver
transplantation. Besides this, recently
during the Delta COVID wave, we ran
a system called ‘Doctor on Wheels’,
in association with Doct-Co. We were
fortunate to collect an amount of
two crores which was utilised to
run buses to provide health care to
various districts and villages of UP.
These buses were released by Anandi
Ben Patel, the Governor of UP from

Dr Neelam Mohan getting honoured
with Dr B C Roy National Award by
former President of India.

the Hon’ble Governor’s house in
Lucknow.
You have been very holistic in your
services in the Ƥeld of medicine. What
is your ultimate vision?
My vision is to develop a
dedicated women and child hospital
in our country. Delhi-NCR needs
such a facility to not only cater to
the population of north India but
also we need to cater to tertiary
and quaternary care for children

Please share a word of wisdom
with our readers.
Empower yourself with an
understanding of good health and
wellness. Focus on eating right,
exercising, and spiritualism to
balance your mental and physical
health. Parents must inculcate
good eating habits, emphasise on
exercise, good sleep and reduce
screen time for a healthy body and
mind. Childhood obesity is the seed
of adulthood obesity which leads to
several diseases such as diabetes,
cardiovascular issues, joint problems,
and liver diseases. Thus, we need to
work on the prevention of obesity
right from an early age.

Achievements and Awards
O Pioneer in developing the

paediatric liver transplant
programme in India and
therapeutic endoscopic work in
children.
O‘Dr B C Roy National Award’ by
Hon’ble President of India.
O‘Distinguished Teacher Award’
by National Board of
Examinations.
OAdvisor to Ayushmaan Bharat:
Pradhan Mantri - Jan Arogya
Yojna.
O‘Zee Bharat Samman Award’ by
Union Health Minister of India
2012.
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OIn Forbes magazine 2021 as

‘Powerful Performer’.
Indian Society of
Paediatric Gastroenterology
Hepatology and Nutrition.
OPresident - Commonwealth
Association of Paediatric
Gastroenterology and Nutrition.
OFounder & Chairperson Women’s Forum of Global
Association of Physicians of
Indian Origin.
O‘Distinguished Service Award’ for
initiatives in liver transplantation
by IMA Academy of Medical
Specialties.
OPresident -
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Dr Chidatmika Khatua
From Purpose To Impact
philanthropist & social
activist, Dr Chidatmika
Khatua has carved a
niche in Odisha with her selƪess
interest and commitment
towards various social welfare
programmes. Driven by pure
passion, Dr Khatua has dedicated
her life to the betterment of the
people and society at large.

A

A Journey of a
Thousand Miles

Dr Chidatmika Khatua is the
founder of India’s Ƥrst Tribal
Queen and recorded in the
Golden Book of World records.
Born in a small district Balaswar,
Odisha, her mother Sanjukta
Khatua has been a homemaker,
and her father Natabara Khatua
was a man of principles and
ethics. She considers her parents
as her guiding light and role
model. They had sown the
seeds of humility, virtue, and
humanitarian value.
Dr Chidatmika Khatua studied
at Govt. Girls’ High School, Unit9, Bhubaneswar and later pursued
her graduation from Ramadevi
Women’s College aƥliated with
Utkal University. Dr Chidatmika did
her MBA in Entrepreneurship and
following which she completed
her PhD in International Business.
Dr Chidatmika Khatua is married
to Dr Akshay Rout, a renowned
plastic and cosmetic surgeon and
an only Western-trained doctor
in Odisha. He works out of his
clinic in Bhubaneswar which oơers
comprehensive plastic surgery
treatments. Dr Khatua and Dr Akshay
are co-founders and Managing
Directors of Orissa Cosmetic Surgery
26

Dr Chidatmika Khatua co-founders and
Managing Directors of Orissa Cosmetic
Surgery Clinic (OCSC) and Sushruta
Hospital And Trauma Care.

Clinic (OCSC) and Sushruta Hospital
And Trauma Care.

OCSC And Sushruta Hospital
And Trauma Care

From its small beginning, OCSC
has transformed into a super
speciality hospital receiving patients
from all over the world for cosmetic
surgery and treatment. All set to
become a landmark in the Ƥeld of
medical care, OCSC has gone leaps
and bounds to deliver its mission
Woman’s Era O January 2023

of bringing quality cosmetics
services for all. It stringently
conforms to the healthcare
regulations due to which the
hospital is now an abode to
foreign patients as well.
Dr Khatua and Dr Akshay
earnestly and continuously strive
to scale newer heights in the
pursuit of excellence. In 2022,
OCSC marked the 14th year of
perfection and outstanding
clinical care. The recognition
of the OCSC as one of the top
health centres in Odisha for
plastic and cosmetic treatment
is an outcome of hard work and
amazing team eơort.
Sushruta Hospital, an
epitomized unit of Orissa
Cosmetic Surgery Clinic, is a
reputed multi-speciality hospital
in Bhubaneswar with state-ofthe-art medical infrastructure and
advanced treatment facilities.
With a motto to deliver quality
healthcare with great care &
compassion, at aơordable cost,
maintaining the highest grade
medical standards & sustainability,
this multispecialty hospital team
includes doctors of international
recognition, highly qualiƤed,
medically experienced & competent
nursing and support staơ along
with the latest technology-based
machinery, ensuring all patients a
comfortable and super-fast recovery.

Promoting Medical Tourism

For the last one decade, India
has become the most prominent
destination for international clients
due to the highest quality treatment
provided at the lowest cost. The cost
of treatment in India is one-tenth

The Governor of Odisha,
Prof. Ganeshi Lal.

Dr Chidatmika receiving Golden
Book of World Records.

Hon’ble Chief minister of Odisha,
Shri Naveen Pattnaik.

the cost of the same in the USA/UK.
As leading healthcare providers, Dr
Khatua and Dr Akshay are currently
focusing on providing innovative
medicines and improved healthcare
services to patients through our
healthcare centres - OCSC and
Sushruta Hospital & Trauma Care.
Established with a vision to make
healthcare an easily accessible and
aơordable service, they handle
end-to-end services required for
medical travellers starting from pretreatment to post-operative phase
with accredited hospitals having
specialized doctors.

Technology and till now trained 5500
teachers.
Hunger-Free Odisha: Dr Khatua
is the co-founder of So AM I
Foundation Trust (SAI), a not-forproƤt organization with a mission
of making Odisha hunger-free by
2030. The basic objective of the
initiative is to Ƥght against hunger
and malnutrition and control food
wastage in the state by channelizing
excess food from individuals,
weddings, restaurants, and
corporate oƥces.
Adi Rani: Adi Rani India’s Ƥrst
tribal queen contest is Dr Chidatmika
Khatua’s brainchild. This unique,
value-based initiative is aimed at

showcasing the rich tribal culture and
tradition of India and is supported
by the Government of Odisha. Dr
Khatua the founder of Kalinga
Gaurav, an organization committed
to unearthing hidden talent from
the interiors of Odisha, organized
the Ƥrst-ever Kalinga Adi Rani (tribal
queen) contest in Bhubaneswar.
Recognized as a dynamic Social
Entrepreneur, Dr Khatua has been
relentlessly working towards every
cause & initiative that supports the
life and living of people, especially
the underprivileged and indigenous
groups of Odisha.
Website: chidatmikakhatua.com
Tribalqueenglobal.com

Initiatives Driven by
Pure Passion

From supporting people with the
fundamental rights of food, health,
and shelter, she has been living no
stone unturned in taking initiatives.
Dr Chidatmika is managing trustee of
Aryabhatta Institute of Education &
Orissa Cosmetic Surgery Clinic (OCSC)
Sushruta Hospital And Trauma Care.

International Awards
2020 Commonwealth Vocational
University Tonga Commonwealth
society for innovation and research
CWSIR and Confederation of
Indian Universities CIU New
Delhi conferred with “Doctor of
Philosophy” in Tribal Development
by CommonWealth Vocational
University Kingdom of Tonga UAE.
2020 Honoured with
International Peace Award for
Social work on the eve of the
birthday of world envoy Nelson
Mandela.
2019 Received Indo Global
Education Excellence Award
at Bangkok Thailand for Social
Entrepreneurship, and Women
Empowerment by the search
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committee constituted by the
International Benevolent Research
Foundation IBRF.
2019 Received at India Global
Multidisciplinary Educational
Conference for delivering the talk
on social entrepreneurship and
women empowerment.
2018 Received World Peace
Excellence Award based on
outstanding contribution in
the Ƥeld of Peace and value
education by the World Achievers’
Foundation in Bangkok.
2018 Honoured with D’Litt from
United Nations University For
Global Peace USA “Doctor of Litter
arum” Specialization in Peace
Education and UNSDGs Goal 2030.
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Dr Priyanka Goyat

Rejuvenate With Rejove!
s the world begins to shift
from Ƥghting COVID-19 on
a day-to-day basis to living
with endemic diseases, public health
systems are wrestling with where
orkforce
and how to rebuild their workforce
o-do
and talent pipelines. The to-do
vailable
list can feel endless, and available
hinking
resources are limited. By thinking
ystem,
holistically across this ecosystem,
government leaders could rebuild
their workforces to eơectively
vely serve
constituents for decades to
o come.
Every mouth and bite is unique,
and getting a straight and healthy
ertise of an
smile may require the expertise
dividuals
orthodontist, who helps individuals
eeth and
achieve properly aligned teeth
aliƤed
jaws. This specialist is a qualiƤed
d
dentist who has completed
ctive
advanced training in corrective
appliances (such as braces)) and
tooth and jaw alignment. The path
ist is
to becoming an orthodontist
ng to
a competitive one. According
tion,
the Indian Medical Association,
there are more applicants for
han there
orthodontics residencies than
h about
are available positions, with
dency
15 applicants for every residency
opening. Dr Priyanka Goyatt is one of
the Ƥnest in her Ƥeld.

A

A Roller Coaster Journey
ey

Dr Priyanka Goyat, the cofounder of Rejove Aligners,, started
her residency at AIIMS, where
ere
her interest in orthodonticss was
evoked. Her journey has been
een a
roller coaster ride as she had
ad many
ups and downs. She started
d the
Rejove Clinic back in 2017 and
nd was
extremely successful in a short
hort
period of time. Following an
overwhelming response from
om her

Dr Priyanka Goyat
Co-founder, Rejove Aligners.

patients, she laid the foundation for
Rejove Aligners by commencing the
initial phase which involved rigorous
research and development.
Goyat is one of the leading ladies
in the industry who are pioneering
a state-of-the-art
state-of-the-a and cutting-edge
technology bus
business of aligners and
her journey is iinspirational to both
women entrepreneurs
and those
entrep
trying to pursu
pursue orthodontics. Not
only is she harnessing
the power of
harn
high consumer demand in a niche
market, but she
sh is also identifying
opportunities tto increase visibility
and speed of tr
treatment in the
community as w
well.
When the coronavirus
pandemic
co
hit every busin
business, beyond gender
and socio-eco
socio-economic strata, Rejove
was no diơe
diơerent. The lockdown
had an adve
adverse impact on
the clinic w
with its revenues
plummeting
plummeti to almost nil.
Dentists
Denti and dental
staơ had an increased risk
of airbo
airborne infection with
pathogens
pathoge such as SARS-CoV-2
since they
th were exposed to
high levels
lev of droplets and
aerosols produced during
speciƤc dental
procedures.
d
Hence, new g
guidelines such as
patient screeni
screening and temperature
control, air puriƤcation,
space,
pu
surface and h
hand sanitizing and the
use of protec
protective equipment and
physical barriers
were successfully
barr
implemented.
implemente In addition, the
use of teledentistry
expanded
teled
considerably
considerab in paediatric
dentistry, o
orthodontics, oral
medicine, aand periodontics to
address or
oral and dental health
issues durin
during the COVID-19

pandemic while minimizing virus
transmission. Thus, teleconsultation,
telediagnosis, tele-triage, teletreatment and telemonitoring
emerged as valuable tools not only
in the delivery of care but also in the
academic and research training of
dental health professionals.

Winning The Battle
Against Odds

According to Mckinsey, the Ƥve
stages for healthcare institutions
in the battle against COVID-19
included Resolve, Resilience, Return,
Reimagination, and Reform. Without
any support from the government as
well as the landlords, Dr Goyat had to
temporarily shut down Ƥve centres
and was forced to relocate. To
maintain her never-ending dedication
to serving people, she opted for
leaner management and cut down on
unnecessary overheads.
Despite adjusting and battling
uncertainty, she continuously
supported her team from her
own pockets. Making it diƥcult to
negotiate sustainable terms, gender
bias cropped up and added to the
already large list of woes. Although
it was diƥcult to remain motivated
and not lose focus, Goyat showed
resilience and perseverence to
negotiate sustainable terms.
From digital impressions to
orthodontic digital workƪow,
orthodontics is entering a new era
of technological breakthroughs.
Orthodontists can now provide
patients with minor illnesses with
a better experience due to new
instruments in the Ƥeld. The gums
are healthier, the braces are smaller,
smoother, and more eơectively
adhesive, and some are almost
undetectable. Adult treatment has
become much more appealing due to
clear braces, which are intended to
match the colour of teeth naturally.
Known for providing a diverse
range of eơective and incisive
solutions for holistic healthcare,
skincare, hair care, dental care, and
orthognathic treatments, Rejove has

developed a reputation for being one
of the most trusted names within the
healthcare industry.

Next-Generation Clear Aligners

The beautifully designed clinique
is equipped with the latest global
technologies. Rejove has also
recently launched ‘Rejove Aligners’,
next-generation clear aligners for
making professional and advanced
orthodontic treatment accessible
to people across age groups. Its
ƪagship skin and haircare service
SkinU is also an industry frontrunner.
Doorstep services from the safety
and convenience of one’s home are
also being oơered by Rejove for
eligible customers.
Rejove has a team of highly skilled
professionals supported by our stateof-the-art infrastructure and facilities
with a more than 93 per cent client
satisfaction rate. Its modern research
wing enables the team to be up to
date with the latest global trends
in medical science further, helping
them to reinvent their own set of
procedures and services, hence
providing a richer & more holistic
experience to their clients with the
help of best-in-class services backed
by cutting edge technology.
Dr Aarunima Sharma, who is the
Clinic Head and Aligner Consultant at
Rejové Clinique and Rejové Aligners,
implements treatment plans that
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are a perfect amalgamation of
addressing a person’s chief concern
and delivering the ideal result.
With this belief, her team at Rejové
Aligners is focused on delivering
authentic smiles and ensuring that
our patients will #SmileDilSe.
Dr Saloni, who works as a General
Dentist and Aligner Consultant at
Rejove, has been a part of the team
for almost a year now and has gained
knowledge about invisible aligners
and how they are evolving as the Ƥrst
choice of treatment in the new era of
dentistry.
Digital dentistry encompasses any
digital or computer-based technology
that your dental professional may
use to examine, diagnose, and
treat the health of your mouth. It
is transforming just about every
aspect of professional oral care from
the moment you check in to your
appointment to when your dental
professionals assess your oral health,
to the diagnosis and treatment
of any conditions or diseases you
may have, to how your dental
professional follows-up and interacts
with you between appointments.
After raising USD 1 million, the Ƥrst
round of funding from a Singaporebased VC, Rejove also unveiled its
state-of-the-art skin, hair and dental
aesthetic Clinique equipped with
the latest global technologies and
solutions.
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Saveri: A Passionate And
Promising Talent
A
true-blue Delhite at
heart, Saveri had spent
most of her life in Delhi
till she turned 23. Make no
mistake, she is well-travelled.
She has been to many countries
on family vacations with
her parents. Her mother is a
high-ranking civil servant, Mrs
Seema Raj, IRS, and her father
an ex-parliamentarian, Dr Udit
Raj. Such eminent personalities
require little introduction. They
always encouraged Saveri to be
well-informed, and sensitised
and to gain exposure to all she
could. She has been trained
in Kathak as a child for many
years.
For her education, her
parents wouldn’t have settled
for anything but the best. She
was interviewed by Dr Shyama
Chona, former esteemed
principal of Delhi Public School,
R.K. Puram in the presence
of her anxious parents for
admission in the nursery wing
of the junior school. She posed
to a 4-year-old Saveri a handful
of questions, evaluating her
logical, intellectual capabilities
and moral values. Her parents were
thrilled to have her admitted to the
highly coveted school, when the
former principal found the child,
though fumbled during reciting
a poem, had at a very young age
strong logical abilities backed by
staunch moral values inculcated at
home by parents and elders.
She was a consistent, sincere
student throughout her years at
the school – in 12th standard, she
was awarded a gold medal for her
academic brilliance and consistency.

30

her child to be stuck doing
something she didn’t enjoy.
Saveri’s mother recounted how
she would cut, sew and drape
clothes for her dolls when she
was a little girl. Her mother
remembers a particular instance
from when Saveri was in the
third standard - Saveri had a
social sciences test the following
day and her mom asked her to
read the textbook in silence and
solitude for an hour. When her
mother returned after an hour,
She found Saveri cutting, sewing
and draping clothes for her
dolls. Her mother asked if she
had been through the textbook.
Saveri replied in aƥrmative. Her
mother found to her surprise
that Saveri could answer all the
questions asked.

Flair For Fashion

Saveri, Fashion Designer

She made the school proud when she
secured admission to the prestigious
St. Stephen’s College, University
of Delhi. There, she went on to
obtain her Bachelor’s in Economics
(Hons) - she secured Ƥrst division.
Yet, like any other teenager, she
was still evolving. So, midway
through her Ƥrst semester at the
Delhi School of Economics, New
Delhi, she decided to turn to her best
friend, mother and conƤdante. Her
mother encouraged her to pursue
her interests as she would not want
Woman’s Era O January 2023

Saveri always had a natural
ƪair for fashion - she would
help her friends with fashion
advice and they would often
take her shopping. Her style,
though a bit understated, can
be very experimental at times.
She’s not the one to shy away
or to be afraid to stand out. The fact
that as a young child she painted
but abruptly stopped in high school,
did not mean that she had stopped
observing nature, beauty, imagining
and observing.
At the Delhi School of Economics,
she started parallelly exploring
fashion schools around the world.
She was, based on her impressive
personal essay which talked in-depth
about her reasons to switch career
trajectory in her early twenties,
and her portfolio and artworks,

admitted into the One Year Intensive
Fashion Design Program at Istituto
Marangoni, Milan. Milan - one of the
fashion capitals, was the Ƥrst place
where Saveri had travelled alone. For
the next one year, it was her home.
She stayed near the Duomo, which
could be seen from her balcony. She
received a lot of encouragement
and support from her teachers in
Milan. She deƤnitely learnt a lot
in her time there, not just about
fashion but about managing on her
own. She came back to India after a
year, brimming with ideas and selfconƤdence.
Saveri’s mom says about her that
she has a knack for making lemonade
out of lemons, to put it across in
American lingo. This is demonstrated
by Saveri’s own initiative of creating
a Spring Summer ‘21 line when she
was out of work due to COVID-19
recruitment freezes. This initiative of
hers caught the attention of a wellknown, FDCI-aƥliated designer who
oơered her a six-month internship.
She handled various aspects in her
time as an intern while also landing
an assignment as a freelance fashion
designer with Shopperbird. It is
an app which gives a platform to
budding designers across the world,
to work sustainably. She was later
also recruited as a Junior Designer
for a Delhi-based, Womenswear
Luxury Pret Label.

Saveri has been conferred upon ‘The Most Promising Designer of the Year 2022’
award by celebrity supermodel, Malaika Arora.

and combinations of various surface
techniques, fabrics, colours and
drapes and believes that a fashion
designer trains their mind and eyes
to pre-conceive which combination
evokes the emotion or the artist’s
curiosity and appreciation. Her
objective as a designer is to reach
Saveri is gaining exposure to fabric
manipulation and embellishment
techniques.

Passionate About Her Work

Some months into her new job,
Saveri decided that she needed more
reƤning as an artist and technical
skills as well. So, She enrolled into
a novel course - Fashion and Textile
Design Management in Mumbai,
where she lives now.
Saveri is gaining exposure to
fabric manipulation techniques,
surface and textile techniques
and embellishment techniques
as well. Her tutors, as teachers at
her institute are referred to, have
noticed she has a keen eye for
accessory design besides garment
design. Saveri herself likes to think
of fashion in terms of permutations
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a compromise between art and
practicality because fashion, to
her, is a form of art yet due to
environmental considerations that
she has, she believes that a designer
should make an outƤt which can be
re-worn.
The contemporary fashion
designers she admires are Thom
Browne, Simone Rocha and Glenn
Martens. Saveri admires Stella
McCartney for her commitment
towards the environment. Her dream
is to make a woman’s dream dress
like Gabrielle ‘Coco’ Chanel did in
her era – a dress that would deƤne
the era itself. She wants to have her
own label in the next few years and
make her country and parents proud
by presenting couture in Paris! She
describes herself as a somewhat shy
and sincere person. Her work comes
Ƥrst. The fact that she loves fashion
designing the most is that it isn’t
passive - “it constantly challenges me
to think out-of-the-box and to keep
raising the bar every time.”
They say, “if you love what you
do, you do it well, and you excel,”
this holds true for Saveri as well.
She has been conferred upon ‘The
Most Promising Designer of the Year
2022’ award by celebrity supermodel,
Malaika Arora.
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Suneeti Soni:

Creating Magic With Coloressence
uneeti Soni is the daughter
of the Nanda family, who are
pioneers in the ‘Cosmetic
Industry’. She learned business
naturally and had a legacy for
developing natural makeup
brands. She was instrumental in
creating ‘Coloressence’ an Indian
company having premium products,
economically for Indian skin care.
She has travelled extensively and
helped in ‘Export Business’ across
continents. She has trained more
than thousands of beauticians in
the makeup category. She is also
managing academy ‘URBAN ZEN’,
where practical training is imparted
to aspiring beauticians and also on
‘self-grooming’.
Suneeti has shared her thoughts
with Woman’s Era, here are some
excerpts from her exclusive
interview:

S

Tell us something about your
background and your connection with
the make-up industry.
My father Raj Kumar Nanda
successfully launched a cosmetic
business in 1995. Then I got married
in 1998 but I wanted to do something
in my life.
With the support of my father,
I started assisting him in
developing natural products in
skin care and makeup products. I
travelled abroad to promote the
products and organise workshops
and seminars related to the same.
I trained beauticians in the new
techniques to enhance the ‘beauty’
naturally with products developed
in our factory. Initially, all these
activities helped me alot to create
an export business of ten crores
annually.

How did you start the journey
of coloressence and what was the
motivation behind the brand?
The seminars and workshops
about natural products were highly
appreciated by beauticians in foreign
countries. There was a high demand
and desire for the knowledge of
makeup and products. So, I started
taking interest in developing skin
friendly, natural makeup products
in my factory at Haridwar. We
developed a full range of makeup
products under the brand name of
Coloressence.
Suneeti Soni
Director, Coloressence

Who has been the pillar
of inspiration and motivation
throughout your career?
My parents have been the
ultimate source of inspiration for
me. Especially my mother, Neelam
Nanda is the pillar of Nanda Group
of Industries. She has established
world class factories at Haridwar
in skin and makeup categories. She
has beautifully handled production,
supply chain management and
export business. She does a
wonderful job managing family and
business together ensuring that both
prosper properly. Besides her simple
nature, she believes in perfection
whether it’s business or her family.
She has empowered women in all
the aspects of sales, marketing,
distribution, manufacturing, productdevelopment, training staơ, etc and
ensured they all progress in business
and life too. Her multi-faceted
personality has always motivated me
to outperform myself.
After that Ƥrst year, how did you
scale your business and continue to
grow? How much of your success
as an entrepreneur has come from
taking risks versus planning and
playing it safe?
Initially, Coloressence’s products
were made available at selected
outlets across the country and were
sold by trained beauty advisors.
Our beauty advisors recommend
the product after analysing the skin
tone of consumers. In the third
year of operation, we scaled up in
entire India and created a business
of 25 crores annually. We went very
aggressively in the year 2019 and
products were made available at
20,000 retail outlets.

Coloressence was proƤtable from
the Ƥrst year onwards for almost ten
years but during COVID, our company
incurred losses for three years. Our
investors stopped supporting us but
we continued to pay salaries to our
employees.
red both emotionally and
I suơered
y. I put all my savings in the
Ƥnancially.
company to continue its operation,
rents insisted not to lay oơ
as my parents
ngle employee during COVID
even a single
period. I supported and admired
the same.. Fortunately, the worst
phase is over and now we all are set
e 100 crores turnover and
to achieve
make the company proƤtable.
What do you wake up looking
o? What’s next for your
forward to?
career?
Today,, I feel proud that
ence is a renowned
Coloressence
brand in the makeup category
ontinue to grow. The
and will continue
growth is independent, without
tors’ funding to the
any investors’
company.. I have realised that
there is a lot of scope for
makeup artists to grow but the
number of well-trained artists
ow in the market.
is really low
So, I decided to start an
academy under the banner
N ZEN’. In this
of ‘URBAN
academy,, we focus on
000 to 2000
training 1000
makeup artists every
year. We also aim to

train underprivileged girls free of
cost to ensure that they can grow,
earn and feel conƤdent. URBAN ZEN
will have 25 academies in the NCR
region next year.
Neelam Nanda
Director, Coloressence

Lastly, is there any beauty
b
or
wellness advice that you
yo want to
share with our readers?
readers
I would just like to say that use
makeup products wis
wisely which are
natural, and Indian tthat suits your
skin tone. You may use makeup
regularl while going
products regularly
out, just make su
sure to remove
it in night befor
before sleeping.
Expensive fore
foreign brands are
go
not always good.
Therefore,
you are advi
advised to choose
pocket-frien and
pocket-friendly
bra
natural brands.
We at
Coloresse
Coloressence
provide
natural IIndian products
which aare safe and
econo
economical.

ACIDIC
ABCS TO AN
AXED EX
Shrimati Ji has changed forever.
By Bindu Saxena
he words in my head wish to
enter the domain as titled
above though it has long been
evicted from my: I, me, and myself.
It was a crazy Monday at
midnight, when I received his note
with a captioned subject, “Be mine once again.
“Shriman Ji, You must be an
unhinged insane!”
Deleting a thousand similar
messages post our separation – to
have me back – I got into a nasty
habit of deleting any message
that made my device smell of rot.
I processed my mind to Ƥnd an
appropriate trash bag to dump the
Ƥlth with a graceful decline NOT to
enter my territory anymore. Period...
“I am not writing a response to
your beautifully layered note. I use
the word beautiful - not for the one
who wrote it but for the syntax that
once engulfed me and later had me
remove the cover of its beauty when
you spewed venom with the same
intensity – ages ago.”
Between the two extreme poles
lies the time that had us bound
forcefully.
I am sending you a song – to tell
you with what audacity you threw
open the gates that I closed since.
Now, I am a new me.
I held restraint, but this piece
could not elude my eyes. It nudged
my Ƥngers to be on a QWERTY pen.
Here I go!

T

2

Hello E - to deƤne all the bands
of fake jewels that decorate your
imperial orb may not be possible
at the moment, but I have been
impressed by everything you wrote.
I wish you had the same thought
when I got your pink slip, and I ran
to my neighbours with my toddler
clinging to my chest - for a night
shelter.
Read. Repeat. Read. Repeat.
Thanks!
I read this note just before
breakfast. I was peeling the
pomegranate and realised how

intricately the seeds were woven in!
Does anyone have the ability to put
them back in place as nature aligned
them?
I got an instant reply – Nope!
I’m glad to compare that
intricate pomegranate tapestry to a
multifarious person I (once thought
of you as) fell in love with and got
into a nuptial knot.
It was fascinating to know that
creative soul. I wish it remained
the shiniest, the cleanest, and the
Woman’s Era O January 2023

WHAT A GORGEOUS
INTERFACE YOU
HELPED ME
PROVIDE! I AM
INDEBTED FOR YOUR
CONTRIBUTION.
YOU MAY MOAN,
GROAN, FROWN OR
FUME. WHAT TO
TALK OF ALL EARS,
YOU WON’T GET
EVEN ONE. I AM NOT
LISTENING.

brightest - the one who spoke
of love, beauty, and nature and
bestowed with a gentle attention
span to people that surrounded him.
And now - makes that ex –
fortunately – my ex.
Whether you keep that innermost
brilliant layer in situ or go berserk.
Put on a mask that wreaks pandemic
phobia, or unmask yourself. It has
lost its sheen for me.
I hope it does not sound too much
like a Chamber of Commerce spiel,
but I bump into it daily. My life is
replete with the most entertaining,
thought-provoking, moving
anecdotes that meet my way in my
corporate scene. It’s hard to imagine
this variety and richness coexisting
anywhere else.
I have unexpected and fascinating
conversations making my path so
beautiful.
As of today, that is my
introduction.
Shriman Ji,
Thanks for oơering an open
window. It gave me ozone freshness.
Once and for all, this space – a result
of your wrongdoing – has made
me explore a dynamic mix – of
people, music, ideas, expression, and
cultures. I am a well-possessed giant
ship.
I am now a mined coal.
What a gorgeous interface you
helped me provide! I am indebted for
your contribution. You may moan,
groan, frown or fume. What to talk
of all ears, you won’t get even one. I
am NOT listening. You are requested
to move – oceans away.
I dumped the rubble. You do too.

A Haunting Throwback

Since the day we got married,
I craved your bond – a union,
a connection, a guild. It was a
literal beg for a few moments of
togetherness. You had no time for
me. You thought I was an educated
goof restricting the growth of the
spouse. Was it too much the asking?
You said you were a provider
and that was all designated under
the job HUSBAND. I submitted to
your whims and fancies with all my
humbleness. I was naïve.
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with friends because they will be
witches draped in a Halloween
costume.
I became what you wanted me to
be. I disconnected myself from things
you loathed.
I did it all for you. Right…?
I started tending to pets even
though their sight scared me. I
stopped buying plants because it was
a waste to pay a gardener. Is there a
need to have friends at home, baby?
We are enough for each other.
You made me quit my job – not
once. It was three times – all to
please your senses. And, when I
got comfortable in that avatar, you
named me a parasite. I cooked. I
tried every little thing that made you
drool. I stopped reading. Nothing
should be between the two of us,
not even a book. Gosh!

I spent a decade together in
courtship and another couple of
years in hope. I failed to fathom how
asking for a relaxed Sunday could
come at a premium!
O You made me believe the
superstitions. Stop! The black cat
has crossed the path.
O If someone complimented my
good looks or any of us were
down even with a blocked nose,
or an oppressed woman next
door shared her sad stories of
marriage, you advised me to
shun all such connections. For
you, those were evil eyes. Their
vibrations could be negative.
O Don’t get dressed up – a tee and
pajamas are just Ƥne.
O Don’t invite attention because
(perhaps) I was a beautiful wife.
During courtship, it was a diơerent
story. I was a girlfriend worth
ƪaunting.
O Don’t share with close friends if
we bought a new car, invested in
a property, or planned a holiday
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LIFE DOESN’T COME
WITH A MANUAL.
ONE NEEDS TO
ADJUST MANUALLY.
EVERYONE NEEDS
TO ADJUST THEIR
MENTAL STABILITY
QUOTIENT AND
THEN THINK. EVERY
SUFFERING LEADS TO
A BLESSED ENDING.
EVERY DIFFICULTY
HAS A MORE HOPEFUL
ASPECT.
Did I ever say a word in defence?
I wondered about my existence. I
questioned myself. I searched for my
identity.
I was labelled a moron because I
wanted you by my side. I wanted just
that!
I was lonely. Anxiety attacks
ruled me. My body ached. My mirror
refused to smile at me. It was a sad
reƪection.
Never did I share my agonies with
you because these made you fume.
You manifested every sign of an
unresponsive soul who would run
miles away from the situation site.
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During those horrifying nine
months, my womb was in distress.
My world of problems was on the
most elevated level because of your
constant attitude of the non-giving
kind. I would drag old parents for any
emergency.
You had no time. I managed. Our
child was born. Don’t let her cry at
night! Put her into the crib!
It felt as if motherhood was a
crime. In temperatures below 8
degrees, holding my baby close to
my chest, I would sneak to another
room – just for your sound sleep. Or
else, I should be ready for a constant
spill of nauseating words.
I heard it all. I suơered. With deep
remorse, I continued too.
I was a living corpse with an
etched question mark on my
forehead. One moment you were so
possessive, and the next moment
was a shattering experience.
Were these signs of a bipolar
individual? I shuddered to think.
I kept swaying. I kept ƪowing like
a calm river in its rhythm and melody.
After six years of pathos to my
body, mind, and soul, I Ƥnally took a
360-degree turn.
What a glorious change you
oơered! I never could without your
benevolence.
Today, I stand on a higher rung of
a corporate ladder.
I bring home a gorgeous
paycheck. My savings account
swelled. The infant who shuttled
from room to room at night is an
image consultant, a graceful Kathak
dancer, and I am a single mother over the moon.
Mr. Lunar Eclipse! Your image
needs dusting.
From a trashed dignity emerged a
changed Shrimati JI. Gradually… but
forever.

Conclusion

Life doesn’t come with a manual.
One needs to adjust manually.
Everyone needs to adjust their
mental stability quotient and then
think. Every suơering leads to a
blessed ending. Every diƥculty has a
more hopeful aspect, even though it
may not be visible immediately.
We

HAPPY NEW YEAR

2023

Best Wishes From
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What’s So Good About

Good Company?
Choose it wisely for your own sake.
By Ananta Sinha & Snigdha Jauhari

2
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lready, we have heard so
many times, that it is good to
keep good company, because
good company will make our life
pleasant and bad company will help
us to experience a life in jail, or even
worse. We came across an excellent
anecdote to illustrate the aforesaid,
so here it goes… (Courtesy: excerpt
from interview of Ramgopal Verma.
Film maker; Google)
When I read about the Nirbhaya
case, I had certain thoughts—How
did those four guys attempt that? It is
highly unlikely that they had started
that evening with a plan of trapping
a girl.

A

So, when they saw that girl at
the time of the night, did they see
it as an opportunity and pounce
on her? Did the thought occur to
all of them at the same time? Or,
one of them instigated and others
followed? As I was thinking about
all this, I remembered a similar
incident in my college: There was a
girl, whom we all nicknamed Riƪe.
She was a labourer, who worked at a
construction site, next to our college.
Given our age, her raw beauty
appeared very seductive. We used to
ogle at her endlessly and discuss her
in the evenings. She drove us mad.
One night, when we seven friends
were sitting on the parapet wall of
the college, one friend pointed at
the Ƥelds and said, “I’ve seen Riƪe
coming to the site early morning
through those Ƥelds. Shall we
go there and hide tonight? And
tomorrow morning, when she
comes, we will secretly carry her
away.”
There was a half-minute silence.
Suddenly, one guy got up and
shouted angrily, “What the hell are
you saying? Are you mad or what?”
And, the moment he reacted
violently, the others shook up.
They also shouted at him for such
inhumane suggestion. Seeing this
reaction, the Ƥrst guy immediately
apologised. Now—say—that; that
this (good) guy had not reacted
violently. Instead, had he too
(smitten by that desire) encouraged
him. Seeing this, the third guy might
have thought, ‘I think we can do this.
We may not get caught.’
The fourth may have stayed
silent but would have wanted to join
them… and within a few seconds, it
would have turned into a completely
diơerent episode that would have
destroyed many lives !
So, the one thing we should never
underestimate is: the inƪuence our
circle of friends has on us.
It may not always result in such
heinous acts as murder, molestation,
illegal Ƥlming etc., but it can certainly
inƪuence our habits and personality.
It can make us choosez Bar hangouts over classes
z Cricket over exam preparations

IF THE FIVE PEOPLE
WE SURROUND
OURSELVES WITH,
ARE POSITIVE,
HARDWORKING,
MOTIVATING, PEOPLE,
THEN THERE IS A
CHANCE WE WILL BE
LIKE THEM. AND, THAT
IS EACTLY WHY THAT
BOY DID NOT GET INTO
TROUBLE.
z Consume drugs, smoking, stalking

and other activities, all that we
might not do if we were alone.
It is thus vital to choose our friends
wisely. And, more importantly, to
voice out our opinion the way we
feel rather than blindly seconding our
friends’ opinions. That is all it takes to
stay on the right side of the law.
If the Ƥve people we surround
ourselves with, are positive,
hardworking, motivating,
introspective people, then there is a
chance we will be like them.
And, that is exactly why that boy
did not get into trouble – he got
saved by the good people he was
surrounded with. As we already
know but Ƥnd it diƥcult to break
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away from that, bad relationships or
company contaminate us. We begin
to talk the way they talk, act the way
they act and eventually see the world
through their eyes. Thereafter, once
the character is contaminated, it is
not easy to clean it.
So, let us reƪect on what a bad
company is and how to avoid them.
Also, how to involve ourselves with
good people. Let us also explore how
solitude is better if we cannot have
the latter.

What is a Bad company?

Simply put – Bad actions and bad
words. These are the two immediate
tell-tale signs.
As in the above anecdotal
example (by Ramgopal Verma), if
someone speaks or suggests an
evil thing, we know instantly that
we are in a bad company. If anyone
does anything bad – lying/ bluƥng/
stealing/disrespecting – then we
know we are in a bad company.
If we Ƥnd anyone who talks of and
does illegal, unethical and immoral
things, then we are in an evil
company.
Here are a few other things that
should ring a warning bell for us.
They throw our past at us: Some
people will refuse to accept that you
are no longer what you used to be
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– they keep reminding you of your
(negative) past. They do not want
you to realise and remember that you
have learned from your past mistakes
and moved ahead. They do not like
the fact that you are growing and are
regaining your peace of mind.
For your sake, leave them behind.
We feel trapped: Healthy
relationships are the one in which we
choose to stay because we want to
be in it. There should not be coercion
and conditions for us to stay or leave.
If we feel discomfort or anxiety
about what they will do, or, likely to
do if we move away from them, then
we know that we are in a trap of a
bad company or relationship.

Immediately, we need to change
our path so that we do not meet
these people on our way ahead.
Flattery: If we are honest with
ourselves, we will be able to sense
that there are people (friends!?), who
avoid the truth and tell us only what
we want to hear. They do so, so that
they remain our favourite (for some
beneƤts that come their way through
us!). But, this ƪattery is for their
beneƤt, not ours. We need to Ƥnd
strength to get rid of this garbage
that we ourselves have collected.
Judgmental or hateful: As we
already are aware that no human
being is superior. No faith, race, size,
or shape is inferior. People who tell

us or expect us to judge others are
as bad as possible. Those who hurt
people or animals are evil in nature
and we need to avoid them at all
costs.
Let us now look at some methods
to walk away from bad company and
protect ourselves.
Begin to distance ourselves.
Slowly stop accepting their
invitations. If they invite us to join
them, pretend to be ill or make an
excuse.
Evil people will try to suck us
into their world and their problems.
They will try and make us either feel
sorry for them or make us feel that
we owe them our time or resources.
Some will try to trap us by throwing a
‘dare’ at us and call us cowards if we
don’t accept that ‘dare’.
Don’t fall for it. Walk away with
your head held high.

Good Company

We have to Ƥnd the strength to
kick open this trap-door and walk
out.
They want us to remain small: Life
is an open-ended journey, and what
we achieve comes from what we
expect to achieve and what we work
to achieve.
If we Ƥnd ourselves in a company
where others tell us what our
dreams should or should not be. And,
discredit our abilities or make fun
of us, then we know we are in bad
company. And, if we allow them to
hold us back, we become a failure –
an unfulƤlled, bitter person.
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IF WE ARE HONEST
WITH OURSELVES,
WE WILL BE ABLE
TO SENSE THAT
THERE ARE PEOPLE
ȍ  ǨǫȎǡ 
AVOID THE TRUTH AND
TELL US ONLY WHAT
WE WANT TO HEAR.
THEY DO SO, SO THAT
THEY REMAIN OUR
FAVOURITE.
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A simple deƤnition is: Optimistic,
positive and kind people who have
integrity and a healthy lifestyle. If
you are in their company (physical or
virtual) you will Ƥnd yourself feeling
good and doing well.
How to get into Good Company?
This is very easy. Why do we think it
is very easy? Well, before we come
to the animate good objects, let us
Ƥrst talk about the inanimate good
objects.
Books: Books are an excellent
company. Please remember that we
are talking about good books. Those
that enhance our knowledge, skills,
impact our behaviour and thinking,
positively and transform us into
becoming a better version of our
own self.
Nature: To be in Nature, to be
amid Nature and natural things
like trees, birds, water bodies,
mountains, hills, animals, especially
animals like dogs, cats, cows etc. If
we have to ‘dare’ ourselves, then let
us dare ourselves to do these, and
see how gracefully and beautifully
these impact our lives.
People: Our Ƥrst question to you –
Is it as easy to pick up a good person
as picking up a good book? The
answer is a ‘no’.

Our second question – Can we
pick up the phone and say (to the
good, respected people on our list):
“I want to associate with you. So
come over to my house or invite me
to yours”? The answer again, is a
‘No’.
Then the third question – How
do we be a part of good people’s
company? The answer is – Become
One. This sounds as an oft-repeated,
hackneyed wisdom. Yet, it’s the only
truth.
We need to become the good
person whose company we seek; and
the good person (may) seek us out.
For example, when we behave
well, live a healthy lifestyle, and
spend time in good productive
causes, then we will meet and
associate with those people who
behave well, live a healthy lifestyle,
spend their time in good productive
causes, and remain outside the jail
and not inside.
So, we need to work on our own
self in cultivating a good valuebased life and similar people will get
associated and connected with us.
After all, birds of the same feather
ƪock together. And, who knows,
one day Rishi Sunak may invite us to
dinner!
In fact, once we become the best
version of our own self, we get the
calm realisation that we are now not
clamouring for any company!
Internet: This is yet another very
good company IF used CORRECTLY.
Its tremendous, wonderful
possibilities can be beneƤcial,
provided we use it wisely and not get
carried away 24x7, if so, then, it will
destroy us. Internet can help us the
same way as books do. Used in the
right manner, they will open their
treasure trove for us.
The net has many options:
Subscribe to those sites, converse
with those people and associate
ourselves with those people and
groups who are good, successful
and respectable. Connect with those
sites and people in various parts of
the world, who enhance our thought
process and our capabilities. Spend
time with people who see us the way
we are and respect us.
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WHEN WE BEHAVE
WELL, AND SPEND
TIME IN GOOD
PRODUCTIVE CAUSES,
THEN WE WILL MEET
AND ASSOCIATE WITH
THOSE PEOPLE WHO
BEHAVE WELL, SPEND
THEIR TIME IN GOOD
PRODUCTIVE CAUSES,
LIVE A HEALTHY
LIFESTYLE AND
REMAIN OUTSIDE THE
JAIL AND NOT INSIDE.
Spend even more time with those
who truly know us, and who help us
introspect to be a better version of
our own selves Connect with them
join them and learn from them free
of cost.
And, if we are lucky, then some
will even become our good friends.
Contrary to ‘working on self’,
as explained above are, ‘greed and
desperation’.
When we are seeking good
company, we ourselves must not act
selƤshly and out of desperation.
For example, some quotes from
students and adults:
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z It is beneƤcial to be in the class-

monitor’s group. So, I am trying to
get in, by any means.
z X’s parties are ‘happening’ places
to be in. By hook or by crook, I
must get acquainted with her so
that she invites me.
z My class has a group that is really
‘COOL’. They always have a lot of
money and are always having fun.
I am trying to become a part, so I
will do what they ask me to do.
z My teacher said that if I am
obedient to all he tells me, I can
get good marks without much
studying.
z My best friend wants me to lie
to my parents and we will go
somewhere exciting. She will take
care of the expenses. I can have
fun without spending a rupee.
z I must watch porn; else, I cannot
be a part of my friends’ group.
They are the only set of friends I
have.
Our greed and unsavoury
intentions will keep us connected
and hooked to people like us
– greedy ones with unsavoury
intentions. Well deserved!
As mentioned, Good Company
starts with oneself. Good Company
starts with the person we see in the
mirror. And, that is the Ƥrst and the
only place to start from.

There are people – a handful
of them - who can transform
themselves instantly with one
resolve, but for most of us, it takes
time. The following analogy will
explain what we mean- When a great
dish is being cooked, it takes time,
and it takes a great, patient cook.
We are that great dish. And, we
need to be that great, patient cook!
We must always remember that
this cooking process will take time.
We will need to love the process.
Only then, the end-product will be
great. No shortcuts.
Try shortcuts and we will end up
spoiling our dish. Or, end up at a
place where some other cook will
pressure-cook us!
Do we have patience? Mostly, NO.
We want all that greatness and fun
and frolic and visibility NOW. So, we
search on the net. We befriend the
stranger whose proƤle looks great
Now, let us move to Solitude.

Simply put, solitude means being
happy in our own company. So, why
is Solitude desirable and blessed?
Why is bad company worse than hell?
To answer these, we write below
some quotes from the college- and
school- going students:
z My classmates tell me to bunk
classes every Friday and go
junketing, else, I would lose their
‘friendship’.
z The ‘hep’ group in college told me
to ‘do happening-things’ (!?), only
then they will include me in their
group.
z My classmates told me to do ‘one
hot thing with a boy’, only then I
can prove myself a ‘cool’ girl.
z My classmates tell me that I am a
kid and they cannot include me in
their games, unless I get to know
some ‘adult’ content.
z Students in my class say that using
cuss words. If I don’t, then I am a
loser.

z When I told my class-friends that

my mom is my best friend, they
laughed at me and told me that,
henceforth, I should not tell my
mother all the things that we do
with friends. Just casually tell her
a few common things.
Now, which of the above, will we,
as a student or as a parent, accept
(and ask our children to accept) in
order to be included in the herd? Or
would we be able to summon up
our courage to say ‘no’ and prefer
solitude? Which of the above will we
value more than solitude???

Conclusion

We need to choose our
associations wisely. Not all people
who come into our lives have good
intentions. Some people have bad
intentions to cause harm – they enjoy
doing so. There are people who will
be a blessing in our lives and others,
a lesson – albeit, learnt painfully. We
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Gamyam Retreat, Karnataka
Beach Resort, Classical Ayurveda & Yoga Retreat
Ghats, this secluded
et on the stretches of
destination boasts
white sands in a serene
numerous natural
and calm atmosphere
attractions and places
with endless lush greens,
to visit.
by the massive ocean,
this 50-acre Retreat is an
Lavish Abodes
imagination of Wellness
Abodes at Gamyam
seekers and intrepid
are plush, spread
travellers across the globe.
lavishly with 81 keys
Practise early morning Yoga
across Villas, Cluster
on Deck by the neverrooms, and Club Rooms
ending Arabian Sea and
categories. Villas are
sink in an extraordinary
Khushboo Jain
spacious heavens to
healing experience with
Classical Ayurveda and a Yogic Wellness Advocate relax in privacy. Cluster
Founder of
rooms at Gamyam
Lifestyle at Gamyam Retreat
Madaboutwellness. have 6 rooms bundled
in Karnataka.
together to form a
Gamyam is known for its
cluster. Well-appointed club rooms
extremely skilled Vaidyas (Ayurveda
are slotted for corporate wellness
Experts) to treat various disorders
programs. Other facilities include a
through therapies, herbs, speciƤc
12-seater Conference Room, a special
diets, cleansing, rejuvenation and by
tea Lounge, 2 Classroom Halls,
teaching the right lifestyle practices
Meditation Rooms and a 400-seat
to cure and manage health issues
Banquet Hall. Added facilities include
eơectively. This scenic heavenly
a super-sized swimming pool, a yoga
abode can be booked for both
deck by the seafront, a classical
leisure and Wellness experiences
ayurveda spa, and an international
and treatments as per customised
spa with a sprinkling of western
wellness programs.
rejuvenating therapies for a global
Recently awarded as the
experience.
best Wellness Destination, the
unsurpassed luxury of Gamyam
Gamyam USP
is aesthetically designed in a
The 5 pillars - Classical Ayurveda,
contemporary setting with tasteful
Yoga, Nature as nourisher, Jnana
decor and thoughtful amenities.
(practise of an aware life and mindful
Situated in the breathtaking
living) and Divinity are practised here
naturescape of the Western

S
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to unify the mind, body and soul for
an extraordinary experience of selfdiscovery.
Quips Dr Prasanna, “At Gamyam,
guests are inspired to deep dive and
immerse themselves in the practices
of classical Ayurveda. Our team of
doctors and expert Vaidyas mentor
people seeking the yogic lifestyle.
The mission is to help every guest
overcome lifestyle disorders and live
to their full potential.”

A Gamyam Day
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Stay, All Meals
Soulistic workshops
Therapeutic yoga sessions
Therapies as recommended by
Vaidyas
Knowledge & Meditation
sessions
Group activities
Relaxation and Contemplation
Consultations
Gourmet cuisine
Access to Pool, Gym, Yoga Deck
Ayurveda Spa
Indoor & Outdoor activities
Ayurveda medicines during the
stay.

GAMYAM PROGRAMS

Gamyam Soulistic Experience:
Gamyam’s Soulistic Experience is a
unique program that oơers classical
Ayurveda therapy, customised
knowledge sessions and therapeutic

Yoga coupled with other oơerings
like meditation, a tea lounge with
a library, special movie screening
sessions for a fun-Ƥlled wellness
journey.
Wellbeing Ness, The Soulistic
Happiness: This unique program
helps to progress through the path
of the spiritual journey to enhance
the spiritual quotient. The weekend
program focuses on in-depth insight
into food and thoughts to enhance
your potential.
Rejuvenation, The Foundation:
The program works on stress relief
& related issues. Therapies oơered
include Synchronised Abhyanga,
Patra Pinda Sweda, Shirodhara,
Takradhara, and Padabhyanga.
Cleansing, The Initiation (Duration
- 7 days): This is an introductory
mild cleansing program for the gut
and liver. The program includes
therapies like Mild herbal cleansing,
Synchronised Abhyanga, Patra Pinda
Sweda, Shirodhara, Takradhara and
Padabhyanga.
Reformation, The Activation
(Duration - 14 days): This program
focuses on speciƤc health issues. This
includes weight management, stressfree living, good sleep, balanced
energy levels, micro-injuries,

lubricating the joints and stabilising
emotions. This Program improves
blood circulation, strengthens
muscles, nourishes the whole body,
improves skin health, calms mind
and body, reduces stress, aids
metabolism, improves digestion,
alleviates constipation, regulates
bowel movement and ensures oral
health.
Therapies provided include
Synchronised Abhyanga,
Udwarthanam, Patra Pinda Sweda,
Shirodhara, Kati/Greeva Vasti,
Padabhyanga, Chakra Vasti, Matra
Vasti, Kavala/Gandusha/ Mukha
Lepa facial therapies as prescribed
by the Vaidyas. DetoxiƤcation is
done with the help of eơective
herbal medicines, an appropriate
diet regimen and the Snehapana
procedure. Panchakarma therapy
is oơered as well per the health
condition and body constitution.
Transformation, The Inception
(Duration - 21 days): This program is
to help treat chronic health issues
like arthritis, obesity, skin problems,
migraine, and diabetes mellitus by
deploying the potent Panchakarma
cleansing.
Custom-designed ayurvedic
dietary-lifestyle modiƤcations and
ayurvedic medicines are oơered
as a part of this transformative
experience.
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Sustenance, Be Born (Duration - 28
days): It is a 360-degree exposure to
wellness for 28 days. The program
oơers a range of extended and highly
potent therapies and wholesome
learnings. Classical Panchakarma
as therapy helps in bringing the
systems to optimal functioning
levels and strengthens the vital
organs. The program aims at healing
inside-out, as one gets time to
rejuvenate tissues, rebuild energy
and recuperate from the cleansing
eơects.

Food Thy Nourish

A 100 Seat restaurant with warm
and welcoming indoor and courtyard
seating sets the tone for healthy
eating in a peaceful ambience. The
food is served based on Ayurvedic
principles to nourish the body, please
the mind and satisfy the soul.
Expert chefs serve Gourmet
cuisine to suit the need for treatment
and oơer vegetarian food. Regional,
Indian and International cuisine are
served here as well. Food is prepared
fresh, pre-plated, and served directly
from the kitchen.

DRN Hospitalities Pvt. Ltd.

Aghanashini Road, Baada,
Kumta, Uttar Kannada,
Karnataka 581351
Contact: 91 6360755787
Email: info@gamyamretreat.com
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The Threat
An attempt to eradicate human race got aborted. By Someeta Das

was waiting. Uncovered
in the waste bin I was
waiting stealthily for the
right moment when I could
strike. It had been quite
some time for now, since
I had arrived from outside
the country on a napkin,
which an unsuspecting
traveller carelessly ƪung
into an uncovered dustbin,
after using.
I had managed to grip
the hand of my host leaving
a portion of myself inside
the dustbin, to claim my
next victim.
I had been lying there
for a couple of hours,
waiting diligently, all the
while glancing menacingly
around. While waiting and
watching, I made a few
remarkable observations.
There was a man who
carelessly passed the bin,
brushing it with the tip
of his little Ƥnger. It gave

I
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me a chance to grip his
Ƥnger immediately, and
disseminate a small portion
of myself.
This extraordinary
feature made me more
potent and gave me
powers, which at times was
frightening even to me.
I watched the nice young
lady, reminding the child
not to touch surfaces, but
unaware that the child had
already touched the bin
accidentally. I hated having
to lay siege and grasp the
little one, but such was my
innate nature that I had to
do so.
Likewise, the gangling
teenager, with his strange
haircut and awkward ways,
who looked as if he did
not have a bath for quite
a while, and that made
I had arrived from outside
the country on a napkin,
which an unsuspecting
traveller carelessly ƪung
into an uncovered dustbin,
after using.

him an easy target. This
was primarily because I
loved dirt and Ƥlth. In fact I
thrived on it.
But wait… surely that
old lady who could barely
walk straight, but was
too proud to be seen on a
wheelchair, did not deserve
to be subjected to the
nature of my intimacies. It
was inevitable and I gripped
her, merely a result of my
primal instinct that had to
be honoured.
She was walking
unsteadily, when suddenly
she stumbled and held on
to the dustbin to steady
herself, otherwise she
would have fallen, and I
grabbed her, more for her
own sake than mine.
Now of all the people I
h clung to, let me start
had
re
relating
my adventures with
t young man who had
the
c
carried
me unsuspectingly
i his napkin.
in
I would have been
d
destroyed
had he not
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touched the surface I had
been clinging on to, and
had he washed his hands,
I would have died an
untimely death. As a matter
of fact, I did so want him
to wash his hands before
eating on the aircraft.
But he merely swept me
from the surface, on to the
napkin, as I divided myself
and left a portion into his
hands and dived into the
napkin. He ate with great
gusto and relish, carrying
me into his mouth, gulping
me down without chewing,
as if he was in a tearing
hurry.
So beginning my journey
with the young man, I will
relate three experiences of
the people I had gripped,
one after the other.
I had settled quietly
in my host’s gullet,
which made him slightly
uncomfortable at Ƥrst, as
if something was lodged
in his throat. I waited for
a couple of days before I

My next journey was with
the sweet and seemingly
harmless old lady. Her gait
was a little awkward due to
her age.

struck. The painless feeling
that he was experiencing,
slowly turned into a lump
as I found new pathways
to enter his body. Initially,
I was shocked; I felt that I
was invading his privacy.
But what made me angry
was his casual attitude.
wanted attention, but
he would not go to the
dispensary and Ƥnd out
what was wrong, and this
made me very angry. His
arrogance made me more
determined to take revenge
for my tag of being ‘deadly’
had become questionable
and my reputation was at
stake.
Within a few days,
he had to take notice
as he started feeling
breathlessness and
was running a high
temperature. It was then
he decided to consult a
specialist, but it was far
too late. I had created a
thousand monsters like
myself, and the medicines
he took could hardly

I

destroy us. We had become
too powerful. Slowly and
surely we overpowered
him, and Ƥnally when
everything was over we
sought our next victim.
It was sheer carelessness
on his part that we
managed to win. This battle
was in fact so easy to lose.
All it required was washing
me oơ with soap and water
– cleaning between the
Ƥngers, scrubbing me oơ
– so simple, that at times
it felt absurd that we could
be reduced impotent so
quickly and eơectively.
But the human race is
an impatient and arrogant
lot, I thought, and we
had learnt the virtue of
patience. My next journey
was with the sweet and
seemingly harmless old
lady.
Her gait was a little
awkward due to her age.
She tried to carry herself
proudly, but being elderly,
it was diƥcult, for her feet
refused to obey her and
therefore she walked a triƪe

Within a few days,
he had to take notice
as he started feeling
breathlessness and
was running a high
temperature. It was
then he decided to
consult a specialist, but
it was far too late. I
had created a thousand
monsters like myself.
unsteadily. I clung to her
Ƥngers for dear life, as her
hands went back and forth
trying to remain steady.
I waited desperately
for her to touch her face,
to Ƥnd an opening in
her mouth, eyes, ears,
anywhere where I could
gain entrance with my
tentacles, so I hung on
waiting patiently.
On reaching the airport
exit, she went out of the
gate, her eyes scanning
somewhat desperately.
Soon spying a young man,
who was rushing towards
her, she seemed to relax
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v
visibly.
She restrained his
aadvance with a gesture
o
of her hand, and said in a
ssweet voice, “It was good of
yyou to come and meet me,
b
but please do not come too
cclose”, she pleaded.
“But Mother…,” he
started. Immediately she
warded him oơ saying,
“Please do honour an old
lady.”
She climbed into the
waiting car with a little
diƥculty, seated herself
gingerly, careful not to
touch anything, smiling
all the while pulled out
a pair of gloves, which
she had taken oơ at the
immigration, and put them
on.
My hope of climbing
on to her was dashed, as I
found myself being covered
completely.
The car started moving,
inching its way into the
evening traƥc. The lady,
meanwhile, was speaking
animatedly to the young
man, her gloved hand
holding me prisoner. After
a good quarter of an hour
we reached our destination,
and I waited patiently for
her to release me and allow
me to function.
But where was she
heading? A young woman
with a small child in tow,
had come to greet her, but
all she said was ‘Excuse me
49

for a moment please’, and
headed oơ to what sounded
like a knell to me – the
bathroom.
he carefully removed
her clothes and Ƥnally
her gloves – and just when
I heaved a sigh of relief
Ahh… I was smeared with
a solution and ruthlessly
scrubbed, back and forth
her Ƥngers intertwining,
dislodging me completely,
and a jet of water took me
oơ screaming, powerless
and helpless, to enter the
waste pipe, to drown and
die.
My last thought was
that I had underestimated
the powers of the elderly
lady who had seemed
apparently so harmless
and helpless, but was so
methodical and ruthless.
My last victim was the
young child whose Mother
had reprimanded her for
touching the dustbin, and
who had carried me along
with her, in her hands. Her
name was Sheila – laughing
and chattering she skipped
her way onto the waiting
car.
Seated, impatiently
removing her mask,
she scratched her nose
depositing me there.
Immediately, I seied the
chance, gripping her Ƥrmly
with my tentacles, even
as she tried to rub me out.
In a few moments, I had
entered her body through
her nostrils while trying
to make my way into her
windpipe.
My initial plan of lying
low for a few days was
abandoned, for I wanted to
get going, which proved to
me my undoing later.
Soon, Sheila had started
sneeing, as the itching
sensation I had caused, did
not disappear.

S
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Her mother noticing her
discomfort asked her in a
concerned voiceǦ “Are you
feeling all right? It seems
that you have caught cold.”
On reaching home, her
mother quickly made the
little girl take a hot bath,
changing her clothes, all the
while careful not to get too
close, and keeping her own
mask and gloves Ƥrmly in
place.
Sheila was then put to
bed carefully and soothed
while her mother called for
the doctor.
By this time, I had
already intruded, going
deep inside I had started
multiplying. It was then I
heard a foreign sound, I
darted out and saw two
whiteǦcoated gentlemen
seated nearby, and what
looked like a stethoscope,
being placed on Sheila.
One of the men seemed
to be asking her gently
what was hurting. My
instincts looked for a way
to attach myself to the
stethoscope, but it was
snatched away before I
could do so.
The next day, the men
were back and this time I
felt that I was being lifted
and carried out.
Once again, I tried to
look for a way to attach
myself to the person who
was carrying me, but to my
utter dismay I found both
men had protective gears
on them, with their faces
covered.
Sheila was carried into
the waiting car and, in a
short while, I was greeted
with a strange smell
which created a panic like
sensation in me.
This was a hospital,
I realised, for now I was
mortally afraid of my
existence, as I knew that in
clean, sanitised conditions I

would soon cease to exist.
Now, Sheila was being
placed on the bed, and
peeping out, I saw another
couple of men had joined
the two gentlemen who
had brought in Sheila,
with protective gears in
place, bending over her.
Her mother was weeping
copiously, while one of the
men was putting his arm
around her, and trying to
reassure her.

She carefully removed
KHUFORWKHVDQGÀQDOO\
her gloves – and
just when I heaved a
sigh of relief Ahh… I
was smeared with a
solution and ruthlessly
scrubbed, back and
IRUWKKHUÀQJHUV
intertwining, dislodging
me completely.
I was certain now that I
would get very little time to
complete what I had begun,
therefore started working
in earnest.
It must have been the
following day – for I had
lost the sense of time –
when the companions I
had created along with me
received the Ƥrst onslaught.
Suddenly, a white
substance rushed towards
us carrying a few thousand
of my companions along
with the tide, rushing with
them at what looked like
another opening.
It was followed by yet
another and then continued
in waves which kept coming
for quite a while.
ealising the paucity
of time, along with my
companions I started
attacking afresh with
renewed est and vigour.
To our horror, our war had
made Sheila restless and
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supine, but fresh attacks
on us continued and soon
rivulets after rivulets
stronger than before kept
coming and soon we knew
we were Ƥghting a losing
battle.
y last thought before
oblivion was that
my being was relegated
inconsequential and
unsubstantial.
In retrospect, I feel
that we were in a state of
delusion, thinking that the
human race could be so
easily overpowered, and
that we were invincible,
totally forgetting about the
resilience and indomitable
human spirit.
Attacks in various forms
had come and will come
over the years, but the race
of men with their powerful
minds, coordination and
unity, what cannot they
achieve?
It was foolish to even
think that the race could
be extinguished like the
dinosaurs.
They would soon use
their power and might to
develop an antidote against
us enabling them to stay
safe and relinquishing all
future advances made by
the likes of us.
“As ƪies to wanton boys
are we to the ods; they
kill us for their sport.” I had
thought that we could wipe
them out like ƪies, which
was foolish.
True, we could get the
better of them for a while,
but they were indefatigable
as a race. We had claimed
ourselves as being
ubiquitous and how wrong
had we been.
Now, the story of the
gawky teenager at the
airport?
Maybe, some other
time.
We
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Dr Niyati Arora

The Queen of KrownHub
r Niyati Arora,
founder and owner of
KrownHub® Dental
Clinic, Delhi comes from a family
associated with dentistry for
over half-a-century with their
journey rooting back to a dental
laboratory running successfully
in England. Within no time,
with the use of digital dental
technology, she has become
a household name and the
preferred dentist of everyone
in and around the area to help
people smile with conƤdence.
What sets her apart is her
charismatic smile, compassion
for the patients and dedication
to the profession.

teeth. We are specialists in the
replacement of missing teeth in
the form of dentures, implants
and crowns and bridges with
the help of our backbone – our
in-house Arodent laboratory
that has been catering to the
prosthetic needs of various
dentists across India for over 30
years now!
For more information, you
may visit our website
www.krownhub.com

D

What inspired you to become
a dentist?
Ever since I was a child, all
I wanted to be was a dentist.
It might be due to the fact
that my father, who is also
an entrepreneur, has been
running Arodent, a dental lab since
1990 in Delhi and for me, dentistry
has always been a part of life. I
can proudly say that dentistry is
somewhat genetic for me. I have
completed my graduation from Dr
Harvansh Singh Judge Institute of
Dental Sciences and Hospital, Panjab
University, Chandigarh and my MDS
Masters in Prosthodontics, Crown
and Bridge (Gold Medalist) from
Government Dental College, Shimla,
Himachal Pradesh.
What is the speciality of your
dental clinic?
As a dentist, a crooked or
incomplete smile is something that
comes to my notice by default. So
52

Dr Niyati Arora, Founder and Owner
KrownHub® Dental Clinic, Delhi

my main interest became in creating
generations of smiles through
the use of the latest digital dental
technology.
Although we oơer all kinds
of dental treatments like root
canal treatment (RCT), scaling,
teeth whitening, extractions,
orthodontic treatment (braces for
teeth realignment) etcetera but
our specialisation is in prosthetic
dentistry and implantology which,
in simple terms, means providing
crowns, bridges and implants to
replace missing teeth. We also oơer
Royale Crowns which are virtually
indistinguishable from the natural
Woman’s Era O January 2023

How is your practice diơerent
from other dentists in the area?
Our clinic has an associated
in-house dental lab, Arodent,
with an experience of more
than three decades. It is run
and supervised by my father
Dr Mukesh Arora who received
his training in prosthetics from
England. It is one of the oldest
dental labs in Delhi. We aim to
capture every single detail up to
the very last millimetre which
is very crucial for quality work and
patient satisfaction on comfort
and esthetics. The CAD-CAM digital
technology along with our technical
collaboration with American, UK
and Canadian dental labs help us to
provide the best and quick solutions
to a wide range of problems and
helps patients in gaining their smiles
and conƤdence back.
What is your experience of
treating patients so far?
I would say it has been nothing
less than amazing. Nothing makes
my day more than a satisƤed patient.
I feel blessed and lucky to have
a chance to treat patients with a
multitude of problems which has

provided me with the conƤdence
required to be an able dentist. We
have successfully treated patients
not only from India but from a
number of other countries. The
kind of love you get from all these
satisƤed patients; I don’t think
anything can beat that.
What is the outlook you keep
towards your patient?
My outlook towards patients
is guided majorly by my childhood
experiences. As a child, I sat in the
clinic observing how my family
interacted with patients and that
taught me three things that I carry
with me to this day.
O Treat patients with patience,
O Treat every patient as your Ƥrst
patient,
O Always treat a problem, but never
over-treat.
Our goal is to make the dental
experience as comfortable as
possible. We strive to perform topof-the-line treatment for patients
when they are in our clinic and go
above and beyond to provide all
knowledge needed to maintain oral
health. We take time to get to know
every patient beyond their teeth

KrownHub® Dental Clinic, Delhi has an associated in-house dental lab, Arodent.

and gums. We are passionate about
developing lasting relationships with
our patients and helping people of all
ages improve their health.
Do you face any diƥculty
convincing people of the importance
of oral health?
I think with time people are
becoming more aware and conscious
about the importance of good oral
health. It is very motivating to see
our patients coming for routine
dental check-ups and asking for
prophylactic procedures. There are
also a number of children associated
with our clinic who are not at all
scared of the dental chair and ask
a lot of questions regarding oral
health and hygiene. Our expertise
in hygiene helps us to guide the

SMILE with CONFIDENCE
Before

After

Before

After
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patients to maintain their gum
health even in the most crucial time
of pregnancy when young females
tend to have gum-related issues due
to the highly ƪuctuating hormonal
levels. Obviously, it might take some
time to build that initial reputation
but it is not diƥcult at all to convince
patients once that trust has been
built.
We are readily available
for our patients via email at
krownhubdental@gmail.com or via
calls at 8448909927.
What are your future plans for
KrownHub®?
Currently, we are working in one
location and are planning to open
another clinic in Delhi very soon. Our
aim is to make quality digital smile
dentistry accessible to everyone
and with that aim we are hoping
to reach other cities and towns in
North India in the next three years. I
have a dream to make our growing
brands of KrownHub® and Arodent
the most trusted and sought-after
names in prosthetic dentistry. Most
importantly, we want everyone to
have that perfectly healthy smile and
we are working on it one smile at a
time with a persistent zeal to take
it nationwide. We aim at creating
smiles for Generations with dentistry
as our profession but people as our
focus.
53

Equal Heights
A glimpse of the matriarchal society. By Shalini Bhardwaj
ome on! Don’t be scared.”
Arisha said, turning to look at
me. “It is very strong. It can
last up to 500 years.”
I followed her, a bit nervous,
cautiously taking one step at a time.
It was the Ƥrst time that I was
crossing a bridge entirely made of
live tree roots, a wonderful creation
in the forests of Meghalaya.
At the other end of the bridge,
ilarated as Arisha told me
I was exhilarated
ntually the new, aeriel roots
how eventually
of rubberr tree were transformed into
a strong, spectacular creation.
I met Arisha when my husband
ed in Meghalaya, a few
was posted
o. At 15, she was the
years ago.
youngestt member of a Khasi family
that lived a short walk from our
odation. Her beautiful round
accommodation.
ning monolid eyes and sleek
face, shining
straight hair made her look like a
Japanese doll.

C

She sensed my love for nature and
my perfect Hindi accent in the Ƥrst
meeting and the deal was sealed.
Hindi classes and then nature walk.
I enjoyed trips with her to lush
green coniferous forests, shimmering
lakes, from limestone caves to
rippling waterfalls and soon, we were
forging a bond that further led me to
the wonderful, unique world of the
Khasi people.

The Khasi tribe in Meghalaya is
one of the few matrilineal groups
in the world which follow a form
of family life in which the line of
descent is through mother’s lineage.
Since children take their mother’s
last name, daughters ensure the
continuity of the clan and inheritance
of ancestral property is through the
youngest daughter.
daughter is the
The youngest d
custodian of the pr
property and also
the head of the ho
household after her
mother.
also acts
The youngest daughter
d
as the priestess of the family in
performing rituals and it is her duty
to do the death rites
rite of her family
members.
the youngest
The house of th
daughter is regard
regarded as a refuge to
all her family mem
members, including her
elder unmarried or widowed sister
and brother.

I MET ARISHA WHEN
MY HUSBAND
WAS POSTED IN
MEGHALAYA. AT
15, SHE WAS THE
YOUNGEST MEMBER
OF A KHASI FAMILY
THAT LIVED A SHORT
WALK FROM OUR
ACCOMMODATION.
In other parts of India, where
women generally do not get most
of these privileges or freedoms, a
peep into the Khasi world was quite
fascinating for me. The Khasis believe
that the female is the giver of life and
the root of everything.
It was the sense of being the
paramount authority in the family
that made Arisha act more mature
than her age. Sometimes, I felt like
she is an old soul in a young body.
She had her self-discovered
solution for every problem and a
well-analysed plan for every goal. She
innocently, sincerely believed that
she can heal any pain.
During my stay there, I met other
Khasi women also, some of them
highly educated and working as
headmistresses, college professors
or in state organisations. Whatever
they were, there was one thing
common among them all — their
impeccable, conƤdent smile, which is
unforgettable.

The Bird Watchers

Before we shifted from there,
my last trip with Arisha was a
birdwatching tour. We walked
through a dense forest dotted with
sublime Rhododendron trees. After a
short trek, we were at a point where
we could see a wide variety of birds.
“Look! She is so small and
delicate,” I exclaimed, looking
through my binoculars, pointing at
a colourful bird in the ƪock which
looked more like a female bird.
“Oh yes! But you know what?
They all have their own wings. Nature
provides equal care to all and they
all ƪy to equal heights,” she said
thoughtfully and started playing with
the trekking pole. As the soft chirping
of birds Ƥlled in the atmosphere,
I stood there transƤxed – totally
absorbed in the deep meaning of her
words. The picture of that beautiful,
colourful bird still decorates the
wall of my living room as her words
decorate my imagination.
Woman’s Era O January 2023

The rights of women and gender
inequalities are multifaceted and
much debated issue. Despite time to
time changes in the social structure,
girls in many parts of our country are
at disadvantage in several important
ways and still have to achieve a lot to
have equal status with boys.
This, to a large extent, requires
change in the archaic mindset of a
patriarchal society which views girls
as a liability.
On getting enough love, support
and encouragement from their
family, girls can win against all odds
and become the best version of
themselves. Like the marvelous,
amazing roots of Root Bridge.
A radical change should start from
the family itself, because the real
change comes, not by rules and laws,
but with the change of mindsets.
Girls in many parts of our country,
including a small, innocent girl
somewhere in me, heartily wish to
witness that change.
We
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The
Ballad Of
The Bride
Imperial and ethnic bridal couture by
Papa Don’t Preach.

This raw silk bridal lehenga set in pink and red paired with a half-sleeved blouse having glass cut beads embroidered is
complete with a pre-draped red tulle scalloped dupatta with gold metal embellishments.
Paired with a half-sleeved appliquéd blouse, this bridal lehenga set in ivory tulle appliquéd with red, teal, & blue silks
are embroidered with gold metal 3D embellishments.

This Ƥsh-cut bridal lehenga set in Ƥery red embroidered paired with a signature butterƪy
blouse and a short scalloped tulle veil reƪects all your sparkling dreams.

A blue lehenga set embroidered with a forest setting using glass cut crystals and gold metal
embellishments paired with our rose bralette to envision all shades of you.
Ivory sherwani appliquéd with rich velvet in teal, paired with a gold cream trouser pant.

A cerulean blue bridal lehenga set embroidered with glass cut beads, and ƪoral appliqués paired with a
pre-stitched asymmetric dupatta in lilac tulle matches your vibe as you welcome the golden light.
This Ice Blue short jacket embroidered with all silver metal embellishments and appliqued in velvet is
completed with ivory trousers.

This layered ivory & pink raw silk lehenga is embroidered with reƪective sequins, gold metal embellishments, and
precious crystals and appliqued in multicoloured silks. Your perfect wedding look is ready.

This brick brown scalloped peplum kurta embroidered with gold metal embellishments
appliqued in silk looks outstanding when paired with ƪared sharara pants.

This ivory sherwani appliqued in multicoloured silks and velvets, embroidered with gold metal embellishments and
reƪective sequins, looks best when paired with ivory trousers

Courtesy:
Fashion House: Papa Don’t Preach
Designer: Shubhika
Instagram: @papadontpreachbyshubhika
Website: papadontpreach.com
Models: Isha, Tashi, Varshita, Abhinav, Prince
Makeup: @maccosmeticsindia
Jewellery: @jaipurgems, @goenkaindia,
@papadontpreachbyshubhika, @mayasanghavijewels

Ivory raw silk dhoti embroidered with gold metal embellishments, and
ƪoral appliques look is completed with a light pink tulle dupatta.
Bridal lehenga set in dreamy pink and ivory tulle embroidered with glass cut crystals, and 3D appliqué
hearts paired with an embroidered tulle blouse is all you need to rock the wedding.

The Careless Use of

Cuss Words
Are swearing words
becoming a norm?
By Saranya Iyer

was standing at a bus stop and
waiting for the 6 pm bus. The
bus stop was deserted for a
few minutes as it was a holiday for
many oƥces until I spotted Ƥve
oƥce-goers. With one hand Ƥercely
guarding their laptop bags and
another holding their phones, they
looked like Ƥve peas in a pod. None
of them looked any diơerent and
all their faces were dropped low to
mobile screen level.
All Ƥrm and tense, their mouths
drew a grim line. My eyes ached with
the amount of doomscrolling they
were doing. I strained my neck to
spot my bus but to no avail.
Weather forecasts portended
more rains and issued a Red Alert
notice to the city. Tiny blobs stood
on the roof of the bus shelter,
collectedly waiting to drop to the
ground.

I

2
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I rummaged through my tote
to dig out my phone. Scarcely did
I unlock my phone, when I heard a
riot of laughter. The laughter was
oblivious to the serious air that the
bus stop imposed.
With a spring in their steps and
keen, curious eyes, I saw a swarm
of teens huddled together talking
animatedly. They slung their bags
over their shoulder and gave me a
sidelong glance before continuing
their conversation. I looked at them
and was transported to my college
days, albeit their casual banter was
peppered by careless usage of the
choicest of swears unlike ours. Each
sentence was punctuated with an
‘F’ word. My ears pricked at the use
of this word. The loud din of my
lumbering bus steered me away
from their conversation yet the word
lingered. Why do we have to use the
cuss word in every sentence? Is it
part of a new-age vocabulary? Can
a conversation not happen without
using the ‘F’ word?
I come from a generation where
using words like ‘stupid’ or ‘idiot’
was considered sacrilege. I still have
a distinct image of my younger self
prostrating before goodness, when
I carelessly remarked someone an
‘idiot’. Such were those times –
innocent and innocuous. We were
taken to task by our elders if they
even heard us talk back, forget
about, using cuss words in front of
them. We were asked to choose
words like we choose clothes to
wear.
The tenets were the same for
both. Be sheltered, and throw in
more layers, snug Ƥt dresses are
Ƥne but not too tight to reveal your
anatomy, never give away so much
so that it will make the eyes stare
and, well, you can always keep your
jackets and overcoat ready to hide
the plunging neckline.
Jackets and overcoats in semantic
parlance meant you can use some
euphemisms for the unpleasant
expression to avoid being too direct.
My encounter with cuss words was
mostly in the conƤnes of a treasury
dealing room of a foreign bank that I
worked for.

AS SOON AS YOU
ENTER THE DEALING
ROOM, THERE IS
AN EXPLOSION OF
EXPLETIVES, OFTEN
HANGING IN THE
 ǡ ǧǡ
OR THROWN OFF
AIMLESSLY JUST
TO PACIFY ONE’S
FRUSTRATION AND
ANGUISH OVER THE
MARKET’S PLUMMET
AND CRASH.
Outbursts Of Abuse In
Ƥ

You get to see a diơerent world
altogether on the same ƪoor where
a back oƥce of treasury and dealing
room stay juxtaposed. The latter
acts as an antithesis to the calm and
serene atmosphere of the former.
As soon as you enter the dealing
room, there is an explosion of
expletives, often hanging in the air,
mid-sentence, or thrown oơ aimlessly
just to pacify one’s frustration and
anguish over the market’s plummet
and crash.
It is the sort of place where cuss
words get added as a preƤx to a
person’s name. At Ƥrst, you will
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squirm, tut-tut but soon you Ƥgure
out your way to squirrel in, in the
steady stream of cacophony. The
cuss words will glare at you initially,
but in no time, they recede in the
background, making themselves
home in the sophisticated realm.

Evolution Of Swearing – No
Longer A Taboo

But when I retrace my steps, I
am astounded at how from no cuss
words to titbits of them in hushed
whispers, to hearing them in the
closed conƤnes of a treasury market
room, and now seeing them ƪoat
eơortlessly in every lip without
getting tsk tsk and arched eyebrows
in return.
Every Tom, Dick and Harry has lost
themselves in the void of cusses.
A teenage striking back in anger,
a subordinate fuming over injustice
served hot in his oƥce, and a cab
driver spitting betel leaf stains and
lamenting on worldly aơairs; all have
one thing in common - their barrage
of irate abuses and ‘F’ word.
The shock value for these words
has diminished. Now, no heads turn
and no eye blinks as compared to our
times, when hearing such abusive
words would pour vulgar imagery
into our heads.
It makes me think, are we being
open to cuss culture? Or is it a bridge
to cover the chasm between people?
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have in ourselves little power to
observe the rich content around us,
we might have to use the cuss word
a little less or rather not use it at all.
If movie makers have to be
relevant, they also need to be
responsible towards the audience
because they are dishing out their art
for the sake of the audience, who is
highly amenable and impressionable,
and not for their small coterie of
friends.

Let’s Not Throw Shade On
The West

Cuss To Fit In And
Bridge The Gap

This generation has a diơerent
story to tell. Now, using cuss words
has become part of their lifestyle.
Because of its overuse, it lacks the
purport and context for which it is
said.
Some use it to Ƥll in the space
between conversations just to break
an awkward pause. In addition to
that, young think of it as a style that
they need to wear to Ƥt in with the
crowd. If they don’t Ƥt in, they will
have to stand out so better drop
the shame and liberally use the cuss
words.
The point is - Do we have to stoop
 Ƥǫ

Lights. Camera.. Cuss…

Even cinema and OTT series are
no less if we talk about cuss words.
Directors and actors do not shy away
from including expletives in their
scripts. They think they are acting
relevant amidst the conventions.
Take, for example, a popular
movie that made quite a buzz,
. The movie lacked depth,
the characters were shallow, acting
contrary to the title it held and the
plot ran according to its whims,
leaving the audience confused and
puzzled.
And insult to injury, the use of
‘F’ word in each line. Each character
spews the ‘F’ word and uses it
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EVEN CINEMA AND OTT
SERIES ARE NO LESS IF
WE TALK ABOUT CUSS
WORDS. DIRECTORS
AND ACTORS DO
 
FROM INCLUDING
EXPLETIVES IN THEIR
SCRIPTS. THEY THINK
THEY ARE ACTING
RELEVANT AMIDST THE
CONVENTIONS. AND
INSULT TO INJURY, THE
USE OF ‘F’ WORD IN
EACH LINE.
with gay abandon as if it were a
competition they have to win and a
badge of honour that they should
boast about.
Our tradition of making a real
cinema, with rich narratives is lost in
such obscene, salacious Ƥlms. Times
are changing. Things are diơerent
now. Agreed but  
ǡ
? Also, what is relevant?
Using cuss words is or espousing
stronger views and bringing a change
in society through narratives? We
can be relevant in so many diơerent
ways. As Holmes says to Watson,
‘don’t just see’; observe, if only we
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We may throw our hands up
and retort that the West is the
torchbearer of cuss culture and we
are just devout followers. To say that
is to point Ƥngers and fuel up the
cuss culture to blaze Ƥercely. But we
cannot unabashedly renounce our
moral responsibility and throw shade
on the West’s free and promiscuous
ways.
Cuss culture can stop if we just
pause, introspect and take the onus
to snuơ out the blazing ƪame. It can
stop if we try, introspect and choose
our words consciously.

ơ   Ǧ

Children are observant and they
gauge the language and cues that
adults express and exude. Abusive
words not only destroy their
innocence but also sow the seeds
of inappropriate language in their
minds.
They fall into the spiral of
swearing very quickly and when that
happens, there is no going back.
We may not know what they are
consuming from us and through us,
but the choice of words Ƥrmly takes
root in their core.

 ƪ 
Of One’s Soul

The way we speak and the words
we choose to express say a lot about
our personalities. Fitting in and being
relevant may be, in some sense,
important.
But let’s not push ourselves
too low and lower our dignity by
resorting to swearing words in
every sentence.
We

HAPPY NEW YEAR
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When Glamour Met
A marvellous collection of accessories
by Calvadoss.
Pair this stallion scarf
with any of your regular
outƤts and you’re all set
for the day.

Be the talk of the town and
ƪaunt the style skills in you with
this magniƤcent backwood
black classic ƪoral scarf.

This beautiful fashion
accessory will enhance the
entire look of your outƤt.

nic
Grab this charcoal botanic
scarf and bring the
essence of freshness,
elegance and royalty to
anything you wear!

Gain a b
bonus point for
your st
style by adding this
subtle lleaf-printed scarf
to your attire.

A perfect Ƥnishing
touch to almost any
of your outƤt.

This pink-coloured Texas leather Ƥnish
belt with buckle fastner is the perfect
piece for anyone who believes that
fashion should be fun.

Whether you’re in head-to-toe
black or laid-back denim, this
reversible belt with a turning
buckle is a must-have.
Brighten up your
gloomy winters with
our soft woven muƫer.
This muƫer adds a dash
of understated style.

Carry this beautifully
tifully
f d
coloured stole crafted
with love. It is both warm,
and light to carry. This
would be the ideal choice
for a formal occasion.

Whether you’re
in head-to-toe
head to toe
black or laid-back
denim, this belt is
a must-have.

Drape it chic like
a scarf or keep it
elegantly draped
on the side! It is
a multi-purpose
versatile stole
with a feel as soft
as a feather.

For a cheeky
statement, try
this belt. Pair it
with a breezy
dress or denim,
depending on
your mood.

All your belongings are stored
practically and always within reach.
Expand your collection of fashion
accessories with this leather
structured sling bag available in
mutiple colour options.
Website: calvadoss.com
@calvadossfashions

Sex Toys:
Luxury or
Necessity
Safe alternatives for
single lads and lasses.
By Purnima Atul Goyal

he history of sex-toys is as old
and exciting as the human
civilisation itself. The world’s
oldest sex-toy dildo made of silt
stone, and found in Germany belongs
to 2600 BC.
According to some historians,
Queen Cleopatra of Egypt (69-30 BC)
had a habit of using gourd-shaped
toy Ƥlled with bees for her sexual
arousal. The luxury bronze dildo and
the bronze -jade butt-plug found

T
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from the tombs of aristocrats in
Yizheng and Shanghai of China are
around 2000 years old.
In the middle of the 20th century,
hundreds of motorised sex toys such
as the electric vibrator, HollywoodVibra-Tone, Oster Stim- u-lax, polarcub etc began to be produced on
commercial scale. In 1940, a beauty
products making company in the USA
started selling sex toys in the name
of weight-loss-accessory.
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The sex toy business grew wildly
in the world after the year 2000.
While in India, the business of sex
toys saw rapid growth only after
2010. Ten years ago, the annual trade
of sex toys in India stood at just
one crore rupees, with the sex toys
used by women accounting for only
one per cent, that is, only one lakh
rupees.
During the last ten years,
however, the sale of sex toys in India

has grown at 20 per cent per annum
rate to about 1500 crore rupees, in
which sale of toys used by women
has been more than half.
In other words, it means more
and more women than men are
opting for sex toys for their sexual
pleasures.
However, the increasing business
of sex toys in a developing country
like India reveals very shocking
information.
Easy accessibility to e-commerce
sites and apps has led to an increase
in the purchase of sex toys. Anybody
can now easily buy sex toys online by
hiding his or her identity. Also, during
the Covid lockdown period, online
buying of sex toys saw an increase.
The most surprising thing is that
even in a conservative country like
India, the rapidly increasing craze
for sex toys is much greater among
women than among men.

Why do Women Like Sex Toys?

According to a research titled “An
increasing trend of having sex toys
among well-educated, prosperousfamily, career and job-oriented girls”,
conducted on girls who are highly
qualiƤed with professional degrees
like medical, engineering, science,
research or management and are
staying at hostels and PGs.
Responses of these modern girls
not only will take you by surprise,
but you will salute them for their
progressive thinking and outlook.
The study revealed very surprising
reasons behind this trend and, I am
sure, after going through the results
of this research, you will drop your
misconceptions and taboo about sex
toys. By dropping the negative image
of sex toys, you will begin to see their
positive aspects.
10 per cent of the girls, who used
the sex toys, reported that they
use it to increase their excitement
of natural sex. 15 per cent of girls
believed that it is necessary in a
homosexual relationship, while
75 per cent of girls use them for
masturbation.
For the sake of secrecy, names
and departments of these girls have
been changed.

SNEHA, A STUDENT OF
FOOD SCIENCE AND
A HOSTELER, SAYS
THAT SEX TOYS MAKE
UP FOR THE LACK
OF BOYS AT PARTIES
LIKE HOSTEL NIGHTS.
MOSTLY GIRLS KEEP A
SEX TOY WHICH MAKES
THEM CONCENTRATE
IN STUDIES. THE
MAIN REASON OF
BUYING SEX TOYS
IS THE INCREASING
TENDENCY FOR
MASTURBATION.
MA student Kalpana says, “My
boyfriend had oơered me sex-toys to
cover up his physical weakness. But
now, I feel that sex toys have much
better performance than a male sex
partner.”
MBBS student Pooja told, “It
is not even possible to imagine a
homosexual relationship without a
sex-toy.”
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Sneha, a student of Food Science
and a hosteler, says that sex toys
make up for the lack of boys at
parties like hostel night etc.
Almost all girls keep a sex toy
which makes them concentrate in
studies.
Thus, you see, the main
reason of buying sex toys by girls
is the increasing tendency for
masturbation.

Why Masturbation is Trendy?

Research has shown that girls
who enjoy masturbation are neither
shy nor so plain that they can’t Ƥnd a
boyfriend.
These girls, who resort to
masturbation regularly, are
extremely smart and pretty and, if
willing, they can have a long queue
of boyfriends all vying for them. But
they have embraced the habit of
masturbation for various reasons
such as, career, cheating nature
of boys, incidents of blackmailing,
security issues etc.
According to Anushka, a medical
student, “Friendship with boys for
two-minute-sex means spending
hours with them. It will ruin my
studies.”
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Radha, an MBA student, says, “It
is a diơerent thing to have a BF or
FWB but I cannot allow any boy to
cross the threshold of my body.”
Bank Manager, Tamanna believes
that, “Having men for the fun of sex
is risky. It may be an open invitation
for sexual diseases. It is not likely
to happen while frolicking with sex
toys.”
Gynecologist Monica says that
marriage and subsequent physical
relations are part of the career for
girls while sex is a daily need. “Where
do you Ƥnd boys every day?” she
asks.
Anushka’s husband is a manager
in a multinational company. She
said that her husband is very busy
in corporate meetings; he is not
available for sex all the time. So, the
sex toys are her usual resorts.
Sonakshi and her husband Rajiv
both are working in the same bank.
But when it comes to sex, they Ƥnd
their timings are clashing. She says,
“When I want his company, Rajiv
is busy and when Rajiv wants my
company, I am busy. So we both use
sex toys.” The above research also
reveals that the monetary as well as
physical dependency of girls on boys
is decreasing.
As such, girls no longer need boys
to oblige them by recharging their
mobiles or spending money on them
at parties or restaurants.
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GYNAECOLOGISTS
CLAIM THAT
EXCESSIVE USE OF SEX
TOYS INCREASES THE
RISK OF PROSTATE
CANCER AMONG MEN,
ALTHOUGH MORE
RESEARCH IS NEEDED
REGARDING THIS
CLAIM. ADDICTION TO
MASTURBATION CAN
LEAD TO SWELLING IN
GENITAL ORGANS.
The following discussion tries to
understand the reasons behind the
increasing trend of masturbation
among women.

Flight of Fantasy

What goes on in the minds of the
girls while they are masturbating?
Which sexual fantasy drives them to
reach the peak of excitement or even
achieve orgasm? It was the next goal
of our research.
While masturbating, girls have
crazy sex ideas and imagery in their
mind which is not possible in real life.
Finance student Riya tells that
while masturbating she feels as if
many unfamiliar boys are together
trying to excite her.
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PhD student Sadhana says that
she feels that her FWB (Friend with
beneƤt) is having sex with her in a
public place by hiding away from
people’s eyes.
Besides, girls give various
abbreviations to describe their sexual
fantasies while masturbating. These
are given below:
NS - Natural bedroom sex with
ideal partner.
PS - Sex at public place with an
ideal partner.
Orgy - A wild party characterised
by excessive drinking and
indiscriminate sexual activity.
BDSM- Sexual activity involving
such as the use of physical restrained,
the granting and relinquishing of
control and the inƪiction of pain.
Bondage - The activity of tying
parts of a person’s body so that he or
she cannot move in order to get or
give sexual pleasure.
Penetration - Insertion of a body
part or other into a body oriƤce such
as the vagina, anus or mouth as part
of human sexual activity.
Spanking - The act of hitting
someone with the hand, usually
several times on the buttocks as a
punishment or for sexual pleasure.

Ideal Sex- Partner

The partners of men’s sex fantasy
are women of acquaintance, while
the partners of women’s sex fantasy
are Ƥlmy heroes or celebrities, web
series actors, young politicians or
sportsmen. Science student Mohani
says that her sexual attraction is in
smart boys of her class or university.
Commerce student Divya says
that her sexual attraction is Chaiwala,
Dhobi or bus or auto driver.
The above research shows that
modern women have become selfdependent in the matter of sex like
other parts of life.
Women have started choosing
their likes and dislikes in the matter
of sex. The increasing tendency of
women to choose sex toys over
men is an alarm bell for men. The
rude behaviour, sense of superiority,
imposing his choices and lack of
credibility is driving the women away
from men.

Masturbation by women is
creating self-conƤdence among them
as well as beneƤting them by seven
other waysz Reducing stress
z Enhancing sleep quality
z Boosting concentration
z Elevating mood
z Relieving menstrual cramps
z Alleviating pain
z Improving sex power
Let me make it clear that I don’t
want to promote the addiction of
masturbation; becasse excessive
addiction to masturbation may cause
physical harm.
Some gynaecologists claim that
excessive use of sex toys increases
the risk of prostate cancer among
men, although more research is
needed regarding this claim.
Addiction to masturbation can
lead to swelling in genital organs and
redness in tender-skin and decrease
sexual sensitivity.
Excessive use of sex toys and
masturbation can disrupt your daily

The ATM Fraud

On a bright sunny day, my
father-in-law and I decided to visit
a temple on the border of our
city. We were on our way to the
temple when he asked me to stop
the car on the side as he wanted
to withdraw some money from
the ATM. I told him that he could
withdraw his money, and till then, I
would go and buy some things for
the temple visit.
I stopped my car near an ATM
and went to buy some fruits
nearby. My father-in-law was facing

Precautions while using
Sex Toys

life. Its symptoms are z Lack of interest in oƥce work or
studies
z Trouble with daily tasks
z Loss in family relationships
z Feeling of loneliness
some problems with his card when
a guy came in and started helping
him. He told him his ATM pin and all
the other details. When I came back,
I asked him if he got the money, and
then he told me the entire story.
I started panicking when I saw
that he was not even carrying his
own card, and then I told him that
the guy might withdraw all our
money. We went straight to a police
station and Ƥled a complaint but by
then, the damage had been done.
The guy has taken out more than 1
lakh rupees from our account.
The next day, our card was
blocked, and there were no more
transactions from our account. But
from that day, I decided to make all
my family members aware of these
frauds so that it won’t repeat in the
future.
– Anandita

Sugar Coated Words

My mother and I went shopping
last weekend. In the market, there
was a small shop for women’s
clothing. We went to the shop, and
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Women are at risk of STD
(sexually transmitted diseases) and
UTI (urinary tract infection) from sex
toys. If you use a butt plug, you are at
risk of hepatitis A, B and C.
Through the butt plug, Giardia
lamblia- parasite and some other
harmful bacteria can enter your
body.
To prevent the above risks, use
the sex toys after properly cleaning
them every time. Instead of sex toys
made of porous materials such as
TPR (Thermo Plastic Rubber), TPE
(Thermo Plastic Elastomer) or jelly
rubber, use sex toys made from
nonporous materials such as silicon,
pyrex, ABS plastic, glass or stainless
steel.
Do not share your sex toys with
others even by mistake. Sex toy may
be an ideal sex partner for girls but
in limit.
Enjoy liberty in your sex life with
precautions.
We
there the shopkeeper was really
sweet. After a few minutes of basic
questions, eventually, there was a
nice chit-chat. When we decided
what we wanted to purchase, he
gave us a great discount and asked
us to check the piece again, but we
were so impressed by his way of
talking and treating us that we did
not look at the piece again.
After paying the bills, we came
back home, and when we opened
the dress to try it, we found out
that the piece was damaged from
the corner. We were so angry that
the next day, we went back to his
shop for our refund, but the shop
was closed.
I again went to his shop the next
day, and this time the shop was
open, I showed him the piece and
told him that I wanted a refund, but
he directly refused. I argued with
him for almost 15 minutes, but then
I thought that it was my mistake to
get lost in his sugar-coated words.
After that, I never visited his shop
again.
– Shrusti Deb
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Acing
Elegance
With Pelle Albero

Golden pumps for
women to ace all
the casual wear
and ƪaunt your go
to look.

Crafted with innovation and
creativity.

Silver party
heels with
cross-stripes
that suit all
your partywear
and make you
look adorable.
Grey leatherite sandals
for all-age women to
wear on casual occasions.

Metallic coloured heel
sandals that create a buzz
and add a perfect vibe for
your party nights out.

Metallic coloured
sandals give a perfect
look to your feet. All set
to rock on the ƪoor.
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A pair of Indian
style ƪats as
perfect add on to
quick and easy
couture.

A pair of light
shaded sandals
to complete your
ethnic look for
all traditional
events.

Flaunt your status
in these black block
heels. A perfect
combination with
black casuals.
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An easy to wear sandals for all
getaways. Get set go, girls!

Casual slip-on sandals for a
comfortable walk or an easy stay.

Carry your style
statement in these
block heels that Ƥt
you comfortably.
pellealbero.com
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@pelle_albero
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Clubbing
From Indian to Continental try
these appetising recipes.

Tibet Cuisine

CHICKEN
MOMOS WITH
TOMATO
SEPAN
INGREDIENTS
For the momos
1 cup all-purpose ƪour
1 tbsp oil
½ tsp salt
½ cup water, as required
  Ƥ
250 g chicken, minced
2 tbsp oil
2 onions, chopped Ƥne
2 tbsp ginger-garlic paste
2 green chillies, chopped
¼ cup coriander leaves, chopped
Salt as per your taste
Pepper as per your taste
½ tbsp dark soy sauce
For the tomato sepan
5-6 medium size tomatoes
1 green chilli
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50g dried red chillies
1 tbsp sesame seeds
6 garlic cloves
6 tbsp white vinegar
4 Sichuan peppercorns (Emma or
Yerma)
Salt to taste
METHOD
For the momos
Sieve the ƪour and add salt and
oil. Add water as required to form
a soft and pliable dough. Cover the
dough with a wet cloth and allow
the dough to rest for about 30
minutes.
  Ƥ
Heat oil and sauté the onions till
translucent. Add green chillies and
ginger garlic paste. Saute. Add the
minced chicken, salt, pepper and
soy sauce and cook till done.
Add the coriander leaves.
For the momos
Roll out the dough 1/8 inch
thick. Cut it out into circles for
the momos. (Approx 3 ¼ inch
diameter) Grease your palms. Add
the Ƥlling and hold the momo in
one hand. Pinch the edge of the
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Chicken Momos With
Tomato Sepan

dough together with the thumb
and foreƤnger of the other hand.
Keep the prepared momos
covered with a wet cloth while
you’re still working on folding the
other momos. Boil water in the
large steamer.
Oil the momo steamer surface
lightly before putting the momos
in, so that they won’t stick to the
metal. When the water starts
boiling, place the steamer layer
holding the momos and steam for
10 mins on high heat till done.
If you want to have the fried
version, the same may be fried in
a pan.
Serve with Tomato Sepan.
For the tomato sepan
Poke the tomatoes with a fork
and boil them till the skin of the
tomatoes begins to peel oơ.
Remove the skin and the head of
the tomatoes. Blitz the tomatoes,
green chilli, dried red chillies,
sesame seeds, garlic cloves, white
vinegar, Sichuan peppercorns and
salt.
Store in a bottle and keep
refrigerated.

German Cuisine

Silesian Pumpkin Soup

VEGAN
CURRYWURST
INGREDIENTS
Wheat gluten -1 cup
Chickpea ƪour - 1/3 cup
Yeast - 2 tbsp
Paprika - 1/2 tsp
Mushrooms small size - 8-9
Garlic - 1 tsp (chopped)
Mustard - 1 tsp
Vegetable stock - 1 cup
Soya sauce - 3 tsp
Salt & pepper to taste
For Curry Ketchup Sauce
Ketchup - ½ cup
Tomato pulp - ½ cup
Tomato paste - ¼ cup
Vinegar - 2 tsp
Garlic clove - 2-3
Curry powder - 1 tsp
Sugar - 1 tsp
Soya sauce - 1 tsp
Salt and Paprika - to taste
METHOD
Put all ingredients of curry in a
grinder. Grind smooth, and keep
aside in the fridge. In a large bowl,

combine wheat gluten, chickpea
ƪour, nutritional yeast, onion
powder and paprika.
In a blender, put mushrooms,
garlic, mustard, vegetable stock
and soy sauce to blend.
Mix a blended wet mixture and
dry mixture and knead with the
help of hands until a soft dough.
Divide the dough into 4 pieces and
make large shaped logs cut into
slices of 1.5 cm from each log.
Bake in a preheated oven for
5 minutes or deep fry until light
Vegan Currywurst

brown. Toss into the sauce and
serve.

SILESIAN
PUMPKIN SOUP
INGREDIENTS
Pumpkin - 500 gram
Water
Cinnamon - 1 inch stick
Lemon juice - 1 tsp
Cloves - 2
Milk - 1 cup
Corn ƪour - 3 tsp
Butter - 25 gram
Salt and Sugar to taste
METHOD
Cut the pumpkin into small
cubes. Put pumpkin pieces into a
soup pot. Add water and spices and
boil the pumpkin for 20 minutes
until the pumpkin is soft. Strain
the pumpkin to separate water and
pumpkin pieces. Mash pumpkin
pieces with the masher. And mix
milk and corn ƪour into the mashed
pumpkin and pumpkin-cooked
water. Add butter and stir well.
Add lemon juice, salt and sugar to
taste and serve.
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Mexican Fish Tacos

Mexican Cuisine

MEXICAN FISH
TACOS
INGREDIENTS
Any white Ƥsh - 6-8 Ƥsh Ƥllets
Salt
Lemon juice - 2 tsp
Flour - Half cup for dusting
Pepper powder - Half tsp
Oil for deep frying
Tortillas - 6 for the wraps
 Ƥǣ
Eggs - 2 beaten
Flour - 1 tbsp
Salt
Cold water - 4-5 tbsp
Salt and pepper to taste
Oregano - 1 tsp (optional)
ǣ
Tomatoes - 2–3 chopped
Spring onions - 2 tsp chopped
Green bell pepper - 2 tbsp chopped
Olive oil - 2 tsp
Cumin powder - 2 pinches
ǣ
Cabbage, lemon wedges - half cup
shredded
 ǣ
Sour cream - 1 cup
Paprika - 2 pinches
A few drops of lime juice

METHOD
ǣ
Mix all ingredients. To prepare
the sour cream - mix all ingredients
Ƥǣ
Sprinkle salt and lemon juice
on the Ƥsh pieces and keep them
aside. Sift together the ƪour for
dusting, salt and pepper
To prepare the batter, beat the
eggs, and add salt and ƪour. Blend
well. Add 2 tbsp water to get a light
batter.
Spiced Grilled Chicken In
Cilantro Lime Butter Sauce

Heat oil for deep frying. Place
the ƪour for dusting on a plate.
Work with one Ƥllet at a time.
Lightly coat each Ƥllet with the
ƪour, then place in the egg batter
and fry in hot oil. Turn the Ƥllet
once so that both sides are fried
well. Fry all the Ƥllets in this way.
ǣ
Use tortillas to make wraps with
fried Ƥsh and shredded cabbage,
sour cream and salsa.

SPICED GRILLED
CHICKEN IN
CILANTRO LIME
BUTTER SAUCE
INGREDIENTS
Chicken leg - 4-6 pieces
Salt
Pepper - 1 tsp
Lemon juice - 2 tsp
 ǣ
Butter - 150 gms melted
Olive oil - 50 ml
Cilantro - 3 tsp chopped

Chicken And Kidney Beans
Chimi changas

Garlic - 1 tsp crushed
Chilly ƪakes - optional
Lime juice - 1 tsp
METHOD
Make gashes in the chicken. Rub
salt, pepper and lime juice and keep
aside for 10-15 minutes. Get your
grill ready in the meantime.
Now, place the chicken legs
on the charcoal grill and cook on
all sides till the legs are cooked
through and dark brown in colour.
Remove to a serving dish.
Heat the butter, and add the oil.
Put oơ the heat.
Mix all the ingredients for the
sauce and pour the sauce over the
grilled chicken and serve hot.

CHICKEN AND
KIDNEY BEANS
CHIMI
CHANGAS
INGREDIENTS
Ƥǣ
Kidney beans - 2 cups tinned
Chicken - 1 cup shredded cooked
Onion - 1 chopped
Garlic and Chilli ƪakes - 1 tsp
Cilantro - 2-3 tsp chopped
Oil - 2 tbsp
ǣ
Tortillas - 2-3
Oil for deep frying
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METHOD
Ƥǣ
Heat the oil and fry the onions
and garlic till translucent. Mix in
the remaining ingredients and cook
for a further 2-3 minutes.
ǣ
Place a portion of the prepared
Ƥlling in the centre. Fold Ƥrst from
two sides and then roll over to
obtain a rolled wrap which is closed
from all sides.
Heat oil for deep frying and fry
the chimichanga one at a time. Flip
over to fry both sides till golden
brown.
ǣ You could add a small
portion of grated cheese to the
Ƥlling. This is optional.
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For Imli Chutney

Imli pulp - 100 gms
Gur (Jaggery) - 100 gms
Cumin powder - 1 tsp
Red Chilli powder - ¼ tsp
Cumin seeds - 1 tsp
Chaat masala - 1 tsp
Black salt - to taste
Water - 1 cup
METHOD

Preparing Poori

Masala Chana Veg Sev Poori

Mix wheat ƪour and
semolina, carom seeds, cumin
seeds, heeng, ghee, and salt
well. Pour some water and
make dough. Pour water in
batches and knead it. Dough
should neither be very tight nor
very loose.
Keep aside for 20 minutes and
knead again. Take a ball of dough
and roll it like a chapati without the
oil. Its thickness should be 1.1 mm.
Poke poori with the tines of a fork.
Cut the poori out of roti with the
help of a cutter. Heat oil and fry all
pooris until lightly golden. Take out
poori from oil on a tissue paper.

Making Imli Chutney

Indian Cuisine

MASALA
CHANA VEG
SEV POORI

Carom seeds - ½ cup
Cumin seeds - ½ cup
Ghee - 1 tbsp
Salt - to taste
Water - 2/3 cup
Heeng - 1 pinch

For Green Chutney

INGREDIENTS
Poori - 10-12
Green Chutney
Red Chutney or Imli Chutney
Green coriander
Chaat Masala
Lemon Juice - 2-3 tsp
Black gram - 1 cup boiled
Onion - 2 cup Ƥnely chopped

Coriander leaves - 2 cup
Mint leaves - ½ cup
Green chilli - 4
Ginger - 1 inch
Garlic - 4 cloves
Cumin seeds - 1 tsp
Chaat masala - ¼ tsp
Black salt - to taste
Lemon Juice - 1 tsp
Water - 2-3 tsp

For Poori

Preparing Green Chutney

Wheat ƪour - 1 cup
Semolina - ½ cup
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Grind all the ingredients into a
Ƥne paste. Green chutney is ready.
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Heat oil. Add cumin seeds. Add
jaggery and 1 cup water, and stir
it. Add sugar. Let the jaggery and
sugar dissolve.
Add tamarind pulp. Mix it well,
add cumin powder, red chilli, chaat
masala, black salt in the end.
Allow it to cook on low medium
ƪame for 5 minutes. Take out the
chutney in a bowl. It is ready to eat.

Serving Sev Poori

Put the pooris on a plate as
many as can be put easily. Put
boiled potatoes, onions, and black
grams over each poori and spread
the sev.
Pour Imli chutney, sev again and
then green chutney. Sprinkle chaat
masala, lemon juice.
Masala Chana Veg Sev Poori is
ready and serves a full plate.
We

diseases ranging up to tumorous
growth.
Experimental
studies
identify it to be a highly promising
anticancer agent.
O

ėĔĒ ĜčĎĈč ĕĚđĘĊĘ ĈĆē ĜĊ
make sprouts at home? What
are the advantages of eating
sprouts?
Lentils like moong, matar, beans,
chana, etc can all be sprouted in
just two days in the humid weather,
i.e. the monsoon season – they can
be sprouted sooner. Wheat and
methi (fenugreek) seeds can also
be sprouted. Sprouts are the most
inexpensive, nutritious and tasty
superfood. You can either grow
sprouts at home or buy a pack
from the market. The process of
sprouting also increases the enzyme
concentration of the beans making
them easier to digest. So, it is best
for old people and growing children.

F
ĔĜ ĉĔĊĘ čĚĒćđĊ ĘĎĘęĊė
cabbage (band gobhi) vs. one
grand cauliƪower (phool gobhi)
fare in terms of nutritional value?
Cabbage is in no way inferior to
cauliƪower, not even in its nutritional
value. Cabbage comes in many
guises, some of which are red, savoy
and spring. All have great nutritional
value because they contribute good
amounts of vitamin C, beta-carotene,
Ƥbre and folic acid to our diet. Dark
green cabbages also contain the red
antioxidant lycopene which lowers the
levels of heart disease.

H

because of its sour taste? You can make
it into chutney together with fresh
coriander and mint. You can make it
into a vegetable (Launji) together with
green chillies and a little jaggery. You
can also use it to make pickles. If you
prefer to have it in a sweet form, make
some murabba. Murabba and pickles
can also be made and kept for use
when amlas are not in season. Amla
Churan, amla juice and dried amla
are also available in the market. Dried
amla can also be added to chickpeas
while cooking to give them a darker
colour.

O

O

ē ĜčĆę ĜĆĞĘ ĈĆē ĜĊ ĈĔēĘĚĒĊ
amla or gooseberry which is in
season nowadays?
Amla is the richest natural source
of vitamin C. Everyone is aware of its
health beneƤts, as it is extensively
used in ayurvedic medicines. The big
question is, how can we consume it

ĔĚđĉ ĞĔĚ ĕđĊĆĘĊ ęĊđđ ĚĘ čĔĜ
we can prepare attractive
paranthas using a minimum
quantity of butter, ghee or oil?
These days when everyone wants
to have a healthy diet to have a healthy
body it is necessary
neces
to consume the
minimum of fat. In my opinion, apply
fat to only one side of the parantha
while frying, instead
ins
of applying on
both sides and losing
lo
appearance. So,
we get a mouth-watering
mouth-w
paratha with
only half the fat.

I

C

O

ĎĐĊ Ćđđ ĈĔĔĐĎēČ ČĊĆė ċĔė
one cook, knives can be
completely diơerent for
another cook. But do tell us what
types of knives are a must for a good
vegetarian cook’s kitchen?
Every kitchen should have at
least four basic knives: a chef’s knife
for chopping, dicing and slicing; a
small paring knife for peeling, pitting
and seeding fruits and vegetables;
a heavy cleaver for cutting dense
vegetables; and a large serrated
knife, which cuts bread and
tomatoes better than a chef’s knife.

L

O

O

ĚđĘĎ ĎĘ ĘĚ
ĘĚĈč Ć ĈĔĒĒĔē ĕđĆēę
found in practically all Indian
homes as it is also worshipped.
But not everyone
everyo
knows about its
medicinal value. Please tell us at least
a few.
Indian m
mythology attaches a
great sign
signiƤcance to Basil by
recognisi
recognising it as a holy herb.
Perhaps, such signiƤcance
comes from
fr
the actual health
applicatio
applications of the herb. Its
use is recommended
reco
as Ƥrst aid
in the treatment
treat
of respiratory,
digestive an
and skin diseases.
Apart from these
thes common ailments,
Ayurveda also recognises
r
its use for

HĔĜ ĈĆē ĜĊ ĈđĊĆē Ć ćĚėēę ĕĔę
ĜĎęčĔĚę Ďę ČĊęęĎēČ ĘĈėĆęĈčĊĘ?
If a pot has boiled dry, Ƥll it with
hot water and add a few squirts of
dish liquid. Let simmer for 15-30
minutes, carefully loosening the
burned bits with a silicone spatula
as they soften. Empty the pot and
scrub clean.

T

If you have any problem in cooking or
kitchen, write to Woman’s Era. We shall
try to help you sort it out.
Address your queries to:
WOMAN’S ERA
E-3, Jhandewala Estate,
New Delhi-110 055.

New

Launches
MODICARE

Well Gummies by Modicare: These gummies are 100%
natural, and devoid of any artiƤcial colours, the nutrient-rich
gummies also increase energy, strengthen immunity, improve
metabolism, and boost overall well-being. Priced at just Rs. 699
each.
SM Watches by Modicare: A special edition collection of 16
premium SM wristwatches for men and women that are just
right for the festive season. SM Men’s Steel Watch features
a silver-plated centre sunray dial with Arabic numerals laser
printed on the bezel. A two-tone timepiece, with a captivating
and elegant silver dial, is priced at Rs. 4,499.
Website: modicare.com Instagram: @oƥcialmodicare.india

INVEDA

Inveda Bridal Specials: Your D-day, a once-in-a-lifetime
thing. Every bride-to-be wants to look her best on the big
day but getting that bridal glow doesn’t always require
getting artiƤcial or chemical-infused skincare or spending a
lot of money at the salon. It is priced at Rs. 2,850.
Mini Bridal Kit: Along with 25Ϊ natural extracts, there
are 4 potent core ingredients, including lavender, ylangylang essential oil, chironji, & saơron, that work to control
excess oil production, lighten dark patches.
Website: inveda.in Instagram: @inveda.in

TRYB SPORTSWEAR

TRYB has always distinguished itself from casual
clothing with its sleek blend of the latest style and
fabric technology. It was conceptualised by two sports
enthusiasts with backgrounds in the garments industry.
Products are a unique blend of nylon spandex with DRYTEK
and 36Tx weave. Their wicking properties absorb sweat,
keeping you dry and stretching with you.
Website: trybwear.com Instagram: @trybwear

COLORBAR

Start your skincare journey with Colorbar’s newly
launched range of serums. Made from natural ingredients,
the range includes 8 serums to help restore vitality to dull
skin. They are power packed with activities to treat all your
skin concerns and will leave the skin looking plump, glowing,
and youthful. The new range starts from INR 599 and
focuses on the treatment that gives everyone the healthy
skin that they deserve.
Website: colorbarcosmetics.com Instagram: @lovecolorbar
82
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AMMARZO

Ammarzo is a clothing brand founded by the Bollywood
actress and animal activist Chahatt Khanna in 2020. The Company
manufactures apparels for both Men and Women and its vision is
to make Indian wear like Salwaar Kamiz, Kurta Pajamas, to Produce
Globally, and Go Globally. They are majorly focused on women’s
Summer and Winter collection, Loungewear, Airport looks outƤts
and also on men’s clothing. Ammarzo aims to oơer “premium
quality apparels at aơordable Price”. Also the brand believes in
“Women Empowerment” and “Sustainable Fashion”.
Website: www.ammarzo.com Instagram: @ammarzofashion

AMRUTAM

Amrutam is an Ayurvedic Lifestyle Brand and Wellness Community
that believes in and endorses the idea ‘Health is Beauty’. CertiƤed by the
Ministry of AYUSH, PETA and US-FDA, it is inspired by Vedic Principles
and being in sync with nature, their unique and authentic formulations
are infused with raw herbs that address the root cause of the problem
instead of just treating the symptoms. They have 140+ personal and
healthcare products that have helped thousands of people resolve
lifestyle concerns like PCOS, hair loss, and acne along with liver, bone,
digestive and sexual health related problems. Their products are crueltyfree, ethically-sourced and lovingly curated.
Website: amrutam.co.in Instagram: @amrutamoƥcial
moƥcial

JAYPORE

Jaypore’s Winter Wedding Collection is a handcrafted anthology
of festive sparkles. Indulge in the beauty of luxuriant Velvets and
intricate weaves like Chanderi and tissue Chanderi. Adorned with
the heritage craft of gota-patti inspired by royal Rajasthani families,
elaborate cut-dana work, and heavy velvet favourites, the collection
brings in a regal Ƥnesse to the wedding season. The collection also
ƪaunts a wide range of festive Silk Potlis and Leather Clutches
with mukaish work. The footwear spread features fabric juttis with
beadwork and ghungroos, classy metallic Kolhapuri ƪats and heels
and genuine leather woven shoes.
Website: jaypore.com Instagram: @jaypore

AROMA MAGIC

Blossom Kochhar Aroma Magic proudly announces the launch
of Neem & Tea Tree range. This combo consists of a foaming face
wash, face pack, body wash, toner, and an anti-pimple gel formulated
with the extracts of neem and tea tree essential oil. Powered by
Niacinamide, this combo is ideal for all skin types and has antiinƪammatory properties. It helps control acne and pimples and it
puriƤes and soothes the skin at the same time.
Website: aromamagic.com Instagram: @aromamagicindia
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Couture By Niharika Launches A Divine Collection
An enchanting Celestial collection inspired by the universe.
Feel alive in this black
ƪouncy gathered gown
with opulence oozing
from every inch.

iharika Kamani, a Kolkata based designer,
is a graduate from SNDT 2009 batch.
She has bagged two awards titled, Best
Creativity and Best Theme Interpretation Award
in her graduating show after which she pursued
Fashion Clothing Technology from NIFT 2015.
With an innovative approach, fresh ideas
and creative skill set, The Label Couture by
Niharika was established in 2019. Label Couture
by Niharika is a blend of strong femininity and
powerful, clean lines in terms of silhouette,
texture, and embroidery which makes a woman
empowered and eơortlessly elegant. The brand
is available at all multi-designer stores in India,
including Aza, Ogaan, and Pernias Popup. They
have extended their presence overseas in
London and Dubai too.

N

Dusty purple
ƪoral broad belt
embroidered
and gathered
net skirt as
extravagant as
the sheen of
the planets in
the galaxies.

Hold the m
mesmerising joy of
adorning sati
satin drape dhoti skirt
that sparks lo
love, and happiness.

This mint green ƪoor length jacket
with bugle beads, pearl and sequin
embroidery is inspired by the secrets
of yesteryear.

A gold long
jacket, heavily
embroidered with
a detailed ƪoral
pattern for any
celebration.
Designer
Niharika Kamani
rediscovers the
grandeur of the
universe beyond
the realms in this
one shoulder
sequined gown.

CBN
y

COUTURE B y NIHARIKA

@couturebyniharika

Keembdanti

Where Odishi handloom meets modernity.

eembdanti hopes to breathe new life into the dying art of the
handicrafts from all over the country such as hand-woven, handloom,
home grown textile of Odisha, Kotpad tribal, Dongaria tribal, Saura
tribal sarees and weaves, Santhali as well as the designs inspired from the
art. They deal in Sambalpuri, Berhampuri, Bomkai, Maniabandha, Khordha,
NuaPatna handlooms to name a few in Cotton, Silk, Khandua and tussar
weaves. They design day to day wearable garments to high fashion, from
Ikkat Wedding outƤts for Bride Grooms to new born and aged seniors. They
also deal in weddings, bulk orders, export orders and special orders for all
occasions. This article is a dedication to all the women and our own Ƥrst Tribal
Oriya President of India Her Excellency Smt. Droupadi Murmu.

K

Sambalpuri ikkat bandha silk bohemian
outƤt for well-built women. Wear your
style with
h conƤdence.

Maniabandha han
handloom sharara for
modern women. Stylish classy
fashion.
wearable fashion

Textile is for all
including
g our
own LGBQT
BQT
community,
ity, a
trial of ikkat
kkat
motif with
th lotus
bud printt made
into a beautiful
autiful
harem, for
or
everyone
e one to
wear and
d enjoy
the beauty
ty of
ikkat.

Handloom jumpsuit mix of Oriya and
African ikkat weave with a touch of
modernity for the classy high ƪying
achievers of today.

Designer Sabyasachi Satpathy and
Founder of brand Keembdanti,
Bigg Boss 11 contestant.
Khandua silk fashion
and casual
fash
outƤt for the hardworking
women
har
who enjoy every bit of life.

www.keembdanti.com
@keembdanti
@sabyasachi_satpathy

Slay the Style with
A perfect collection
colle
to ace your wardrobe.
arny Collec
Collection is a woman’s clothing company based on manufacturing
and export
exporting of their clothes to diơerent countries. It was established in
1982 in Delhi
Del and is run by Mr. Shiv Kumar Pal and Mr. Dheeraj Kumar Pal.
Their parent comp
company, Embex Exports has been doing business from last 40 years.
The external sourc
source of business is broadly based on their overseas clients and is
predominantly bas
based on manufacturer and retailer in India and the USA of woman’s
apparel. Yarny’s vi
vision is to generate and market their new line of jackets, skirts,
tops and bridal we
wear. Company’s objective is to reach the customer with quality and
stylish clothing at reasonable price.

Y

Get ready for
outdoor fun
with this digital
print colorful
tropical tunic.

Brown
coloured
lauren design
long dress
in silk is a
perfect wear
for wedding
and cocktail
parties.

y
Flaunt your
attitude in
this long dress embroidered
with ƪairs.

Yellow lace
long dress with
embroidery to
ace your partyperfect look.

Tropical print
colourful playsuit perfect for
any get away.

YARNY

www.yarnyfashion.com
@yarny.fashion

Shoorrty
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/ – Secret
The story of a transgender. By Pallavi Acharya

he jinglings of anklets
and beats of music
would mesmerise
him and generate pleasant
sensations in his body. He
used to love giving grand
performances in front of his
neighbours. It was all taken
in a lighter note.
Until the day his mom
found out. Joy was dressed
up in his mother’s sari,
sindoor, and danglers.
And, of course, her shining
bangles which she used
to wear on Karwa Chauth.
She was really mad at him.
She took Joy in front of
the deity’s image in the
puja room. She asked him
to pledge, not to touch
feminine stuơ and never
again to act like his mother..
But that precisely was Joy’ss
favourite pastime indeed
- to copy his mother’s
mannerisms.
Later, there was
a gradual change
in Joy’s body. He felt
like a woman trapped
in a man’s body, but he
had dared not discuss this
with anyone. Insecurities
surrounded Joy. He was
confused about what was
happening to him and his
body.
One day, in his class, the
science teacher introduced
the topics of genetic
disorders, chromosomes,
and reproductive organs.
Then it loomed on his mind!
“Oh, it’s a blunder!
In fact, I am a woman
trapped in a man’s body.”
It was like someone
had taken his world in
a blink, and it seemed

T

to be disappearing. “ME
A TRANSGENDER” Joy
mustered courage and
Ƥnally stuttered this to his
parents.
They were in a shock!
They were not ready to
agree to this. It was totally
unacceptable to them.
The world started slipping
from Joy’s aim until Joy’s
mother’s heart melted to
puddles. Despondent, they
were solid for days.
Then his mother took it
as a challenge. She decided
It doesn’t matter what
others think about Joy/
Joyce. It is her body after
all. Let it be her own
choice to live in this world.

to become her child’s pillar
of strength.
She took Joy to a doctor
and got him examined. All
were aware now that Joy
was of the third gender,
born intersex with no
reproductive system. His
parents were clueless. It
seemed like all the doors
shut. The society was too
judgemental. It was an
endless day and night for
Joy’s parents. Yet, after
much eơort, his parents
came back with unƪinching
co
courage. They decided to
Ƥg
Ƥght and face the ridicule,
vi
violence, persecution from
so
society. They aƥrmed to
g
give a life of dignity to Joy.
The next morning, his
m
mother came with a smile
aand with heart-melting
w
words. She said, “Joy! Trans

people are the same as
everyone else. You have
to make your own world,
though there will be all
odds and hardships.”
he watched videos on
YouTube and Googled.
She searched for every
bit of information she
could lay her hands on
the transgenders. Joy got
his hormone replacement
therapy done. Joy now
went by the name of Joyce.
Joy was proud to call
herself a SHE.
After many years, Joyce
found a ray of sunshine to
live in this world. Although
she cringed away from the
blow of the storm that had
almost smothered her life.
“Gain knowledge, my
child, knowledge will
enlighten your path.”
Joyce’s mother wiped her
misty eyes and her arms
tightly wrapped around
Joyce. “It is never too late.”
Joyce cried.Fortunately,
the school was very
supportive. So were the
teachers. But bullying and
isolation were still there
by fellow schoolmates. But
this was the beginning of
a long and torturous path
to dignity. She was now
struggling a lot with being
accepted. In school, they
allowed Joyce to use the
nurses’ washroom.
Now things would
run smoothly in school
to cope up with the
environment. Joyce
adjusted things to
sustain her life.
Once, in a mall,
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while Joyce was with her
parents, the janitor told
her to leave the women’s
toilet. She had to use the
disabled toilet, even though
it had a broken lock. The
experience left her feeling
“violated” and “stripped of
her identity”.
“Being a transgender
is not a disability, and
she made her feel so
small. It was a feeling of
worthlessness. It felt like
doing something wrong,
like stealing.”
“We are transgenders
and not thieves!” she
screamed aloud. The core
of her heart was crying, “It
is not my fault that I am a
trans...”
radually, the girls in the
school got friendly with
Joyce. She got Alpie as her
bench-mate. She shared a
beautiful friendship with
Joyce until they Ƥnished
school. Joyce had always
been an A+ student.
Joyce was lucky indeed
to get a supportive family.
She battled hard to survive
and get an independent
identity.
Sitting on the kitchen
ƪoor, her phone buzzed. It
was Alpie! “Hey! Chef Joyce!
Let us party hard and paint
the town red! Finally, we
both got selected for hotel
management!” They went
to the trendiest pub in the
town - TGIF.
Both of them danced
like there was no tomorrow.
Dressed in their swag
gowns they were looking
gorgeous and happy. Alpie
shouted at the top of her
voice, “Cheers!.” Joyce
raised her glass and gulped
it down in one go. Alpie
said, “Joyce! I want to tell
you that I am really blessed
to have you as a friend! Just
the way you are! We will
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always be together!”Joyce
was overwhelmed!
Gradually her world was
getting bigger. Her dreams
were ƪoating high on the
waves.
The next week, the
hotel management course
started. Both Joyce and
Alpie gave it their best shot.
They kept to themselves
and focused on their
studies. They came out
with ƪying colours in the
Ƥrst two semesters. The
third semester was an
attachment to various
hotels.
This time, Alpie and
Joyce got two diơerent
hotels. They were sad
at being separated. The
next day, Joyce started
her internship at the
Mariott. As she entered
the massive lounge, she
saw an imposing Ƥgure,
Bonn. She knew him to
be a coursemate at the
management institute but
today he was looking very
smart. Dressed in the black
tuxedo of the intern Bonn
was looking like a Greek
deity. His prominent jawline
and conƤdent smiling
face attracted everyone’s
attention.
Joyce couldn’t take her
eyes oơ him. Soon they
were put together in the
hotel’s galley. Joyce became
the chef’s assistant. Bonn
was the purser. She was
infatuated by Bonn. But she
kept her feelings to herself
and instead focused on her
profession.
Joyce was an example
of what is possible
when there are love and
support from families,
schools and communities.
Thanks to them Joyce has
always been a champion!
Transgenders are normal
people. They eat the same
food, breathe the same air

and sleep just like any of us.
They are not ALIENS! They
might look scary with loud
make-up. Behind all that
make-up is a human being
trying to Ƥt into society to
be loved by all.
Some like Joyce,
become educated. Families
and society often shun
transgenders. They run
out of houses and beg on
streets, collect badhais or
become sex workers. They
start following a guru. They
are devotees of Buhuchara
Mata, a version of the
Indian Mother goddess.
Joyce Ƥnally completed
her degree in hotel
management. She stepped
into the real world to
struggle for her substance
for her living. With a tall

It seemed like all
the doors shut. The
society was too
judgemental. It was an
endless day and night
for Joy’s parents. Yet,
after much effort, his
parents came back with
XQÁLQFKLQJFRXUDJH
7KH\GHFLGHGWRÀJKW
and face the ridicule,
violence, persecution
from society.
resume, she landed up
for interviews in many
companies. But due to her
being a transgender she
was refused every time.
Joyce was Ƥnally
selected by a panel of HR
managers. It took them
three rounds of interview
to select her. They did not
have an issue with her
being a transgender. Joyce
picked up her trade very
fast. She started making lipsmacking food and working
as well as any other. Her
fan following grew at a
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rapid pace. Her colleagues
accepted her. She was even
allowed to use the Ladies
Toilet! She remembered her
mother’s word - it was one
step at a time - however
long and diƥcult the path
may be. Her colleagues
accepted her as she was
and she felt blessed.
Of course, the path
ahead was even more
diƥcult. Of Ƥnding her true
love. But she was conƤdent
that one day she would be
able to Ƥnd her life partner.
She was going to meet
Bonn again and was hopeful
that sparks will ƪy!
There are lots of stigmas
attached to one’s gender
identity in our country. But
these bitter experiences
became Joyce’s courage
and motivated her to reach
her goal.
Joyce was happy! She
was part of the change.
Gradually, society and law
were changing. Joyce could
live her life on her own
terms. Like any of us, Joyce
was hopeful to Ƥnd true
love.
he Ƥght still goes
on. If given the right
opportunity transgenders
might even turn out to
be better than any other
person performing the
same job. It is sad that they
are often not included.
Instead of discriminating
against someone who is a
little diơerent, we should
embrace their diơerences.
They are special, they were
made special! So take care!
It doesn’t matter what
others think about Joy/
Joyce. It is her body after
all. Let it be her own choice
to live in this world. All that
she needs is love, support,
and care. And like her
other transgenders in the
community too.
We

T
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Insulin
Resistance
When just one cupcake is one
too many! By Sudha Hariharan
nvisible changes in the body begin to
gnosed
appear long before a person is diagnosed
with type 2 diabetes. That’s both bad news
(no symptoms mean you won’t know you have
it) and good news (you can prevent orr delay
mportant
it if you’re at risk). One of the most important
unseen changes is Insulin resistance.
Insulin resistance is also known as impaired
insulin sensitivity, it can happen when the
ot
muscles and the fat and the liver do not
d. This
respond to insulin the way they should.
nsulin,
usually leads to more production of insulin,
also called hyperinsulinemia.
Two leading endocrinologists, Dr. David
Chandy (Sir HN Reliance Foundation) and Dr.
Altamash Shaikh (Masina) help us by shedding
light on insulin resistance and how it can be
reversed. There are two main factors which
can cause insulin resistance.
ecially
These can be excess body fat, especially
ck of
around the waist or the belly and a lack
physical exercise.
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Yes, insulin resistance can aơect
anybody whether you have diabetes
or you don’t have it, it can be
temporary or it can be chronic.

Insulin, Blood Sugar, and
Type 2 Diabetes

Insulin is a key player in diabetes
management. This vital hormone—
you can’t survive without it—
controls blood sugar (glucose) in the
body.
Here are the high points: The
food you eat is broken down
into blood sugar, which enters
your bloodstream and signals the
pancreas to release insulin. Insulin
helps blood sugar enter the body
cells so that it can be used for
production of energy. Insulin also
signals the liver to store blood sugar
for later use.
As blood sugar enters cells its
levels in the bloodstream decrease.
This reduces the insulin levels too.
Lower insulin levels alert the liver
to release stored blood sugar so
energy is always available, even if
you haven’t eaten for a while. That’s
when everything works smoothly.
But this Ƥnely tuned system
can quickly get out of whack when
you eat something sweet – like a
cupcake. The pancreas pumps out
much more insulin to get blood
sugar into cells. Overtime, cells
stop responding to all that insulin—
they’ve become insulin resistant. But
the pancreas keeps making more
insulin to try to make cells respond.
Eventually, the pancreas can’t
keep up, and blood sugar keeps
rising. Lot of blood sugar in the
bloodstream is very damaging to the
body and can cause injury to various
organs.
There are lots of insulin, too,
telling the liver and muscles to store
blood sugar. This leads to fatty liver.
When they’re full, the liver sends
the excess blood sugar to fat cells
to be stored as body fat. This leads
to weight gain. And what’s more
serious, the stage is set for diabetes.
So remember, due to insulin
resistance the body would need to
produce more insulin to keep the
sugars under control.

Do You Have Insulin Resistance?

There is no accurate test for
insulin resistance. Sometimes, your
doctor may have pointed out a dark
skin patch on your neck, armpit,
under the breast or a skin crease.
This dark patch is called acanthosis. It
is usually a sign of insulin resistance.
Important note: Type 1 Diabetes
is diơerent; it’s thought to be caused
by an autoimmune reaction (the
body attacks itself by mistake).
People with type 2 diabetes don’t
make enough insulin and need to
take it to survive. It isn’t clear exactly
what causes insulin resistance, but

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
MAKES YOU MORE
SENSITIVE TO INSULIN,
ONE REASON WHY
IT’S A CORNERSTONE
OF DIABETES
MANAGEMENT.

a family history of type 2 diabetes,
being overweight (especially around
the waist), and being inactive all can
raise the risk.
You do not have to be overweight
to have insulin resistance.

How to Reverse Insulin
Resistance?

Physical activity makes you more
sensitive to insulin, one reason
why it’s a cornerstone of diabetes
management. Don’t wait until you’re
diagnosed with diabetes to start
moving more. The earlier you take
action, the better oơ you’ll be.
Weight loss is important too, as
is avoiding sweets and reƤned ƪour,
reducing stress, and getting enough
sleep. These lifestyle changes really
work. Talk to your doctor about how
to get started.
Dr. Shaikh recommends a change
in lifestyle and diet. Firstly, about
the food. Look at the protein
proportions in your plate, control
your pastry or your dessert portions
to avoid that extra weight gain, have
natural healthy fats. Avoid unhealthy
transfat by avoiding reheating the
oils. This will help in reducing the
insulin resistance.
Also avoid over- or undereating and keep yourself optimally
hydrated. Stay away from sugars
or sugary syrups to help insulin
hormone function normally and
regularise your metabolism. Add
high Ƥbre intake, reduce your
stress, engaging in exercise is very
important.
By following these simple tips,
we can prevent insulin resistance.
However, if there is a genetic
problem or a severe problem, it is
advisable to seek the opinion of an
endocrinologist.
Certain foods have been proven
to help manage insulin sensitivity—
these include green leafy vegetables,
vinegar, blueberries, fatty Ƥsh,
cinnamon and green tea.
Adding these foods to our
daily diet will help improve insulin
sensitivity.
Due to insulin resistance one
cupcake becomes as dangerous as
two, for your body to metabolise. We
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Our  Story …
It Can Be Told Now
Perseverance pays at the end. By Padmaja Menon

n the Malayalam Ƥlm
Meri Awaj Suno, the
hero goes through a
bad patch of sound loss and
treatment for throat cancer.
It jerked my memory to the
year before. 1 July 2021.
Tomorrow is 1 July 2022
It sent a shudder
through me. Last year, it
had been a disruptive date
and a bad …nay terrible
year. It had overwhelmed us
and diƥcult emotions like
fear and worry, profound
sadness, despair and grief
had coursed through all
four of us.
The feeling, that I will
never be able to cope all
alone as my daughters
Saum and Puju were
far away and Covid did
not make the situation
easier, ate into me. The
emotional upheaval that
I went through had made
it diƥcult for me to think
straight. The thought of
‘can I cope…?’ was foremost
in my mind. That story can
be told now…
Lord and master,
my pet name for my
husband, a chronic gas and
constipation patient was
going through a bad time.
Any visit to hospital was a
taboo due to Covid scare.
Though he was advised a
colonoscopy earlier, fear of
Covid had numbed us and
our common sense.
Feeling guilty about that
if we had got it done, we
would have been safe…that
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guilt will remain all our life.
But then it’s all fated.
29th June. Lord and
master was on tenterhooks.
He had not been eating
too well for a few days and
bloating was on an all-time
high. He groaned that
there was something in his
stomach. But because he
was constantly complaining
of gas and bloating, I did
not pay much attention.

When the going gets
tough, the tough gets
going. To and fro
from hospital tackling
payment, insurance
and the doctors went
like clockwork. I did
not know from where
I developed the skill
or the gumption to
deal with hospital
formalities. But tackling
a grumpy Lord and
master was the
GLIÀFXOWSDUW
Mean me…? But then
things got worse. He
began to gag and became
nauseous at the sight of
food and that was when
I took action. Covid be
damned. I booked an Ola
(thank goodness for them)
and reached Aster Hospital.
In between I had
done some research on
gastroenterologists and a
kind doctor in our society

had helped us too. I will be
forever grateful to him.
At the hospital, I met the
HOD of Gastroenterology
department. He inserted a

tool in Lord and master’s
ass and looked glum
and serious. ‘Immediate
surgery… Admit him,’ he
said..
ǴLife is unpredictable.
You never know what is
around the corner.
Be prepared.ǵ

It was like a death knell
to our ears. We looked at
each other and in a weird
way felt relief. Relief that
there was a reason for all
the tummy issues. A reason
for the low hemoglobin
count, a reason for the
bloating, a reason for the
constant fatigue, a reason
for the drastic weight loss.
t the same time, a
dread spread over
me as the doctor said
the tumour will (not
may) be cancerous. I also
remembered Puju warning
me about this! A biopsy had
to be done.
Things moved at
superfast speed after that.
Surgical removal of a huge
tumour snuggling in his
intestine and the biopsy
followed. Lymph nodes
aơected… chemotherapy.
Phew! Puju managed to
come down from London
on compassionate grounds,
but Saum couldn’t because
of the new normal.
Australian skies were
closed.
What do I say of the days
and nights that followed?
A heavy feeling in the
chest, an unsettled feeling
in the stomach, a dull
headache was something
I struggled with but on top
of it all my go-getter girls
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said things like ‘it is what it
is, now tackle it. No point
sitting and brooding’.
And that’s what I did.
And realised that when the
going gets tough, the tough
gets going. To and fro from
hospital tackling payment,
insurance and the doctors
went like clockwork. I did
not know from where I
developed the skill or the
gumption to deal with
hospital formalities.
But tackling a grumpy
Lord and master was
the diƥcult part. But
surprisingly wasn’t too bad.
The prickly nurses helped
to keep him cheerful and
ƪirty!!

And Puju being my
shoulder to cry on till she
shook me away was a
godsend!
Those torturous days
are over and now we are
back to almost the normal.
The chemotherapy had
been too much to handle
but the PET CT scan shows
no cancer cells. It was like a
miracle.
Saum and kids have
been able to visit too which
speeded Lord and master’s
healing process. Saum
being the Hitler she is,
also cracked the whip and
goaded him to exercise and
recuperate. So, I would say
tentatively that all is well…
Takeaway I got from all
this was –
Get regular medical
checkups (actually we
do but Covid was the
backstabber).
Be positive.
Do not
underestimate
your strengths

because I have realised my
capabilities and potential
to cope and tackle issues
during this tenure. In fact,
I had enjoyed being in
Control.
I had enjoyed making
and following up my own
decisions! And I had also
made correct, serious and
priority decisions. I felt my
own importance. I realised
that I CAN!
Life is unpredictable.
You never know what is
around the corner. Be
prepared. Don’t take
anything for granted.
At the end of the day,
the help and support I got
from neighbours, family
and friends was humbling
and I am eternally grateful
to them for life. Love you
guys!
On the ƪip side, Lord
and master lost a lot of
weight and now looks
dapper ishmart.
He has become a calmer
person.
He has learnt to
appreciate his wife. And
that is an achievement by
itself. I have become quite
a smug, overconƤdent
person, and why not, why
should boys; ahem men
have all the fun??
But…Lord and
master is still weak and
needs to recover fully.
Chemotherapy, as we all
know, has killed some
good cells too and all those
cells have to reorganise
themselves to make him
healthier.
But I am hopeful that
he will be there soon. He
has to and will rise like a
phoenix from the ashes…
He has conquered the
dreaded C so he will be back
with a bang.
Pray for him friends for
if he is not there I collapse.
Then how will FB survive? We

Ğ ĘĔē ĜĆĘ ĉĊđĎěĊėĊĉ ćĞ
forceps after prolonged
labour. He did not cry
immediately after birth and had to
be kept in the incubator. He is now ͜
years old and his mental performance
is lesser than other children of his age.
Both of us are fairly intelligent. Please
help me to cope with this.
Your son seems to have suơered
from birth asphyxia as a result of which
his brain did not receive adequate
oxygen and that could lead to varying
degrees of brain damage.
You may even recollect that his
milestones were delayed, i.e. he
began to hold his head, sit up and start
walking at a later age as compared to
other children of his age.
If so, kindly take him to a child
psychologist who, by various tests, can
determine the degree of retardation.
He will thus be able to determine
whether your son can cope in an
ordinary school or will have to be put
in a special school, which takes care
of the special needs of the special
children.

M

O

ĆĒ ćđĊĘĘĊĉ ĜĎęč Ć ęčėĊĊ-ĞĊĆė-Ĕđĉ
daughter who is intelligent, cute
and aơectionate. Like all parents,
on the one hand, I want to do the best
for her, and on the other, I do not want
to make her the victim of unrealistic
expectations- a trap most modern
parents tend to fall into these days. I
would like some tips from you so that
I do what is right for my child.
First and foremost, as you have
stated, do not fall into the trap of
goading your child into becoming a
“genius”. No one and that includes
you, can excel in every sphere. So, do
not expect the impossible from her.
Let her talents and interests
blossom with time and nurture them

I
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to the best of your ability. What is
important is that her potential is
released to the fullest.
Do not compare it with the potential
of other children, which may be less
or more than hers. Another thing to
remember is to let learning come to
her naturally.
Do not force it down her throat
so that she may become averse to
it. Also, keep in mind that there is a
proper time for anything. Don’t insist
that she learn to write or memorise the
alphabet before she is ready.
The best way to make your child
behave in a certain manner is to do the
same yourself because children learn
best by imitation.
O

čĆěĊ Ć ĘĊěĊē-ĞĊĆė-Ĕđĉ ĘĔē,
who is overweight. In fact, he is
positively obese which makes it
diƥcult for him to climb stairs or do
any form of slightly strenuous physical
activity. Could he be suơering from any
problems like thyroid disease?
I am very much worried about his
health and want him to be normal and
active like other children. Otherwise,
he is good at studies and has a normal
height for his age. Kindly tell me how
to bring his weight down to optimal
levels.
Though medical causes of obesity
account for only 5-10 per cent of
obesity in children, it will be wise to get
him examined by a paediatrician who
will Ƥrst decide the extent of obesity
by measuring your son’s body mass
index (BMI) and skin fold thickness.
He will then decide whether obesity
is constitutional or due to diseases.
There is also almost an epidemic
increase in the incidence of child
obesity.
This is particularly true in the
upper and middle classes due to a

I
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sedentary lifestyle and an increase in
the consumption of fast foods.
Children nowadays are less active
and consume more calories than in
the past. Sitting for hours at a stretch
in front of the T, video games and
computer drastically reduces their
level of physical activity.
Obese children can also develop
high blood pressure, diabetes and
increased levels of cholesterol.
Therefore, it is important that
childhood obesity be controlled at the
earliest. This can be done by dietary
control, increased physical activity and
lifestyle modiƤcation that could be
carried out in a phased manner.
O

Ěė ĘĎĝ-ĞĊĆė-Ĕđĉ ĘĔē ċĊđđ
ĉĔĜē on his face a few days
ago. His teeth cut into his lower
lip, which bled profusely. First aid was
given and he recovered soon enough.
A few days later, we discovered a
bluish discolouration of his two front
teeth.
Alarmed, we took him to the
dentist who told us that his teeth had
sustained internal injuries at the time
of the fall leading to the destruction
of the nerve and so the bluish-black
discolouration. Though he told us
not to do anything about it, we were
worried, for it does not look nice.
Your dentist is right in asking you
to leave the teeth alone. Luckily, they
are milk teeth that will fall eventually
and will be replaced by healthy normal
looking teeth.
Dentistry these days has advanced
to such levels that teeth that have been
broken and fallen oơ can also be Ƥtted
back, provided they are brought to the
doctor immediately. So, if something
had to be done to your son’s teeth, the
dentist would have surely done it.

O

Readers are invited to send their
problems of child care and child
rearing. Woman’s Era will provide the
answers, solutions to problems usually
encountered by mothers, young and old.
Address your letters (neatly written on
white paper) to:
Woman’s Era E-3, Jhandewala Estate,
New Delhi-110 055.
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The Last Straw
Adjusting with a woman with an abnormal trait. By Savita Singh

ama has always
had a love for
other people’s
possessions. She must have
had this trait right from her
childhood, but I became
aware of it when I was
about eight.
You see, her love for
other people’s possessions
does not stop at just
that. She, unfortunately,
translates it into action. It
is not above her to return
from a party with a piece
of cutlery in her purse, a
brand-new lipstick or a
perfume.
Not only that, she
is an outgoing person,
outrageous in speech and
in her action. She can swear
like a trooper and delights
in shocking people by
telling risqué jokes in mixed
company.
Poor Papa winces
every time she opens her
mouth, and I suppose he
must feel worse every
time they return from a
party or a visit and she
triumphantly produces
something belonging
to the hostess from the
capacious purse which she
insists on carrying with her
everywhere.
I believe, in the
beginning of their marriage,
my parents had a lot of
rows about this habit of
hers. But then, my father, a
carrier soldier, just gave up.
You must be wondering
why he did not divorce my
mom. But in India, where
most marriages in their
time were arranged, people
just did not divorce their
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wives on matters such as
these. He just turned a blind
eye to her doings as long
as she got away with it,
was not caught and did not
embarrass him.
In the family, all my
aunts, my mother’s sisters,
knew about this habit of
hers. Whenever we went
for a visit to them, they
said nothing but made sure
to lock up everything they
valued safely away from her
prying hands.
One of the most
embarrassing moments of
my life was when one of my
best friends told me that
just before we went for a
visit to her home, one of
my aunts had visited them
and warned them to lock
up anything valuable as her
sister was a kleptomaniac
and she could not take
responsibility for her
ƪicking anything.
“Does your mom really
ƪick things, err… steal
them?” she had asked me in
a fascinated tone.
I had gone red in the
face and denied it hotly, but
I could have murdered my
mother that day.
I suppose papa also
had realised that mother
was in a way sick mentally.
She had no qualms about
the things she ƪicked.
She would use them all
with relish and refuse to
apologise or even feel guilty
in any way. And would she
never admit that she had
ƪicked a thing like a lipstick
or a scent or a showpiece. If
Papa confronted her about
it, she would lie through

her teeth and claim that
she had bought it or that
someone had presented it
to her or that she had won
it in a game of Housie. We
all, of course, knew from
where the thing had come
but there was no way of
proving it.
Terrible Ƥghts would
ensue and mother would
sulk for days, but even
if we decided to return
the thing, it would be too
embarrassing, so invariablyy

we ended up covering up
for her.
I suppose we got used to
it after a time. To the extent
that whenever she went for
a kitty party or a visit, when
she returned, I at least
waited eagerly for her to
open her purse to see what
she had brought back.
She always laughed and
gleefully showed oơ what
she had ƪicked. Many a
time, she was bold enough
to use that thing the next

If Papa confronted her
about it, she would lie
through her teeth and claim
that she had bought it.

time she went to visit the
last owner of it. Once, one
of the ladies, whose lipstick
she had ƪicked, looked at
the lipstick she was using
and asked her from where
she had got it.
“Oh, my sister from the
US presented it to me,” she
explained blithely.
nother time, at a
dinner hosted by my
parents, my father was
inspecting the layout of
the dining table. I saw
him suddenly wince,
and then I saw my father
surreptitiously pick two of
the forks and replace them
with two others. I realised
the forks he had removed
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belonged to the Army mess
and there was no way of
explaining their presence in
our home and my couldn’tcare-less mother had
arranged them along with
the other cutlery for the
dinner for which my father’s
Commanding Oƥcer and
other brother oƥcers were
coming.
Another time, suddenly
a small statue of the
Buddha found a place in
our drawing room. One of
the ladies of the regiment,
who had thrown out her
maid for stealing one such
from her, saw it and looked
suspiciously at it. “From
where did you get it?” she
asked mom.

Many a time, she was
bold enough to use that
thing the next time
she went to visit the
last owner of it. Once,
one of the ladies whose
OLSVWLFNVKHKDGÁLFNHG
looked at the lipstick
she was using and
asked her from where
she had got it.
“Oh, I bought it from
Janpath, in Delhi, the last
time I was there,” said my
mother blithely.
“But I have never seen it
in your drawing room,” said
the lady, still suspiciously.
“It was packed away
before this. I have just
unpacked it,” said my
mother.
But people were
beginning to get suspicious.
They had started realising
that things vanished from
their home the day mom
visited them. The ladies
of the regiment became
wary of inviting her to their
homes.
But since she was the
wife of a senior lieutenant
colonel, there were
functions and events to
which she had to be invited.
The last straw was when
the brigade commander’s
wife, an innocent lady,
unaware of my mother’s
penchant for pinching
things, invited all the ladies
of the brigade for a coơee
morning. Everything was
going Ƥne until my mom
got up to visit the facilities.
It was winter, and she
was wearing a shawl. She
returned from the loo
and said that she was not
feeling well and would like
to go home. The brigade
commander’s wife was
most solicitous about

her health and gave her
permission to go. Next
morning, my father was
about to go to oƥce
when the liaison oƥcer of
the brigade commander
arrived.
e looked grim and
most uncomfortable as
he confronted my father.
“Sir, yesterday someone
ƪicked a most expensive
Pashmina shawl from Mrs.
Commander’s bedroom,
during the coơee meet.
I think your wife took
it. I would be grateful
if you would return it.
The commander assures
nothing will be said about it
if it is returned.”
My father’s reaction
was to punch the poor
young captain in the nose.
Even as the poor fellow
fell bleeding, my father
turned and marched into
his bedroom. He sent for
me and handed me a parcel
to be given to the poor
captain, who took it and
left. Of course, the packet
contained the shawl which
my mother had ƪicked from
the bedroom of brigade
commander.
I think by now my father
had had enough. No… he
did not divorce my mother.
But after this incident,
whenever she returned
from anywhere, he
insisted she empty out her
purse and he conƤscated
whatever she had ƪicked.
The next day, a
mysterious package would
be delivered anonymously
to the person from whom
the thing had been ƪicked.
Of course, my mother
pouted and sulked, but
after some time, she
accepted the dictate of her
beleaguered husband.
And we, the children,
breathed sighs of relief. We
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Rebirth &
Busting a myth that has held our minds hostage since long.
By Ashok Kumar Jain
Some people
unquestioningly
accept the theory of
rebirth even though
it is illogical and
ƪǤ ǯ

using our brains!
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ccording to religious
scriptures, the soul (atma)
enters 84 lakh life forms
(yonis), out of which only one is said
to be a human birth. And that too
is attained if it performs only good
deeds and absolutely no evil.
Despite the fact, that it is hard to
say which creature does only good
deeds and no evil ones and thus
merits this transition or “promotion”
to a human birth, we hear of many
cases wherein small children claim to
recall all the details of their past life.
However, the strange thing is that
such people claim to have been born
as human beings in their past lives
too.

Does this mean that a soul can
take the form of a human being
twice in the appointed 84 lakh lives,
and that too, consecutively?
Another peculiarity common to
such cases is that such people always
claim to have lived their previous
life within a radius of a 100 or 200
kilometers of the area where they
are living in their present life and
never in England or America or any
other distant place.
Yet another extraordinary
coincidence that mysteriously
manifests itself is that such souls
always seem to “choose” the
same religion in both their human
incarnations. None of them ever
claim to have belonged to a diơerent
religion or community in their
“previous” life.
Apparently, even the sex of the
individual did not change. And to
cap it all, they even spoke the same
language in both “lives”!
The questions are: Can anyone
really attain the fruit of the deeds
they performed in past lives? Can
reincarnation actually take place?
And above all, can anyone really
remember their past lives, if any?

its own soul) when it is unable to Ƥnd
a new home. Now, let us suppose,
for argument’s sake, that my name
is Ashok, and after my death my soul
(which had come from Motilal’s body
to become mine until my death)
enters Ompal’s body.
After my death, my body will
remain, whereas the soul will leave
it to enter another body. (Here ‘I’
refers only to the physical body, as
the soul is only temporary occupant
of my body and belongs universally

WHEN A WOMAN IS
CARRYING A CHILD IN
HER WOMB, THERE
ARE THEN TWO
SOULS IN ONE BODY.
THIS IS BECAUSE
WITHOUT A SOUL, A
BODY IS CONSIDERED
LIFELESS AND SINCE
AN ABORTION IS
TANTAMOUNT TO
TAKING SOMEBODY’S
LIFE; THAT MEANS THAT
BODY IS NOT LIFELESS.
AND IF IT IS NOT SO, IT
CONTAINS A SOUL.

to everybody. So ‘I’ ‘my’ etc are not
applicable to it.)
The deeds (whether good or bad)
were also done by my body. Only my
body is answerable for them. Then
why should Ompal’s body pay for the
deeds done by my body? And, by the
same token, why should Ashok pay
for Motilal’s deeds?
And how can Ompal claim to be
the reincarnation of Ashok? After all,
that soul came from Motilal’s body.
If one body has to be answerable
for the deeds of another body, that
implies the involvement of the soul
too. The soul apparently guides and
directs and plays some part in the
doing of the deeds by the body,
which is why one being has to pay

for another’s deeds. Take another
example to debate the claim that one
body houses only one soul. When
a woman is carrying a child in her
womb, there are then two souls in
one body. This is because without a
soul, a body is considered lifeless and
since an abortion is tantamount to
taking somebody’s life; that means
that body is not lifeless. And if it is
not so, it contains a soul.
If a woman is carrying twins or
triplets, then one must conclude that
there are as many souls in her body.
If the woman happens to die, so will
her unborn babies. Why is this so?
Since all the souls are separate
entities, if one soul (that of the
woman) leaves her lifeless body,

Two Essential Things

According to our religious leaders,
a human being needs two things
to establish that he is, indeed, alive
or living – a body and a soul. The
scriptures also say that the soul is not
the sole property of any one being.
It belongs to the being whose
body it enters for the duration of
that being’s life span – be it one
minute or 100 years. According to the
scriptures, the soul neither has any
part in the deeds done by that being,
nor does it have to pay for or attain
the fruit of those deeds.
It is the body which commits the
deeds and attains the fruit of those
deeds. When a human being dies,
his soul leaves his lifeless body and
enters the body of another being.
It is also said that the soul is
free of birth and death. The soul
is also considered to be one with
the Parmatma or Supreme Being. A
soul sometimes enters the body of
another being (already occupied by
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why should the souls of her babies
do so too? How can all the souls be
bonded together? It is not as though
a deƤciency is to be shared by them,
that is, if the mother has a vitamin or
mineral deƤciency, it may be shared
by the unborn babies. But can this
apply to souls too?
The soul within the body Ƥnds
an apt simile in the cell within a
transistor. Suppose, you put a fresh
cell in a Philip’s transistor and the
transistor breaks down and you then
transfer that same cell to a Murphy
transistor.
When the Murphy transistor too
goes dead, you transfer the cell yet
again to an Onida transistor. Modern

destined to die at a preordained time.
If that is so, how can its death be
untimely?

Hollowness Of Rituals

It is often said about accidental
deaths that Yama lures the person to
the spot where he is destined to die.
Then how can the death be untimely?
Then again, it is common practice
to hold religious services and give
alms purportedly to ensure that the
soul may rest in peace. But if the soul
is not in any way concerned with the
deeds done by the body, then why
would it not be at peace?
And for which soul do people
perform these rituals and create such

a fuss? After all, the soul does not
belong to any one person – it would
have entered the body of the person
(in whose memory they are holding
prayer services) from the body of
another person and would by now
have entered the body of yet another
person.
As it is not that particular personal
property, why should anyone pray
for it to rest in peace? As it has left
the body of that person and now has
nothing to do with it, why should
anybody bother whether it wanders
or rests in peace?
If we can then assume that
the soul is hence in some way
responsible for the body’s actions
and it does actually guide or direct
the same, then logically speaking, the
body housing that the soul should
have the same brain, intellect or level
of awareness in each life.
So, how can one logically justify
the claim that the body housing that
soul can take the form of a Mahatma
life and that of a cat, dog or the
lowest form of life in another life.

Revival Of The Deads

religious preachers say that the
transistor set is like a body and the
cell is the soul.
Just as a healthy body is rendered
lifeless with the removal of the
soul, similarly the transistor, even
in working condition, is rendered
lifeless when its cell is removed.
If the cell of the Philip’s transistor
is transferred to a Murphy transistor,
this does not imply that the latter is
a reincarnation of the former! If the
cell of the Murphy set is transferred
to an Onida set, this does not mean
that the Murphy set has been reborn!
After all, the very gurus who talk
of untimely death claim that every
being that comes into the world is
100

THE SOUL IS HENCE
IN SOME WAY
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
BODY’S ACTIONS AND
IT DOES ACTUALLY
GUIDE OR DIRECT
THE SAME, THEN
LOGICALLY, THE BODY
HOUSING THAT THE
SOUL SHOULD HAVE
THE SAME BRAIN,
INTELLECT OR LEVEL
OF AWARENESS IN
EACH LIFE.
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Another strange and equally
debatable point that comes to light
is the claim by several people that so
and so died and came to life again
after a while.
In most cases, the said person
claims that Yamraj escorted him
to God’s presence. An interesting
point to be noted here is that “God”
is always manifested according to
the form attributed to him in the
scriptures of that particular person’s
religion.
A Hindu will claim to have “seen”
God as Rama, a Jain would have
“seen” Mahavira, and a Sikh will
swear that he “saw” Guru Nanak
appear before him, and so on!
They then go on to claim that
when God scrutinised the account
of that person’s deeds, He allegedly
berated Yamraj saying, “Why did
you bring him now? His time has not
come yet. Go and leave him where
you found him!”
But if a person were to die of
an injury to his vital organs in an
accident and Yamraj conveys his soul

to God, would God say, “You have
brought the wrong person – his time
has not come yet!” when no power
on earth or elsewhere can restore life
to the body of a person deprived of
his vital organs?
But in this case, there is no soul
which can enter a body! Can it be
that just as a soul is said to wander
whenever it is unable to Ƥnd a body
to occupy, similarly, bodies too go
wandering about when there is no
soul available. As in the case of x, y
and z?
Perhaps the problem can be
explained away by saying that
particular soul had completed its
84 lakh requisite lives! It is said
that when Mahavira was born, his
horoscope indicated that he would
attain moksha.
It is also commonly believed that
one’s destiny cannot be changed and
that not even a leaf moves against
God’s will. This means that some
divine power was directing Mahavira.
Then how can Mahavira credited
with the things he did? From this we
can only conclude that we are merely
puppet in God’s hands and if this
were not so, why did Mahavira take
the destiny of his soul into his own
personal property?
By doing penance, Mahavira
attained freedom from those two
things, which is anyway ultimately
attained by all creatures, be they
rich or poor, literate or illiterate,
animal or bird or any form of life. It
is actually the brain which guides the
person’s actions and it is the brain’s
commands which a person follows,
though he mistakenly assumes the
soul to be commanding him.
And what diơerence does it
make, anyway, if one soul among so
many teeming millions does attain
salvation? Whenever people are in a
state of indecision, they blame it on
their souls saying, “My soul dictated
that I should cross the road and then
it forbade me too, but meanwhile
the bus was upon me and so I got
run over”. When a person loses
consciousness, does the soul become
unconscious too? When a person
remains in a coma for years together,
does his soul not direct him to do

WHICH PART OF THE
BODY DOES THE SOUL
RESIDE IN? IF ONE
VISITS THE CREMATION
GROUND, WE FIND
UNDERTAKERS PICKING
OUT SOME HALF
BURNT BONE AND
CLAIMING THAT IT
HOUSED THE SOUL OF
THE DEPARTED PERSON.
something about it? Then again,
some people are aƫicted by partial
paralysis. In such a situation, does
the soul retain control over only the
normal parts of the body?
After examining these situations,
we can only infer that it is actually
the brain which guides the person’s
actions and it is the brain’s
commands which a person follows,
though he mistakenly assumes the
soul to be commanding him.

Place Soul Resides

The question that arises now
is: Which part of the body does
the soul occupy or reside in? If one
visits the cremation ground, we
Ƥnd undertakers picking out some
half burnt bone and claiming that
it housed the soul of the departed
person.
If you were to cut oơ a person’s
hand, after sometime the severed
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limb shrivels and rots. This indicates
that the soul remained in the rest of
the body. If you were to methodically
severe each of that person’s limbs
one by one (hypothetically speaking,
of course!) and then gouge out even
the eyes, ears etc in such a way as
to keep him medically alive, you can
Ƥnally come to the conclusion that
his soul resides in one of his vital
organs, either his heart, brain, lungs,
liver, or kidneys etc.
Now, if any one of these vital
organs were to be removed, the
person would die. This would imply
that if you remove any of the organs
in which the soul resides, it should
remain healthy and alive outside the
body.
Moreover, if it is put back into
the body, the body should come
back to life again! From the above
observations, can one infer that if a
person’s soul is removed from one of
his vital organs in which it supposedly
resides, he will die instantaneously?
What explanation can religious
diehards oơer for such modern
scientiƤc phenomena as open heart
surgery, heart transplants and
other organ transplant, in which a
person’s heart is temporarily shut
down, removed, operated upon
and put back into the body or even
exchanged for a “better” one?
And who knows tomorrow even
brains may be transplanted from
one body to another. Then what will
We
happen to the soul?
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Reset

The pandemic smashed the dream world of many.
By Pooja Magoo
onika, where’s
my TAG Heuer
watch?” shouted
Sudhir from the drawing
room.
“How should I know…?”
Monika hollered back.
“Must be in the bedside
drawer… Check.”
“Got it and here’s the
Gucci perfume you were
looking for,” said Sudhir,
handing her a perfume
bottle and plonking a kiss
on her head.
“Great! Now, hurry,
we’ve to reach before we
become unfashionably
late!” said Monika. “Why
are we taking the Cruiser
instead of the Merc,
Sudhir?”

M

“Babe, you know I like
driving the Cruiser,” replied
Sudhir.
“But the Merc is
statelier. It spells us. We’ve
arrived in life. Let’s take
that, Sudhir!”
“The Cruiser is more
expensive, you know that
right?” “Okay, but next
time, it’s the Merc.” Monika
smiled and got in the front
seat.
“That’s my babe!” said
Sudhir. The boutique launch
was as happening as events
get. There were excited
conversations all around.
“Congratulations Myra!
This is so amazing! It looks
so good, as do you, muah!”
said Monika, air-kissing

Myra. “Thanks Monika,
it’s been a while and I am
so glad it’s working out.
Touchwood!” smiled Myra.
“This is so glam. Mohit
is launching it right?
When’s he arriving?!” asked
Suchita.
“Don’t know. Probably
another two hours. Oh,
there he is! Gosh, he’s so
good-looking!” exclaimed
Monika.
“Wear Tarun Tahiliani
and you too will look nice.”
said Ramya snidely.
“I’m happily dressed,
thank you very much,”
snapped Monika.
“I didn’t mean that,
Monika, you know you can
spend more. So, why don’t

“Sudhir, let’s go. We need
to stock up the groceries
at home. I have said I’m
feeling a bit unwell...”

you? Bigger is better, you
know. Like why are you
wearing something oơ the
rack? You look good, you
know, but brands are there
for a reason. Visit Emporio
sometime. I’ll take you,”
said Ramya.
“Thanks Ramya. For
now, let me enjoy my wine
and appreciate this event!”
So saying, Monika stormed
oơ.
Sudhir was having a
whiskey.
“Dude, let’s rise
above that. Let’s have
champagne, you earn so
much,” said Rohit. “Don’t
embarrass us all.”
“I like my whiskey,” said
Sudhir.
“But it doesn’t go with
us, dude. Have some
champagne instead,”
insisted Rohit.
“Where are you going
on holiday this summer?”
asked Sudhir, changing the
subject.
“Croatia or the
Maldives... Let’s see. You
still ƪy Economy?” Rohit
asked superciliously.
“Nope, it’s only Business
Class. It has been some
time now,” replied Sudhir
nonchalantly.
“Good, you’re rising
in life, Sudhir. Next stop
are chartered ƪights. It’s a
diơerent feel altogether.
One feels good. I mean,
I can’t think of travelling
commercial now,” said
Rohit with a condescending
look. “When are you getting
a Rolls, by the way? You still

drive that Cruiser, man?!”
sighed Rohit.
“What’s wrong with the
Cruiser now? It’s a good car
and I like it,” bristled Sudhir.
“Am going to take you
shopping,” continued Rohit.
“Oho, somebody’s
buying cars for everyone?
I’d like a purple Nano
please,” smiled Mayank,
joining in the conversation.
“I’m not buying anybody
anything,” piped up Rohit
immediately.
“Then why are you
goading him? He’s happy
with his car and it’s a good
car and right now his
face looks like he drives a
melon!” said Mayank. “I’ll
be back with a reƤll,” said
Rohit, lifting his glass and
heading towards the bar.
“Sudhir, you’re the Ƥfth
guy who has a hangdog
expression after speaking
to Rohit, that too, today,
at this amazing party…
Please, do you get what I’m
saying?” asked Mayank.
“Mayank, not everyone’s
like you. You Uber eat
anywhere, wear anything,
but I like…” Sudhir
struggled for the right
words.
“Approval of others?
Being a part of the herd?
Are you dressing up for
themselves or for yourself?
Are you happy? You’re not
enjoying your whiskey
even though it’s your
favourite. Somebody said
get another car so you
don’t like your car now? It’s
gone down in your esteem?
Are you kidding me? Do
you remember your Ƥrst
scootie? You bought it with
your internship money
and were so thrilled. You
parked it at the Taj because
you were proud of it and
yourself. Your lifestyle does
not deƤne you. Just you are
enough!” said Mayank.

“I know but...” said
Sudhir.
Mayank continued.
“There is no end to this.
Last week, I was at a party
in Chattarpur and there
the one upmanship was
about who owns how many
Ferraris. Then someone
actually left the party
because her hi-proƤle
designer had designed an
outƤt – not the same outƤt,
mind you, for someone
else. It’s crazy,” he said.
Rohit didn’t come back
but went across to another
group of people, two of
whom immediately started
frowning and gesturing.
“You’re right,” said
Sudhir to Mayank.
“Honestly, I think that’s
his pastime. He enjoys
making people feel inferior
about themselves. He
doesn’t talk about charity
or books or movies, just
which oƥce, which locality,
which house, how much
money; excuse me, I must
go lighten up the situation
a bit. Another minute and
either Rohit or Sohan will
be punching each other,”
said Mayank, winking at
Sudhir and going over to
that group.
“Hey guys, who’s with
me? I want to explore Delhi.
Like a foreigner. With a
backpack and all. Staying in
a two star hotel, travelling
only by rickshaws, having
street food and generally
slumming it,” said Mayank
grinning.
“You know dude, I’ve
never got this one. I mean
you’re wearing a Timex
watch – how old is that?
And you stay in a one room
space! And don’t get me
started on your clothes.
And why? You earn well, are
you going to take that with
you or what? Live life man,
spend a bit on the good

things of life!” exclaimed
Rohit.
“Let’s have food ‘coz I’m
not going to waste time
explaining contentment,
simplicity and the wonder
of the world to Rohit,” said
Mayank. “By the way, how
is the EMI on the watch
coming, Rohit? Make sure
you check out the time. A
lot!” Laughed Mayank and
walked away.
Elsewhere, the
conversation had changed
to something more serious
and out of the ordinary.

“Hey guys, who’s with
me? I want to explore
Delhi. Like a foreigner.
With a backpack and
all. Staying in a two
star hotel, travelling
only by rickshaws,
having street food and
generally slumming it,”
said Mayank grinning.
“I don’t know anything
about that?” “Is that so?”
“Are there cases here?”
“I thought it was only
outside.” “People are
stocking up on groceries?
Ok…”
Monika quickly walked
up to Sudhir who was
nursing his drink and
reƪecting.
“Sudhir, let’s go. We
need to stock up the
groceries at home. I have
said I’m feeling a bit unwell.
You too say something,
we’ve to leave now.”
“But why…? What has
happened?” asked Sudhir, a
bit alarmed, for Monika was
usually quite laid-back.
“The shops and all may
be shut down soon for
some time and I need to
make sure we have enough
stuơ for a week at least and
I want to shop right now
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at the 24x7. Covid cases
are here too. We were all
talking.”
“Okay babe. As you say.
It’s rare when you get all
ƪighty,” said Sudhir.
Hurried goodbyes were
exchanged and Myra found
herself a bit bewildered
when the last guest had left
by half past eleven.
he next six months were
a paradigm shift in all
their lives. Rohit was laid
oơ from his high-ƪying job
where he was VP. Myra’s
store had laid shut after the
beautiful launch. Many had
taken pay cuts in varying
forms. And the atmosphere
of fear, uncertainty, anxiety
and curbs had dampened
the hearts of many of them.
“You know Sudhir, when
I think back over what
stupid things I got angry
about, I feel so foolish.
I mean, so what if I am
not wearing a particular
designer’s designs? Does
it actually matter? Does it
deƤne me?” spoke Monika
slowly.
“I was furious because
Rohit implied I was lagging
behind in life and not doing
well. It’s like we take things
so personally, as if we are
at stake. But the thing is,
as Mayank said, it’s never
enough, it keeps increasing
and why do we need others’
okay?” mused Sudhir.
“And look at us today –
in our sweat pants at home
and the only thing that
matters is that we’re alive,
safe, healthy, have a house
to stay in, food to eat, some
money for basic groceries
and medicines and work
to earn a living from,” said
Monika.
“Stripped to the
basics... Mother Nature
gave us therapy in the
most unbelievable way.

T
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It’s like a Reset button has
been pressed! Yes, I feel
free, light…” said Sudhir,
stretching out his arms.
eema was telling me
the other day that
she’s loving the lockdown
because she was free of the
pressure of having to go for
a holiday especially when
she couldn’t really aơord it.
“Rohit was forced to give
up his watch too, he had
it on EMI. Living beyond
means and in luxuries not
necessities is burning the
candle at both ends; my
grandfather used to say
this and it is so true!” said
Monika shaking her head.
“Rohit actually prefers,
imagine this lemonade, to
all things. Everything else
was just posturing! And he
made me feel bad; no, I

R

“You know Sudhir, when
I think back over what
stupid things I got angry
about, I feel so foolish...”

made myself feel bad over
trivial things,” said Sudhir.
“This was such a wake-up
call. We were all withering
away without knowing that
we were,” said Monika.
“You know when we
get on the video call, it’s
now about how we feel,
how we are coping up,
whether family, friends,
relatives, and neighbours
are okay and even about
volunteering or helping
strangers.
There is zero ƪaunting,
can you believe it? Imagine,
snooty Ramya was telling
me that she helped
distribute hygiene kits.
She was always going
on about how she would
actually break out into
hives if she didn’t go for a
break every four months.
And now, she’s sitting
pretty. Not once did Ramya
talk about ‘who’ she was
wearing. She could have
said she is dressed in
her Gucci pajamas but

heaven thank goodness,
she didn’t and moreover
didn’t harangue me and
that’s a good sign. Sad
about Saurav though,” said
Monika.
“Yeah; that fellow used
to be so happy and chirpy
showing people around his
bachelor pad. And now,
there’s no one to come by.

The movie began
together in two
separate houses,
amidst a deeper
understanding and joy
of the big simple things
of life. The pandemic
had upended many
things.
Plus you know right that
he isn’t decorating at all
like he used to because he
shopped only from OMA
and now with a pay cut, he
can’t but he isn’t looking at
any other place either. Says
it’s beneath him, doesn’t
look good,” said Sudhir.
“He can get equally
good stuơ online, from
handicraft places and even
from small markets. One
has to have an eye for it. He
just associates himself with
the label,” said Monika.
“I hope he’s not going
to stand outside OMA!”
exclaimed Sudhir.
“He made his lifestyle
his disease, like many of us
did, to be honest. Anyway,
he’s taking counselling and
I really hope he comes out
of the deep funk he has
gone into,” said Sudhir.
“Mayank is the
only one who really
doesn’t seem very
much aơected,”
said Monika.
“Look, what he’s
posted today. I
love his attitude.

He is growing cucumbers,
tomatoes and a complete
kitchen garden on the
terrace and putting up fun
stories of his neighbours.”
ust then Tahira Masi
called. Since the
lockdown, it had been a
regular feature for the
couple to speak every day
to Tahira Masi, their elderly
neighbour who lived alone.
“Hello dears, I got to
cleaning and sorting today
and do you know I have
three cupboards full of
clothes. That too, clothes to
go out in and I haven’t worn
them even once during
these past six months.”
“Then wear them now,
Masi,” said Monika.
“I think I will. You know,
earlier, I was buying clothes
saying it was for myself,
but really it was to impress
others in the club.”
“Same here, we get
you,” said Monika. “Okay
Masi, it’s movie time. Which
one is due for this week?”
“My all-time favourite
– Choti Si Baat,” chuckled
Tahira Masi. “Let’s talk
again. In the interval. I have
roasted fox nuts, what are
you two having?”
“Coơee, Masi and maybe
toast,” said Sudhir.
“All right then kids, let
the movie begin!”
With that, the movie
began together in two
separate houses, amidst a
deeper understanding and
joy of the big simple things
of life.
The pandemic had
upended many things,
including distorted
dynamics and foolish
escalating wants that
served no one.
The world had been
reset. Time was no longer a
whirlwind and life ƪowed,
free and alive.
We
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Pancreatic

Cancer
A silent lethal killer.
By Dr. Sanjay Teotia
ancreatic cancer is usually
not found until advanced
stages because it is hard to
detect. Pancreatic cancer begins
in the tissues of your pancreas,
an endocrine gland in abdomen
lying behind the lower part of your
stomach.
Pancreas releases enzymes
that aid in digestion and produces
hormones that help manage blood
sugar. Pancreatic cancer is often
called the silent killer and with
good reason – most patients don’t
experience symptoms until the
cancer is big enough to impact the
surrounding organs. Even then, the
symptoms are often vague.
Apart from the fact that it is hard
to catch early, pancreatic cancer is
also deadly because it can be tough
to treat. This is because pancreatic
cancer tumours don’t respond well
to commonly used cancer therapies
unlike other, less lethal types of
cancer.

P

Several types of growth can occur
in the pancreas including cancerous
and non-cancerous tumours. The
most common type of cancer that
forms in the pancreas begins in
the cells that line the ducts which
carry digestive enzymes out of
the pancreas (pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma).
Pancreatic cancer is seldom
detected at its early stages when it’s
most curable. This is because it often
does not cause symptoms until after
it has spread to other organs.
The pancreas is involved in
maintaining blood sugar levels
because it makes insulin and
glucagon, two hormones that control
blood sugar levels.
Most people don’t experience
early signs and symptoms of
pancreatic cancer. As the disease
progresses, however, people may
notice upper abdominal pain that
may spread to the back, yellowing
of the skin and the whites of the
eyes (Jaundice), loss of appetite,
weight loss, dark coloured pee, light
coloured poop, itchy skin, new or
worsening diabetes, blood clots in
the body, nausea and vomiting.
It’s not clear what causes
pancreatic cancer. Doctors have
identiƤed some factors that may
increase the risk of this type of
cancer including smoking and having
certain inherited gene mutation.
There is no clear answer.

Causes Of Cancer

We don’t know exactly what
causes pancreatic cancer. Factors
that may increase risk of pancreatic
cancer include smoking, diabetes,
chronic inƪammation of the
pancreases (pancreatitis), family
history of genetic syndromes that
can increase cancer risk, lynch
syndrome and familial atypical molemalignant melanoma, family history
of pancreatic cancer, obesity, older
age, as most people are diagnosed
after 65 years of age.
A large study demonstrated
that the combination of smoking,
long standing diabetes and a poor
diet increases the risk of pancreatic
cancer more than the risk of any

Pancreatic Tumour

Stomach

Pancreas

Small intestine

Large intestine

IT’S NOT CLEAR WHAT
CAUSES PANCREATIC
CANCER. DOCTORS
HAVE IDENTIFIED
SOME FACTORS THAT
MAY INCREASE THE
RISK OF THIS TYPE OF
CANCER INCLUDING
SMOKING AND HAVING
CERTAIN INHERITED
GENE MUTATION. WE
DON’T KNOW EXACTLY
WHAT CAUSES
PANCREATIC CANCER.
one of these factors alone. Being
exposed to chemicals used by dry
cleaners and metal workers also
increases the risk. There are also
risk factors that you can’t change.
These include hereditary chronic
pancreatitis due to gene changes
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(Mutations) passed from parent
to child, being older than 45, being
male, and being black.
As pancreatic cancer progresses,
it can cause complications such
as weight loss, jaundice, pain
in abdomen as well as bowel
obstruction. A number of factors
may cause weight loss in people with
pancreatic cancer. Weight loss might
happen as the cancer consumes the
body’s energy.
Nauseas and vomiting caused
by cancer treatments or a tumour
pressing on your stomach may make
it diƥcult to eat. Pancreatic cancer
that blocks the liver’s bile duct can
cause jaundice.
A growing tumour may press on
nerves in your abdomen, causing
pain that can become severe.
Pancreatic cancer that grows into or
presses on the Ƥrst part of the small
intestine (duodenum) can block the
ƪow of digested food from your
stomach into your intestines.
107

pancreas can be obtained during the
procedure. A blood test can Ƥnd a
substance called a tumour marker.
For pancreatic cancer, high levels
of carbohydrate antigen, a type
of protein released by pancreatic
cancer cells, might indicate tumour.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
and sometimes positron emission
tomography (PET) scans should be
done.

Treatment Of The Disease

You may reduce your risk of
pancreatic cancer if you stop
smoking and maintain a healthy
weight. You can combine daily
exercise with a diet rich in
vegetables, fruits and whole grains
with smaller portions to help you
lose weight.
Choose a healthy diet, a diet full
of colourful fruits and vegetables and
whole grains may help reduce your
risk of cancer.
Consider meeting with a genetic
counsellor if you have a family history
of pancreatic cancer. He or she can
review your family health history
with you and determine whether you
might beneƤt from a genetic test to
understand your risk of pancreaticc
cancer or other cancers.
ic
It’s diƥcult to detect pancreatic
use
cancer in early stages. This is because
healthcare providers cannot feel the
n.
pancreas in a routine examination.
If your doctor suspects that you
may have pancreatic cancer, they
ke
may prescribe imaging tests to take
pictures of the internal organs.
An endoscopic ultrasound can also
nd
be done. An endoscopic ultrasound
e
is a thin tube with a camera at the
th
tip that is passed though the mouth
und
and into the stomach. The ultrasound
e
probe at the end of the endoscope
allows imaging of the pancreas
through the stomach wall.
ded
If necessary, an ultrasound guided
biopsy (tissue sample) from the

YOU MAY RECEIVE
RADIATION
TREATMENTS BEFORE
OR AFTER CANCER
SURGERY, OFTEN IN
COMBINATION WITH
CHEMOTHERAPY,
OR YOUR DOCTOR
MAY RECOMMEND
A COMBINATION
OF RADIATION AND
CHEMOTHERAPY.

If your doctor conƤrms a diagnosis
of pancreatic cancer, he or she tries
to determine the extent (stage) of
the cancer. Using information from
staging tests, doctor assigns your
pancreatic cancer a stage, which
helps determine what treatments are
most likely to beneƤt you.
The stages of pancreatic cancer
are indicated by ranging from lowest
stages, in which cancer is conƤned
to the pancreas and the last stage
in which cancer has spread to other
parts of the body.
The cancer staging system
continues to evolve and is becoming
more complex as doctors, improve
cancer diagnosis and treatment.
If you have any doubt regarding
diagnosing pancreatic cancer by the
doctor than get a second opinion.
Pancreatic cancer treatment
depen on certain things including
depends
where the tumour is located, what
stage iit is in, how healthy you are
and w
whether or not the cancer has
spread beyond the pancreas.
For most people, the Ƥrst goal
of pan
pancreatic cancer treatment is to
elimina the cancer, when possible.
eliminate
When that is not an option, the focus
may be on improving your quality
of life and limiting the cancer from
growin or causing more harm.
growing
Tre
Treatment may include surgery,
radiat
radiation, chemotherapy,
immu
immunotherapy
and targeted
ther
therapy
or a combination of
thes When pancreatic cancer is
these.
adv
advanced
and these treatments
are not likely to oơer a beneƤt,
yo doctor will focus on
your
sy
symptom
relief (palliative care)
to keep you conformable as long
as possible.

Operations used in people with
pancreatic cancer include surgery
for tumours in the pancreatic head,
surgery for tumours in the pancreatic
body and tail, surgery to remove
entire pancreas and surgery for
tumours aơecting nearby blood
vessels.
The cancerous part of pancreas
(resection) is removed. Lymph
nodes near the pancreas may also be
removed. Chemotherapy uses drugs
to help kill cancer cells. You may
receive one chemotherapy drug or a
combination of them.
Chemotherapy can also be
combined with radiation therapy
(chemoradiation). Chemoradiation is
typically used to treat cancer that has
not spread beyond the pancreas to
other organs.
At specialised medical centres,
this combination may be used before
surgery to help shrink the tumour.
Sometimes, it is used after surgery
to reduce the risk that pancreatic
cancer may recur.

In people with advanced
pancreatic cancer and cancer
that has spread to other parts of
body, chemotherapy may be used
to control cancer growth, relieve
symptoms and prolong survival.
Radiation therapy uses high
energy beams such as those made
of X-Rays and protons to destroy
cancer cells. You may receive
radiation treatments before or after
cancer surgery, often in combination
with chemotherapy, or your doctor
may recommend a combination
of radiation and chemotherapy
treatments when your cancer can’t

IN-LAWS/OUTLAWS
Long Lost Sister

It had been more than Ƥve
months since my marriage, and
it was diƥcult for my husband’s
family to accept me as a part of
their family. Most of the time, I felt
alone when my husband was not at
home, as I had no one else to share
my feelings with. I had to leave my
job after my marriage as women
were not allowed to work in my
husband’s family.
One day, I was in my room
scrolling through my phone when
my sister-in-law came to me and told
me that she had a surprise for me.
Lately, my sister-in-law had started
to build a decent relationship, so I
felt comfortable around her. She
opened her laptop and showed me
a craft site, she said, “I know you
love crafts, now I cannot be with
you all the time, but you can work
from home and utilise your time to
earn money.” It was a simple thing

but a great gesture to show that she
cared about me. That day, I felt like I
had found my long-lost sister.
– Rashmi

A Mother’s Surprise

After two weeks of my marriage,
I still missed my family. One day,
I was in my room, feeling a little
sad when my mother-in-law came
into my room and asked me to
accompany her to the shopping mall
as she wanted to buy some gifts for
her relatives. In the mall, she was
acting a bit weird. Every time I asked
her to go back, she would tell me
that she needed some more time.
We had spent more than four hours
in the mall when she got a call and
asked me to leave now.
When we reached home, our
whole family was sitting in the
living room, even my husband was
at home. Then my mother-in-law
asked me to put all the stuơ that we
Woman’s Era O January 2023

be treated surgically.
Palliative care is specialised
medical care that focuses on
providing relief from pain and
other symptoms of a serious illness.
Palliative care is not the same as
hospice care or end of life care.
Palliative care is provided by
teams of doctors, nurses, social
workers and other specially trained
professionals.
These teams aim to improve the
quality of life for people with cancer
and their families.
Palliative care specialists work
with you, your family and your other
doctors to provide an extra layer
of support that complements your
ongoing medical care. It’s often
used while undergoing aggressive
treatments such as surgery,
chemotherapy and radiation therapy.
When palliative care is used along
with other appropriate treatments
even soon after the diagnosis, people
with cancer may feel better and live
longer.
We
had shopped in my room. When I
opened the door of my room, I was
surprised by what I saw. My mom
was in my room with a lot of gifts,
and my room looked very similar to
the room I had in my own house.
Then everyone came to my room
and told me that it was my motherin-law’s idea to style my room and
call my mom as I was feeling low.
– Shivani

IN-LAWS/OUTLAWS
If you have had an
encounter with any of
your in-laws, let our
readers know it. Whether
it is pleasant or sour, it
does not matter so long
as it is interesting and
illustrates human
strengths and
weaknesses. Send your
contributions duly typed
or written in neat
handwriting to
WOMAN’S ERA
E-3, Jhandewala Estate,
New Delhi-110 055
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ĆĒ Ć 19-ĞĊĆė-Ĕđĉ ČĎėđ, Ćē ĔēđĞ
child to my parents. My parents
are very loving and aơectionate
towards me, but still think I am a child.
Every night, I sense my parents having
sex next room. It makes me feel very
uncomfortable. I am very disturbed,
and feel angry. Many times, I am not
even able to sleep at night. Should I
talk to them about it?
When children believe that parents
are sexless creatures, it becomes
diƥcult for them to face the reality.
You can try to shift in a diơerent room
that is a little farther oơ from your
parents, and if that is not possible,
then just play around and ask your
mother innocently about the sounds
emanating from their room. This will
obviously make her aware that you
know about the sounds. If nothing
works, you can just turn a radio or a
TV on so that the sounds become
muƫed. It might embarrass you in a
way, but there is nothing wrong with
their behaviour.

I

are too young for marriage right now
and don’t even like any of the boys.
If you were then you won’t be asking
anyone about it and must be able to
make your own decision. You should
just try to be single for some more time
and enjoy your freedom of being single
and fancy-free before getting married.
Marriage is not a game; it comes with
roles and responsibilities. And if you
have kids just after that, then it will
be additional exhaustion. Wait for at
least 5 years before thinking about
getting married, till then you can
tell the boys that you are not interested
in marriage.
O

ĆĒ Ć ĘĈčĔĔđ ČĎėđ Ĕċ ďĚĘę 15 ĞĊĆėĘ
and still found myself in a big
problem. I am very close to my best
friend, who lives in another part of the
city and usually comes to my house. I

I

O

ĆĒ Ć ĈĔđđĊČĊ ČĎėđ Ĕċ 19 ĞĊĆėĘ,
and I have 2 boyfriends. None of
them knows about each other
because I am very confused about
whom I like more when I go out with
both of them. Both of them proposed
to me for marriage. One is very rich
and handsome, and also holds a good
position in his father’s business. But he
has never gone to college. His family
also likes me. The other guy is also
good-looking but works in an IT Ƥrm as
he is an electronics engineer. Also, he
is a middle-class boy. Now, I am very
confused. My family is very supportive
and they will be happy with anything
that I decide. Please tell me which boy
I should choose.
Choosing a partner for life is nothing
like buying clothes from a shop. You

I
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also visited her and spent a few days
with her. But the last time when I
went to her house, her elder brother
who is in an engineering college
was at home. He starts ƪirting with
me and then even tries to hug me
and kiss me when I was alone. I was
not comfortable with that and even
refused to go to his house when his
brother was around. Now, she is
upset with my behaviour. Should I
tell her about all of this or stay quiet?
I cannot lose her for this.
It is not a simple problem, you
should not keep this to yourself. You
should share this with your parents
so that they can help you with
this. And do not worry about your
friendship, in starting she might act
weird and be angry with you. But
you must be friendly towards her
and make her realise that it wasn’t
about you or her. As a true friend,
she will understand that you have
done the right thing.
O

ĆĒ Ćē 1͠-ĞĊĆė-Ĕđĉ ČĎėđ ĜĎęč
a well-built structure, but my
breasts are small. I am thinking
about plastic surgery or implants to
increase my breast size. I can easily
aơord the cost of it as I belong to a
rich family, but my mother is in no
support of my idea. According to her,
my breast size will naturally increase
after childbirth. But I am in no mood
to wait for this long; can you please
tell me how I can convince her?
I think you are one of the naturally
small-bosomed women who can
look very attractive even with this
kind of Ƥgure. You can wear clothes
that suit your body type and don’t
forget that most of the supermodels
have small breasts. But if you are
thinking about plastic surgery, you
must know that it involves a good
deal of discomfort and pain. It also
needs post-surgery care. Cosmetic
surgery is an option, but it’s best not
to utilise it for avoidable reasons.
Also, there have been multiple
controversies about breast implants
in recent times. Still, if you want
to try it, then ask your mother to
visit a good plastic surgeon along
with you.

I

FIFA World Cup 2022
A Ground-Breaking World Cup With
A Fairy-Tale Ending

A Fairy-Tale Ending

This was always going to be a FIFA World Cup
like no other. The Ƥrst to be hosted in the Middle
East, the Ƥrst tto be played in November and
December, and the Ƥrst of its size, Qatar 2022
oơered a fresh twist on this old and much-loved
festival of foot
football. In the highest-scoring World
Cup of all time, it was goals from Argentina’s
captain that did the most to determine the
direction of the title.

Magical Messi Completes
Childhood Dream As Argentina
Win Title

It had taken Ƥve attempts, and a record
26 World Cup Ƥnals matches, but the
boy from Rosario, Lionel Messi, Ƥnally
delivered to lift himself alongside that
other Argentina footballing deity, Diego
Maradona, who had taken his nation to
the title in 1986.

Golden Boot

Magical Lionel Messi

Kylian Mbappe: Golden Boot Winner
FIFA World Cup 2022

Nothing could match the sense of anticipation and adrenaline
that one felt when Kylian Mbappe got the ball by the
touchline and ran at defenders. There is something primal
in the excitement one derives from the sight – as if a tiger is
launching at its prey. Mbappe was unlucky to Ƥnish on the
losing side but took home the Golden Boot award, which is
awarded to the leading goal scorer in the tournament.
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World’s Biggest Fashion Show Organised
ised
At 974 Stadium

The Qatar Fashion United by CR Runway took
ok
h of the
centre stage, transforming the football pitch
974 Stadium into a runway showcasing 21 Qataratarbased brands and more than 150 designers from six
continents and 50 countries. The biggest fashion
shion
show ever created history in celebration of fashion,,
culture and music and was staged two days before
the World Cup Ƥnals. Over 20,000 people attended
tended
d
the sold-out show including former footballers
ers
David Beckham and Ronaldo Nazário.

Tokyo Exhibit Showcases Dior’s
Passion For Japan

“Christian Dior: Designer of Dreams”
arrives in Japan after pulling huge
crowds in Paris, London and New
York. A hit exhibition showcasing
Christian Dior’s work opens in Tokyo
with a focus on the French designer’s
fascination with Japan and the
country’s inƪuence on his pieces.
The exhibition features 350 haute
couture dresses—including Japaninspired gowns displayed in settings
intended to pay tribute to Japanese
culture.

Qatar fashion United

Dior’s Passion

Deepika Padukone became the Ƥrst
Indian to unveil the FIFA trophy. She
escorted the FIFA World Cup 2022
trophy in a specially commissioned
truck and unveiled it at the Lusail
Stadium. Deepika Padukone walked
in with FIFA legend and former
Spanish Professional Footballer, Iker
Casillas Fernandez and unveiled the
FIFA World Cup 2022 trophy.

FIFA World Cup 2022

Deepika Padukone Unveiled
FIFA World Cup 2022 Trophy

New Currency

King Charles Banknotes To Enter UK Circulation
From Mid-2024

Musk Says Will Step Down
As Twitter CEO Once
Successor Found

Billionaire Elon Musk says that
he will step down as chief
executive of Twitter Inc once
he Ƥnds a replacement, but will
still run some key divisions of
the social media platform. “I will
resign as CEO as soon as I Ƥnd
someone foolish enough to take
the job! After that, I will just run
the software & servers teams,”
Musk wrote on Twitter. Musk’s
͂44 billion takeover of Twitter
in October has been marked by
chaos and controversy.

Twitter Controversy

The Ƥrst banknotes bearing the image of King Charles III are
set to enter circulation by mid-2024, the Bank of England said
as it unveiled its designs. “The portrait of The King will appear
on existing designs of all four polymer banknotes (͇5, ͇10, ͇20
and ͇50), with no other changes to the existing designs,” the
central bank said. “The King’s image will appear on the front
of the banknotes, as well as in a cameo in the see-through
security window.”

Royal Docuseries

Every Rare Glimpse Of Archie And Lili In
‘Harry And Meghan’ Docuseries

Prince Harry and Meghan Markle oơered fans
never-before-seen glimpses of their children
throughout their Netƪix docuseries, Harry &
Meghan. Before the show hit the streaming
platform, the prince and the former actress had
only given rare updates on Archie and Lilibet’s
milestones. The couple released the Ƥrst oƥcial
photo of their daughter, who was born in June
2021, when she celebrated her 1st birthday.
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Based on the content of the letter,
she goes in the search of truth to get
rid of her pain. Even as memories of
her husband Akash ƪash through
her mind and knowing the value of a
letter is immense, she moves ahead in
an assertive, non-aggressive manner
and reaches the orphanage to seek
details about Siddharth.
At last, the
D SON
tr
THE ADOPTE
truth
unravels
th
that
Siddharth
M
h
happens
to
b the son of
be
h
her
brother
R
Rakesh
born
o of wedlock
out
and left in an
orphanage
with Akash as
the sole care
caretaker, Reena’s
all irrational thoughts and confusion
came to end.
All in all, the story sends out a
positive message that holding onto a
thing without a purpose serves none
and that recognising the need and
taking a step that breaks the shackles
of selƤshness helps one to grow
beyond the attribute of the strong
which brings increased happiness,
better health and builds stronger
relationships.
–R.Srinivasan
Shotortry
S

nathan
By Sudha Vishwa

t.
He missed his father.
was too much dependen
all
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Poor
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for
attack,
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“Massive heart
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not being a good give
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at the oƥce had
She wasn’t able
certiƤcate, going of 24 hours. She
come to
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husband’s death
a matter
Reena. “Please
him the pleasure
then
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by
the Ƥles
He is in
his PAN card copy year’s
was aware that
Lilavati Hospital. Before
addressed as ‘daddy,’
but
three
was no
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were in the cupboard,
the ICU right now.” hospital
a child. Then it
papers
and
going
she
hers
returns
the
of
tax
was
income
then how
Reena reached
deliberate fault
and
Ƥles had
over. The
infertile.
and this and that
to Ƥnd out which
everything was
neither was she
at
of the
the
n ended
that.” The gentleman desk
those papers that
lines on the monitor slept
Her Ƥrst conceptio
oƥce
asked for?
foetus
the Income tax
gentleman had
heartbeat machine,
in a disaster, the
of me
categorically surmised
‘It is so very stupid
obediently straight. time entering the fallopian
to
al accent
removed.
in his profession
It took Reena some
to have never bothered
tube had to be
Aakash
the
further
and gave a list of
understand where and
before she gathered life
It also sealed any couple
he
her
that
s
papers
of
his
young
of the
document
had Ƥled
broken pieces
perusal.
out of gear hopes
s,’ thought
would need for
that was thrown
parenting a biologicalthis
began had document
who had
demise of
Reena’s head almost
Reena, but then
after the sudden
child. In many cases
of
whom she
swirling.
even in their weirdest
her husband on
with
d that
“I will get back
dreams anticipate
,”
those copies tomorrow

the world and the prevention
and treatment vary from person
to person.
All in all, at the innermost core of
all loneliness, is a deep and powerful
yearning for union with one’s lost
self, therefore engaging in games,
exercise and participating in social
activities while at the same time
spending time in solitude is the best
way to not be lonely because solitude
connects one to a sense of deep, soulgratifying peace and harmony.
–R.Srinivasan

time
It took Reena some
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before she gathered that
her life
broken pieces of
of gear after
was thrown out
of
the sudden demise
her husband.

that stalks
The silent killer
essly.
and slays you mercil
By Sabia Syed

Tramboo

8.5 lakh
nnually, around
on
people die of suicide . These
account of depression .
by depression
are deaths caused actually? It is
What is depression
mood, a kind of
a persistently low great sadness
with
mood disorder
thoughts.
laden with suicidal
say that there
Psychiatrists often as biological,
such
are several factors ical, and social
Ƥnancial, psycholog depression.
to
issues which lead are impacted
The brain functions circuit’s activity
by it and the neural still a much
It is
may be altered.
under-diagnosed
underrated and

illness.
of misconceptions
There are a lot
. Some people
about depression
a disease aƫicting
believe that it is
But Harvard Medical
the women only.
otherwise. It says
publishing claims are four times
men
that American
suicide on
more likely to commit than women.
account of depression

MEANINGFUL AND ENGROSSING

Apropos
the
short
story
“The Adopted Son” by Sudha
Vishwanathan in November 22 issue.
It was engrossing inasmuch as the
meaningful story revolving around a
woman Reena. becoming emotional
after going through the letter received
from an orphanage and addressed to
Akash, her late husband.
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REGARD AND RESPECT

This is with reference to the article
“Loneliness” by Dr Sanjay Teotia in
November 2022 which was earthly
and informative. In today’s world,
as the traditional
In
Indian
ethos
L
o respect and
of
re
regard
for the
a
aged
and elderly
a under severe
are
s
stress
and strain,
t
the
majority
of the elderly
dependent
on family and
acquaintan
acquaintances
for support
are feeling isolated, neglected and
ignored. As a result many elderly
are dying of loneliness. Thus,
the fact remains that loneliness
is an invisible epidemic that has
been aơecting people around
t
It is the bigges
cause of heart
.
disease in elderly
By Dr. Sanjay Teotia

LONELINESS

VALUABLE SUGGESTIONS

In the article, Decoding Depression,
by Savia Syed Tramboo, November
2022, the writer has given us
gg
valuable suggestions
for controlling
de
depression
which
Decoding
ha
has
become
a
matter
n
Depressio
of grave concern
A
in
the
present
ti
times. Sometimes,
se
severe
depression
le
leads
to other
m
mental
disorders
w
which
need even
hospitalisation
and lilifelong medication
after recovery.
It is better to cure it by diverting
your attention to the positive activity,
exercising, listening to music and
mingling with the suơerers like you
to lessen your mental pain. In case
of severe depression, distressed
people must visit a psychiatrist to
get it medically treated. If you Ƥnd
someone suơering from mental
health issues be his or her support
system as this mental trauma can be
completely cured and controlled by
medication and meditation.
–Harinder Kaur
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TEETH ARE IMPORTANT

Published in the November 2022
issue, the article about tooth-friendly
sweets caught my attention. It is a
very very informative and thoughtprovoking article.
As this is true that during festivals,
a wide variety of food items are
consumed without knowing their
impact on teeth and oral hygiene, the
po
points
provided in
th article were
the
F
ve
very
useful. In
Sweets
fa
fact,
the speciƤc
Festivals
n
names
of Mithais
a
and
the richness
re
related
to their
m
mineral
and
o
other
contents
w
were
so speciƤc
and clear, that it
l us nott only during festival
can h
help
season but the whole year round.
–Dr Swati Jain
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try these
your cravings,
You need not curb By Dr Riya Gupta
d.
alternatives instea

integral part of
estivals are an
They brings
the Indian culture. in everyone’s
joy and happiness
incomplete without
life, but they are
tempting sweets
the delicious and same time, it is
the
and dishes. At
that whenever
important to mention or reƤned
sugary
we eat or drink , we predispose
food or beverages decay, gum
ourselves to tooth other dental
diseases and some
problems.
that are left form
Food particles
tooth
bioƤlm on the
a sticky invisible
bacteria
plaque. When
surface called
with plaque, this
come in contact
to acid. This
of
plaque is converted
outermost layer
to
acid, attacks the
is enamel) leading
the teeth (that
tooth decay.

CLASSIFIEDS
SURROGATE MOTHER NEEDED
“Jatt Sikh family seeks a surrogate
mother, only liberal, fair, well-read,
height above 5’-2.5”, may raise child, life
long association possible, age no bar. If
interested, call/whatsapp: 9872084105.”
ADVICE
READERS are advised to make appropriate
and thorough enquiries before acting upon
any advertisement. This magazine does not
vouch for subscribe to claim any representation made by the advertiser regarding the
particulars of status of what is offered.
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